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The Honorable William E. Kovacic
Chairman, Federal Trade Commission
Office ofthe Secretary
600 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Room H-135 (Annex I)
Washington, DC 20580

Evolving IP Marketplace - Comment, Project No. P093900

Dear Chairman Kovacic:

The Licensing Executives Society (U.S.A. and Canada), Inc. (LES USA & Canada) is a

professional association of about 6,000 members engaged in discovery, and the

development, protection, and commercialization of intellectual property. LES USA &

Canada is also the founding member society of the Licensing Executives Society

International (LESI), a global society of over 12,000 members in 90 countries. We

appreciate the opportunity to participate in the FTC's Hearings regarding the Evolving

Intellectual Property Marketplace. 73 Fed. Reg. 70645 (Nov. 21, 2008).

We congratulate you on your efforts to examine the intellectual property marketplace.

Ours is a unique voice especially relevant to these Hearings. LES USA & Canada is the

oldest and largest professional society dedicated to the business of intellectual property.

Our diverse membership brings together perspectives from the research, business and

legal communities from every industry sector. The Hearings present a unique

opportunity to speak on behalf?f our members of the value of intellectual property, the

vitality of the marketplace, and the impOltance of sustaining commercial interest to

ensure further exploration, development, and distribution of innovative technologies.

Society benefits from innovation; mid innovation is stimulated when properly rewarded.
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LES USA & Canada is concerned by some vIews expressed in the Hearings. For

example, some have called for an open registration system for intellectual property

related agreements. Many of our members believe that the confidentiality of such

agreements provides many benefits, including: 1) protecting investment in the

development of new technologies; 2) maintaining strength of the intellectual property that

supports those investments; and 3) protecting proprietary business interests and

information necessary to foster continued investment in new technologies. Without

addressing the merits of such a system, We believe this is but one example of an initiative

likely to have profound effect; and one that might diminish, rather than promote,

innovation.

LES USA & Canada would welcome the opportunity to work with the FTC and others to

explore the merits of increased transparency in licensing agreements, and how that might

be achieved while stimulating both competition and innovation, LES USA & Canada is

already working in this direction. Q. Todd Dickinson, Professor lain Cockburn, and Jim

Malackowski, have spoken in these Hearings of the work of LES USA & Canada, along

with its Foundation, in researching and publishing deal tenns, royalty rates, and other key

marketplace metrics in licensing transactions. The LES USA & Canada Foundation has

published annual survey results reporting trends in the licensing marketplace (les

Nouvelles, LES International, 2004-2009). LES USA & Canada recently published a

highly regarded report from a survey of royalty rates and licensing terms in the

biopharmaceutical industry (LES USA & Canada, 2008). We are expanding that

initiative to other industries.

Those initiatives illustrate the potential for the collection and publication of valid, current

market data that balances transparency and confidentiality. The research has been well

received, and is widely supported by key innovators and those engaged in the

development and commercialization of intellectual property.

LES USA & Canada strongly encourages the FTC to move carefully and deliberately to

avoid upsetting that delicate balance, We recommend that the FTC actively elicit the

1800 Diagonal Rd. Suite 280 • Alexandria, VA 22314-2840 USA' Tel:(703) 836-3106' Fa,,:(703) 836-3107' E-mail: inJo@les.org • www.lesusacanada.org
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participation and cooperation of stakeholders in this effort, and avoid taking fmiher steps

without a full and fair opportunity for stakeholders to participate. The FTC might

consider the establishment of an Advisory Board to provide informed comment and

recommendations for establishing appropriate and meaningful objectives, and policies for

achieving those objectives. LES USA & Canada can provide able and effective

assistance in this realm, and would welcome the opportunity to participate on such an

Advisory Board.

On behalf of the Board of Trustees of LES USA & Canada and all its members, we look

forward to working with you to ensure that the American marketplace is fair and pro

competitive while remaining the best and most innovative in the world.

Please contact our Executive Director, Ken Schoppmann, to discuss how we can take the

next steps together.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Francois Painchaud
President
Licensing Executives Society
(USA and Canada), Inc.
president@les.org

For additional background information on LES USA & Canada, please visit our web site,
www.lesllsacanacla.org.
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Survey Review

A Review Of The lES (USA & Canada)
2007/2008 BioPharmaceutical Royalty Rate
And Deal Terms Survey
By Sleven Renwick and}ames A. McCarthy

.. Steven Renwick,
PharmaVentures Ltd,
Consultant,
Oxford, UK
E-mail: steven.renwick@
pharmaventures.com

.. James A. McCarthy, CLP,
EGEN, Inc.,
Senior Vice President,
Corporate Development
Huntsville, AL, USA
E-mail: jmccarthy@egeninc.com

I ntellectual property valuation in the healthcare
sector is often achieved through acombination of
discounted cash flow (DCF) and net present value

(NPV) calculations, supported by benchmarking based
on publicly available deal information. Published total
deal value figures invariably show upfront and various
milestone payments. However, it is an unfortunate
situation for dealmakers that royalties, potentially
the largest financial component of the deals they
would most like to benchmark, are the one piece
of information that almost all companies will keep
closest to their chest. The details of these figures
are almost always kept confidential by the companies
involved. In the United States, public companies are
required to file the contracts of material licensing
transactions with the U.S. Security and Exchange
Commission (SEC). However, the relevant sections
and numbers related to financials, and royalty rates
in particular, are generally redacted in these filed
contracts and are protected under restrictive confi
dentiality clauses for five or more years. These SEC
filing requirements are only for public companies and
material transactions. Thus, deals not subject to this
requirement include public company deals that are
not material to the overall size of the company (Le.
"large pharma"), deals by private companies such as
numerous biotech companies, small pharmaceutical
companies, ex-U.S. companies and university deals.
The result is that actual or primary data on licens
ing royalty rates and deal terms is limited for a large
portion of the industry.

Databases, such as PharmaDeals@ and ReCap, will
provide deal information where it has been made
publicly available; or, where possible, request un
redacted versions of filed contracts that are over five
years old, through the Freedom of Information Act
(FOIA). Nevertheless, there remains an unsatisfac
tory amount of contemporary royalty information
available, covering current deals conducted· in the
last five years, for dealmakers to use as benchmarks
in their licensing negotiations.

It was with the aim of filling this knOWledge gap
that the Licensing Executives Society, (U.S.A. &
Canada), Inc. (LES) Board ofTrustees commissioned

a royalty rate survey project and requested volun
teer LES members to execute an extensive survey
in 2007.

The basic objective was to provide LES members
with relevant, cutting
edge licensing infor
mation and industry
specific data that cannot
be found elsewhere.
As a result, LES pro
vides to LES members
contemporary, value
added information to
benchmark themselves
against others in the
industry and enhance
their deal making exper
tise. The survey report
was issued in summer
of 2008 and is avail
able exclusively to LES
members electronically
via the LES Web site. A summary of the results of
that survey is presented in this paper.
Methodology

A previous survey, looking at Licensing Practices
and Factors Affectirig Royalty Rates, had been con
ducted in 1991.' This survey had covered all indus
tries represented by LES members and had received
118 participants. Other notable, recent analyses
of pharmaceutical royalty rates include a paper
published in les Nouvelles in March 2008,2 which
covered all industries and again relied on publicly
disclosed data, and a healthcare-specific report pub
lished by PharmaVentures in 2008,3 which included

I. McGavock DM, Haas DA and Patin MP. Licensing Practices,
Business Strategy, and Factors Affecting Royalty Rates. Licensing
Law and Business Report 13,205·216 (1991).

2. Porter M, Mills Rand Weinstein R. Industry Norms and
Reasonable Royalty Rate Determination. les Nouvelles 43, 47·
64 (2008).

3. AGuide to Royalty Rates in Pharmaceutical Licensing Deals.
PharmaVentures (2007).
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analysis of a similarly structured deal terms survey.
It was decided that this current survey would look

specifically at the biopharmaceutical segment of the
LES Health Care Sector and take advantage of Web
based survey tools and technologies. This was done
with a view to expand the survey in the future to
other industries and on to a global basis, based on
the learnings from this survey.

The surveywas conducted in the form of an online
questionnaire to each LES member company that
was a member of the LES Health Care S~ctor. The
survey questions were designed by an LES member
survey committee, all experienced dealmakers. The
time frame selected was to solicit information only
on deals conducted in the prior three years. The
online questionnaire instrument was constructed
by Veris Consulting, an independent research com
pany, specialized in confidential surveys conducted
by professional associations. Use of an independent
company to collect the survey data ensured the
confidentiality of the deal information submitted by
the survey respondents; furthermore, no personal,
company or product names were collected. No LES
staff member, leader or survey team member had
any access to the raw data submitted or knowledge
of who participated.

The survey executionwas announced and launched
at the 2007 LES (USA & Canada) Annual Meeting
held in Vancouver. Participation was sought through a
series of letters and e-mails to ail LES (USA & Canada)
Health Care Sector members in each health care
company. This was followed up with telephone calls
to senior LES members at the top 50 pharmaceutical
companies to encourage their participation.

Before looking at the results of the survey, it is
important to clarify the nature of the data on which
the analysis was based and to suggest a disclaimer.
In total, 230 licensing deals were submitted by 86
pharmaceutical organisations of various sizes. Ulti
mately, 155 deals representing completed surveys
were included in the analysis, meaning that anumber
of organisations submitted more than one deal. This
opens up the possibility of data bias due to poten
tial over-representation by a particular organisation
type. Furthermore, due to the criteria with which
the deal data was sorted and analysed, many of the
analyses were conducted on data sets with a relatively
small sample size. Therefore, although the results
presented in this paper are indicative of industry
practices, they should not be construed as definitive
representation of the whole pharmaceutical industry.
Nevertheless, this data represents the most recent

63 les Nouvelles

analysis available of contemporary, biopharmaceutical
licensing royalty information for deals conducted in
the last three years.

It is intended that this survey can act as a pilot for
future royalty rate surveys, which may be expanded
to the LES International community. With expanded
geographic reach and increased participation, this
survey can become more robust with each cycle.
Respondents Profile

In total, 230 deal responses were received of
which 155 deals were a fully-completed survey and
were thus used in the analysis. Respondents were
invited to submit data on deals executed in the pre
vious three years. There was a natural bias towards
more recent deals, with 78% of them included in
the analysis completed in 2006 or 2007 (2005-35
deals; 2006-58; 2007-62). The submission of deals
by licensors and licensees was split 70:30. Quality
control was conducted and the data was examined for
matching deal submissions to ensure that single deals
were not submitted by both licensor and licensee;
none were found.

Data from PharmaDeals® shows that from 2005 to
2007, there were 2,575 life sciences licensing deals
completed, of which approximately 2/3 included
a U.S. or Canadian company. As this survey was
targeted to U.S. & Canadian companies, the deals
submitted to the survey are a narrow but significant
snapshot based on apprOXimately 9% of the deals
executed over this period.

As mentioned above, 86 organisations submitted
deals, meaning that several organisations submitted
multiple deals. There was a higher proportion of

Pharma (36%)

N=86



N=155

>$l,OOOM (10%)

$501-$1,000M
(15%)

$251-$500M
(11%)

Further details of the analysed profiled deals
include a strong majority of the deals (88%) being
for exclusive rights; only 10% of deals included co
promotion or co-marketing rights, with a further
7% of deals including commercialisation options.
In terms of the territorial profile of the deals 70%
of all the deals were for worldwide rights with 90%
including at least the U.S. rights.

The analysis of the predicted peak U.S. sales for
the products shed an interesting light on the profile
of the data submitted. Over half the reported deals
were for products with predicted peak U.S. sales of
less than U.S. $100 M (Figure 3). Although deals
for products ranging up to potential "blockbuster"4
status were submitted to the survey, this analysis
does suggest that the data would be biased towards
lower value product deals.

An objective of the survey was to capture informa
tion on recent deals and provide deal information
not available through Freedom of Information (FOI)
approaches, especially for small and private pharma
ceutical and biotech companies. However, additional
analyses were conducted on deals considered rel
evant to "big pharma" companies.

For example, additional analysis was conducted for
deals, considered relevant to "big pharma" that met
the following criteria:

• Only deals with biotech or pharmaceutical
companies as out-licensors

4. Generally considered to be drugs with annual sales of over
U. S. $1 Billion.

l . . -.J

Biotech (26%)
N=155

Pharma (28%)

pharma and biotech respondents (36% and 37% re
spectively), while academic institutions represented
13% of respondents (Figure 1). The remaining re
spondents opted to identify themselves as "Other"
partnering organizations that included bio/pharma
holding companies, law firms, medical devices, and
nutraceuticals. Although representing only 13%
of respondents, the academic institutes were re
sponsible for submitting 35% of the deals meaning
that multiple deal submissions were more frequent
amongst this group (Figure 2). Deals submitted by
pharma companies represented 28%, biotech com
panies 26% and "other" 11%. This over weighting of
academic deals provides avaluable insight not readily
available. It provides a bias toward early stage deals
that should be taken in to account when looking at
the following analyses.

Nearly half (47.7%) of the deals were for small
molecule drugs and about a quarter (24.4%) were
for bioiogical therapeutics (data not shown). The
remainder were for platform technologies (11.9%),
natural products (4%) and "other" (11.9%). For the
purposes of this analysis, platform technology deals
and natural products were not included in the analy
sis of therapeutics. The ratio of small molecule drug
deals to biological deals in this data-set appeared
to be particularly high. This is not reflected in the
PharmaDeals data representing the whole industry,
where the ratio is closer to 50:50. The reason for a
bias towards small molecule deals in this data-set is
unclear. The top three therapeutic areas reported in
the survey were oncology, eNS and cardiovascular,
which corresponds with the therapeutic distribution
of deals found in PharmaDeals.
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A Profile of Responses-Royalty Type
We found enough instances meeting the large pharma
criteria to make limited observations on how terms for
these deals were different.
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• Assets estimated to have greater than $250
million in peak sales potential

• Exclusive deals that included at least the
U.S. territory rights

• No platform deals
This "big pharma" criferia produced a subset of 32

deals. It was recognized that this is a small sample,
but it did allow for some limited observation on
how terms for these deals differed from the overall
survey sample.

While only 12% of the fixed royalty deals met the
"big pharma" criteria, over 40% of the tiered royalty
deals met the criteria (Figure 4).

In the following analysis, deals were separated into
those that had fixed royalties (83 deals) and those
that had tiered royalties (54 deals). Eighteen (18)
deals which did not include a royalty component
were not included in the analysis. Also, whereas re
spondents were asked to be specific about the stage
of clinical development for the products at the time
of the deal, to avoid analysis of low deal numbers,
submitted deals were grouped according to key
points in development. The groupings used were:
Group I-Preclinical; Group 2-IND filed through
Phase II enrolled (pre-proof of concept (POC)); Group
3-Phase II completed through Phase III enrolled
(post-paC); Group 4-Phase III completed through
NDA submitted; Group 5-Marketed. An advantage
of this approach was to analyze the data based on dif
ferences in clinical information available that might
contribute to value created. For example, Group 3
deals comprised of Phase II completed and Phase III
enrolled have the same set of clinical data to consider
for "value" and "risk" assessments.
Fixed Royalty Deals

The clear majority of reported deals with fixed roy
alties were for preclinical products (49 deals), with
comparatively few deals in the other groups (Figure
5). Due to the low sample number, only the preclini
cal, pre-PaC and launched deals were analysed. There
was negligible difference between the averages for
the two early groups, with the average fixed royal
ties for preclinical products at 4.3% and for pre-PaC
products at 4.6% (Figure 6). The medians for these
groups better illustrated the expected difference
with 3.5% for preclinical and 5% for pre-PaC. It was
surprising to compare the range between the two
groups with royalties ranging between 0.3 and 25%
for the preclinical group and 2 to 8% for the pre-PaC
group. This disparity most likely represents the low
tn' number for group 2 (9) versus group 1 (49). For
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Review of Big Pharma deals supports the assumption
that these deals would have higher terms.

Looking at preclinical deals alone, deals for biologi
cals were found to attract slightly higher royalties
than deals for small molecules (Figure 7). Unsurpris
ingly, given the fundamental IP involved in develop
ing biologicals, nearly all preclinical fixed royalty
deals for monoclonal antibodies involved stacked
royalties compared to only 40% of small molecule
deals (Figure 8). Overall, a plot of the distribution
of fixed royalty preclinical deals shows that 86% of
deals had a royalty rate of < 5% and 49% had a fixed
royalty of <3% (Figure 9).

For the fixed royalty deals that met the "big
pharma" criteria, the majority (5 of I0) were con
centrated in the preclinical phase. Compared to
the sample of fixed rate preclinical deals, the "big
pharma" criteria deals had modestly higher financial
terms with a mean fixed royalty rate of 5.2% vs 4.3%
for the total sample and a median royalty rate of
4.0% vs 3.5% (Figure 10).

Upfront payments for the preclinical and pre-POC
fixed royalty deals averaged below U.S. $1 M, with
pre-POC deals returning slightly higher payments
than preclinical deals (Figure 11). While 65% of
preclinical fixed royalty deals included development
milestones, the average potential payment was
U.S. $2.2M. In comparison, only 15% of these
deals included sales milestones, although the aver
age for these was slightly higher at U.S. $3.2 M
(Figure 12).
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the 6 launched products the average fixed royalty
was 11.6% with a median of 7.5%. The maximum
royalty found in this range was surprisingly low at
27.5'Yo--data from PharmaDeals suggests that deals
for launched products can command royalties of
up to 40%.

--------------------
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Type of Milestone Payment

The low average value of the upfront and milestone
payments in these deals might reflect the bias of the
deal towards low sales-potential products. In com
parison, average upfront payments (whether fixed or
tiered royalties) for preclinical licensing deals, during
that same period, in PharmaDeals were U.S. $11.7
M, while average milestone payments (development
and sales) were U.S. $157.7 M.
Tiered Royalties Deals.

While the fixed royalty deals showed a bias to
wards low-potential value products, there was a
clear trend that the use of tiered royalties increased
as the predicted peaks sales of the products in
creased (Figure 13). This finding supports the use
of tiered royalties as a compromise during negotia
tions for larger value deals where there is greater
potential for disparity between the sales predicted
by the licensor and the licensee. In total, 55 tiered
royalty deals were included in this analysis.

As different thresholds were used for comparing
royalty rates in different deals, the royalty rates
at six standardised revenue levels were used to
compare royalties. The standardised revenue levels
were set at U.S. $50 M, U.S. $100 M, U.S. $250 M,
U.S .$500 M, U.S. $750 M and U.S. $1 B. In this
analysis there were enough deals to analyse the
preclinical, pre-POC and post-POC groups. The
findings were consistent with expectations, with
the average royalty rate in preclinical deals rising
from 5 to 8% through the tiers (Figure 14). For
pre-POC deals the royalties grew from 7 to 10%.
There was then a significant increase in royalties
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preclinical deals. As was observed in fixed rate deals,
the "big pharma" preclinical deals had higher average
royalty rates in tiered royalty deals ranging 1.5% to
2.0% higher than the overall sample (Figure 16).

While tiered royalties can make adeal more accept
able to both sides during deal negotiations, they do
also add a layer of administrative complexity for the
ongoing execution, analysis, reporting and royalty
payment. The most frequent number of tiers in such
deal structures was three (Figure 17). It was interest
ing to note that a number of preclinical deals had
four or five tiers. Given the difficulty with which the
future success of a product can be predicted at the
preclinical stage, many would consider this to be an
unnecessary level of complexity. Nevertheless, even
with such early-stage products, there can be a large
gap in the sales expectations between the licensor
and the licensee and multiple tiers may be the only
way to resolve such differences.

Average total potential milestone payments in
the tiered royalty deals reported in the survey were
significantly higher than those of fixed royalty deals.
However, for development milestones there was no
trend for deals at different stages of development
with pre-POC deals having an average of U.S. $48
Mand post-POC deals having an average of U.S. $55
M (Figure 18). Sales milestones did show a clear
trend through development stages, with potential
sales milestones increasing from U.S. $29 M for
preclinical deals, to over U.S. $100 M for post-POC
deals (Figure 19).

Regarding the milestones for tiered royalty "big
pharma" deals, the total development milestones
were lower than the universe for early stage/
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for products post-POC, with the royalties increasing
from 14 to 18%.

Notably, the range of royalties for preclinical
and pre-POC deals involving tiered royalties was
higher than averages in the equivalent fixed royalty
deals (Figure 15). This suggests that as deals which
involve tiered royalties are likely to be for higher
value products, they are likely to command agreater
share of the revenues for the licensor upon com
mercialisation.

For tiered royalty deals that met the "big pharma"
criteria, the distribution was similar to fixed royalty
deals with the majority (13 of 22) concentrated in

12 - - - ..- - ---..- -- - - __ "'.- -.'.
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preclinical deals but higher for the post "proof of
concept" stage. The sale milestones for the tiered
royalty "big pharma" deals were higher at all stages
(Figure 20).

In comparison to the fixed royalty deals, the aver
age upfront payments for tiered royalty deals were
more in line with expectations and showed a more
significant increase as clinical stage progressed.
Average upfront payments for preclinical products
in tiered royalty deals were just under U.S. $5 M
in comparison to U.S. $0.6 M for fixed royalty deals
(Figure 21). Pre-POC tiered royalty deals had an
average upfront payment of over U.S. $8.5 Min com
parison to U.S. $0.9 M for the fixed royalty deals.
However, these values were still below the average
upfront payments from the PharmaDeals data.
Discussion and Observations

In negotiating the value distribution in a deal, it
is common to perceive that the deal may be "front"
or "back-weighted." This means that a licensor may
sacrifice eventual royalties in return for a higher
upfront payment when the need for capital is more
immediate, and vice versa when immediate cash
requirements are not so urgent. This perception was
not supported by the data from the survey, with an
analysis of upfront payments vs royalties for preclini
cal deals showing a general trend for larger upfront
payments in the highest royalty deals (Figure 22).
One possible reason for this is that in preclinical
deals, the high developmental risk associated with
the product reaching commercialization means
that royalties, which will be very far-off, contribute

a relatively small proportion of
the value in the deal and might
therefore be less sensitive in
negotiations. This trend suggests
that at the preclinical stage, a
strong negotiator can potentially
extract both near- and long-term
value from a deal and should not
necessarily be thinking about
whether they want to weight
the deal towards either the up
front payment or royalties. Once
products move through the clinic
and the product is de-risked, it is
likely that the balance between
upfront and royalties (front/back
weighted) would be restored.

In comparison to a typical
_. .. ._ .._. __._._...__ ....__ ._.__. . ..._.__.._. ..._._._.__. ._...._._._. analysis of deal terms based on
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commercial database sources may give a dispropor
tionately higher financial valued view of dealmaking
than is actually present in the health care industry.
As was discussed earlier, the data submitted to
this survey had a bias towards deals submitted by
universities (35%), biotechs (26%), early stage deals
and products with low predicted peak sales poten
tial, which would be expected to attract lower deal
values. The deals that met the "big pharma" criteria
had higher financial terms and were more aligned
with industry expectations based on insights from
the available databases

Therefore, while these factors mean that caution
needs to be taken when interpreting the analysis of
such data, especiallywith low sample size, the deals
represented in this survey provide guidance and pos
sible trends to current and future deal terms that
can be achieved in the above context.

In summary, this report illustrated detailed analy
sis on fixed royalties, tiered royalties, valuation and
therapeutic areas in biopharmaceutical deals. It
reveals a more current perspective on biopharma
ceuticallicensing royalty rates and deal terms than
the Freedom of Information (FOI) approach allows.
Future Plans

The Licensing Executives Society (U.S.A. &
Canada), Inc. plans to conduct the BioPharmaceuti
cal Royalty Rate and Deal Terms Survey on a regular
basis. It is planned that the next survey will be con
ducted in conjunction with other LES International
societies and will survey companies worldwide.
This will provide LES members a truly global insight
into contemporary deal terms information. This
2007/2008 LES (USA & Canada) survey will act as
a pilot upon which the global survey can be built.
It is hoped that on the back of this survey, and the
value-added information gleaned that is not available
from other sources, participation in the next survey
will be greater, thus increasing the significance of
this analysis to all LES members. The roll out of
future survey results will continue to provide LES
members, on an ongoing basis, valuable insights into
contemporary deals that are not readily available,
as well as, timely indications of future trends in the
ever-changing deal environment. •
LES (USA & Canada) Acknowledgments

This survey was commissioned by the LES (USA &
Canada) board of trustees as a service to its mem
bers. Due to the great usefulness of its content, the
board of trustees extended access to this report to
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data from available commercial databases such as
PharmaDeals, the value of the deals analysed in this
survey may appear low. However, it is worth remem
bering that the deal databases that are traditionally
used in licensing analyses, are populated with deal
information that has been made publicly available or
from large "material" deals by public U.S. companies
that are required to submit the deals to the Security
and Exchange Commission. These deals will tend to
have a bias towards the more "eye-catching" deals
with large headline values while "less sensational"
licensing deals are not publicised to the same degree.
For this reason, analysis of deal trends from such
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Survey Results

U.S.jCanadian Licensing In 2007-08: Survey Results
BV Louis P. Bememan, lain Cockburn, Aja;: Agrawal/i' Shankar Iyer

4. The term "company" is used as a generic reference to
an IP asset owning entity, which was primarily represented by
corporate entities but includes representation from universities,
research institutes, and government laboratories.
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InitialResults ofaSurvey Conducted in Spring2008
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on behalfof The Licensing Foundation.,,2

Introduction
his paper is the fifth report of the Annual
Survey conducted by the LES Licensing Foun
dation. As in prior years, the survey was con-

ducted by an online questionnaire of the membership
of LES (USA & Canada). The data were obtained
primarily in April/May 2008, and refer to the period
2007. two related but distinct survey questionnaires
were used, one for Technology Creators/Users (Le.
buyers or sellers, licensors or licensees), and one
for Professional Service Providers (law firms and
consultants).

The objective of this survey is, as in previous years,
to provide an annual, synoptic perspective on events,
and trends in "the business of licensing" that can
assist licensing professionals in understanding and
advancing the business environment in which they
operate and to which they contribute. The survey
also seeks to provide information about IP licens
ing which may be used by the public, academic
researchers, government policy analysts, and others
to grasp the issues and impacts of licensing business
practices.3

Specific inquiry themes for this surveywere: licens
ing and the courts-to assess the impact of recent
court decisions on licensing; investigating underly
ing motivations in licensing-business development
versus enforcement of rights; and, to determine the
impact of patent trolls on licensing activity.

1. The Licensing Foundation is a wholly-owned 501c3 sub
sidiary of LES (USA & Canada). Additional information on the
Foundation is available at: www.llcenslngfoundatlon.org.

2. The Licensing Foundation during 2007 was managed by its
Board comprised of Alan Baum, E.B (Ted) Cross, Ada Nielsen,
Dwight Olson, Art Rose, and assisted by Ken Schoppmann of the
LES (USA & Canada) office. The authors also wish to acknowledge
the contribution of the LES Foundation past-president Richard
Razgaitis.

3. Since LES (USA & Canada) membership predominately
reflects technology licensing of patents, know how, trade secrets,
and copyrighted software-and relatively under-represents
licensing of trademarks and copyrighted content, for example
the licensing industry so characterized by these data is primarily
about technology licensing.

Summary of Survey Methodology
AWeb-based survey was sent to the LES (USA &

Canada) membership in April/May 2008. Separate
questionnaires were developed and sent to Technol
ogy Creators/Users and Professional Service Provid
ers, but not to specific industry sectors. We received
602 usable responses from Technology Creators/
Users and 277 usable
responses from Profes
sional Service Providers.
Strict anonymity was
guaranteed and pro
vided. As in all prior
years, once responses
were deemed authentic,
they were matched to
one of eight categories
based on their industry
sector and the reported
size of their organiza
tion. We distinguished
between large and small
entities or companies,
based on the number
of employees (greater
or less than 500) and
four industry groups:
Health, DICE (Digital
Information Computers
Electronics), Industrial,
and University/Govern
ment.4 Responses were
then anonymized with
no identifying informa-
tion retained. Because responses were anonymized,
we had no ability to link responses to other datasets
or to do longitudinal studies of respondents. Dis
cussion of the sample and survey design, including
survey administration and response rate, is attached
as Appendix A.
Summary of Findings And Discussion

In this survey, we asked questions exploring three
major themes:

Marei"1 20()(} 1



• Medlmmune v. Genentech-Supreme Court rejected reasonable apprehension of suit
test for declaratory judgment jurisdiction in allowing a licensee to challenge the volidity,
enforceability or non-infringement of a licensed patent without requiring a breach or termi
nation of its license.

5. Or at least were not willing
to report having done so!

and context questions about respondents and their
organizations. Of note, we found that 85 percent of
Technology Creators!Users respondents are non-law
yers and 38 percent of respondents had less than five
years of licensing experience. (See Tables 1 and 2.)
Licensing and the Courts-Impact of
Recent Court Decisions

We asked respondents a series of questions related
to recent significant court decisions that dealt with
licensing disputes or have implications for the future
treatment of license agreements. Specifically, we
asked about respondents' level of awareness, depth
of knOWledge, concern,' and the actual impact on
their business of recent court rulings. Decisions in
cases such as Medimmune v. Genentech, Sandisk
v. STMicroelectronics, Seagate, KSR International v.
Telejiex, and eBay v. MercExchange-(see Table 3)
have generated commentary in the popular press
and elsewhere, and have been widely interpreted as
favoring licensees over licensors and patent holders.
Yet despite the public hand wringing and debate, the
survey data we collected from individuals actually
involved in the management of intellectual property
suggests that the hand wringing and pursuant inter
pretations are not necessarily mimicked by the survey
respondents.

We first asked respondents whether or not they
had thought at all about these recent court rulings.
Surprisingly, at least for us, only 76 percent of Profes
sional Service Providers and 67 percent of Technology
Creators!Users replied in the affirmative. Though
this may just be a debate of the "is the glass half full
or half empty" variety, given the salience of these

cases, the intensity of dis
cussion in the press and
at professional gatherings,
and their potential to affect
licensing practice, we are
nonetheless startled that a
quarter of responding Ser
vice Providers and a third
of responding Technology
Creators/Users had not
thought about the impact
of these recent court rul
ings.s Perhaps transaction
oriented professionals see
changes in legal doctrine,
even landmark court rul
ings, as irrelevant to their

1-3 Years ••••9116%

20+ Years IlIlIlI 5%

• Sandisk v. STMicroelectronics-Federal Circuit broadened declaratory judgment jurisdic
tion to situations in which there is an assertion of patent rights and a responsive contention
of the right to engage in the accused activity without a license.

• In re Seagate Technology, HC-Federal Circuit revised the standard for proving willful
infringement by requiring clear and convincing evidence of objective recklessness on the
part of the accused infringer instead of a mere failure to exercise due care to avoid patent
infringement.

• KSR International It. Teleflex-Supreme Court rejected strict application of teaching/sug
gestion/motivation (TSM) test for determining obviousness; perceived as raising the bar for
sustaining the validity of patents.

• eBay v. MercExchonge-Supreme Court rejected general rule that a permanent injunction
should follow a finding of potent infringement absent exceptional circumstances in favor of
application of the traditional four-factor test: (1) irreparable injury; (2) inadequate remedy
at law; (3) balancing of hardships of parties; and (4) the public interest.

For "IP Mokers/Users"-8S% of respondents ore NON-Lawyers

For "IP Makers/Users"-38% of respondents have less than
5 years licensing experience

....------...,
Q-1Year iii11 6%

SciencearEngineering_61%

Legal~
General Management ...18%

1. Licensing and the courts-impact of recent
court decisions;

2. Business development vs. enforcement ofrights;
and

3.Impact of patent trolls.
As in previous years, we also queried respondents'

profiles and asked about volume of licensing activity
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are seeing relatively slow diffusion
of information out of legal circles
into the community of practitioners.
Interestingly, when we look at sec
toral differences, among Technology
Creators!Users, the DICE industry
sector stood out with 60 percent
of DICE respondents very or quite
knowledgeable, while one-third
to one-half of the other industry
respondents were very or quite
knowledgeable. Since the litigants in
many of these cases were companies
from the DICE sector, it is probably
not too surprising that respondents
from this sector were more familiar
with the matters and decisions.
Nonetheless, these rulings are likely
to have implications beyond DICE,
so these differences in knowledge
across sectors point to relatively slow
diffusion of information.

We then explored howconcerned
respondents were about the impact
of these rulings on their business.
In short, the answer was "not so
much." Overall, about two-thirds
of respondents were "somewhat"
or "slightly" concerned. We suspect
that these relatively sanguine re
sponses reflect confidence that any
negative implications of, for example,
the Medimmune decision can be
handled transactionally, and a sense
that some of the other decisions,
for example, KSR, most significantly

impacts legal practice rather than business dealmaking.
(See Table 6.)

How concerned are you about these recent court
decisions, and what is your sense of respondents'
level of concern? There is, however, a significant cor
relation between respondents' knowledge and their
degree of concern. Perhaps low levels of concern,
therefore, reflect limited knOWledge.

In terms of actual impact, both Professional Ser
vice Providers and Technology CreatorslUsers largely
viewed recent court rulings as haVing a neutral or
negative impact on their business, with over half of
Professional Service Providers and nearly two-thirds
of Technology Users/Creators reporting a neutral
impact, and one-quarter and one-fifth reporting a
moderately negative impact respectively. Very few re
spondents viewed the impact as positive, even those

N-40S
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development activity?
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24%

Very ~1S%

QUite&~32%

... the licensing/business
development activity ofyour
clients? (Service Providers)

N-277

How knowledgeable are you about these recent rulings?

(Service Providers)

AUttle _13%

Not At All '.1%
N-210

No

Ves

Recent court rulings (e.g., Medimmune v. Genentech, Sandick v. STMicroelectronics,
Seagte, KSR International v. Teleflex, and eBay v. Men:Exchange) appear to have swung
the pendulum of Iicensor~icenseeinterests in favor of licensees. Have you thought
about the impact of one or more of these rulings on...

Regarding recent court rulings such as those cited above that appear to have altered
the balance between licensors and licensees:

daily business. Perhaps these results reflect person
nel turnover in the licensing function: in past surveys
we have found that about one third of Technology
Creator!User respondents had less than 5 years of
licensing experience. Perhaps this finding points to
an opportunity for LES US/C to communicate such
issues more effectively to its members.

Among respondents who were both aware and
had thought about the impact of these recent
court rulings, about one-half reported that they were
very or quite knOWledgeable about these rulings.
Again, while licensing professionals focused on
transactional matters may not have reached a defini
tive opinion about these recent court decisions, we
were surprised they were not more knowledgeable.
Are these court decisions simply irrelevant to people
focused on transactions? Or, is it the case that we
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whose organizations were engaged in
substantially more in-licensing than
out-licensing. Perhaps, more time is
needed for diffusion of information
or for the impact of these recent
court rulings to sink in. Perhaps,
licensing professionals need more
time to adjust. But, perhaps, despite
the hand wringing and public debate,
the pendulum has not swung too far
in favor of licensees.

We also asked respondents about
business factors they consider in
preparing for licensing negotiations,
drawing upon the so-called "Georgia
Pacific factors" frequently offered to
courts in the analysis of reasonable
royalties in patent damages. Spe
cific factors that we asked questions
about included:
• Rates paid by the prospective
licensee for the use of other or
comparable IP;

•Fees and royalties paid by eXisting!
other licensees; .

•The commercial relationship
between the parties (i.e. direct
competitors or other); and

•Contribution of the IP towards
promoting sales and generating
revenues/profits from other
products.6

Majorities of Professional Service
Providers and Technology Creators/
Users indicated that they considered
these factors "very important" or
"quite important" in preparing for
negotiations in the real world. Under
the Georgia-Pacific standard, courts
consider the likely outcome of a hy
pothetical negotiation between the
patentee and the alleged infringer,
and responses to this survey (par
ticularly from Technology Creators/
Users) offer reassurance that some
of the considerations embodied in
the Georgia-Pacific factors reflect
actual licensing practice.

6. Georgia·Pacific Corporation v. United
States Plywood Corporatfon, 318FSupp1116,
6USPQ 235 (SO NY 1970).
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What has been the actual impact of these rulings on...

...your clients' licensing/business ...your licensing/business
development activity to dote? development activity to dote?

(Service Providers) (Makers and Users)

Very Positive B2%
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Fees and royalty rates paid by existing/other
licensees, if any, for the IP you ore/your client
is licensing

How concerned are you about the impact of these rulings on your business?

The rotes paid by the prospective licensee for
the use of other IP or IP comporoble to the IP
that you ore/your client is licensing

Regarding recent court rulings such as those cited above that appear to have altered
the balance between licensors and licensees:

The commercial relationship between the
licensor and licensee, such as whether these
organizations are competitors In the some
territory in the some line of business

The contribution ofthe IP you ore/your client is
licensing towards promoting sales of and gener
ating revenues and profits from other products
of the other party

Reflects respondents selecting "Very Important" or "Quite Important"
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industry sectors are quite sharp. While we were not
surprised with the finding that 63 percent of DICE
respondents had entered into license agreements to
settle or avoid litigation or to enforce their IP rights,
we were surprised that 21 percent of university and
government organizations reported having done so,
as we believe it is generally perceived that these or
ganizations have been historically reluctant to enforce
IP rights. Perhaps, times are changing. It is important
to note that while involvement in some enforcement
activity is widespread, licensing to settle or enforce
rights accounts for avery small fraction (10 percent
or less) of total effort/resources of the licensing func

tion. (See Table 9.)
We found that respondents indi

cated that most disputes were with
parties in the same industry and op
erating in the same relative space in
the value chain. Interestingly, much
enforcement activity seems to take
place largely within the set of R&D
performing companies. Relatively
little enforcement is reported to be
directed at entities with no internal
R&D or product development capac
ity. (See Table 10.)
Impact of Patent Trolls

"Patent Trolls" have attracted
much controversy and comment in
recent years/ But outside of some
highly publicized cases, the impact

of trolls is unclear. For some organizations the threat
of litigation by patent trolls may have only limited
impact, requiring relatively little management time
and resources, analogous to the background level of
"slip and fall" litigation faced by any business. Most

7. As used in this survey "patent troll" refers to entities that
apparently exist solely to exploit a specific piece of IP and have
no product development, manufacturing or marketing capacity.
The business press characterizes patent trolls in a similar fashion.
For example, Business Week refers to patent trolls as "... busi
nesses that make money by purchasing patents and then suing big
companies for infringement" (April 7, 1998). Forbes describes a
patent troll as "...someone who demands undeserved royalties"
(May 5,2008). Financial Times describes a patent troll as "...
operates by coming up with ideas and then registering them to
block others in the field" [May 9, 2008). Investors Business Daily
describes patent trolls as "... patent-licensing firms that often
end up taking legal action. Critics say trolls seldom ever create
any inventions worthy of patents themselves" (May 29,2008).
The Wall Street!ournal describes patent trolls as "...companies
[thatj acquire patents with the sole purpose of licensing them
to others without ever manufacturing products" (September
17,2008).

..... ,' ii_" "'.""
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An entity with no internal R&D or
product development capability?
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A downstream entity using
technology/tools created by
your organization?

In your opinion, the impact of "trolls' on your orgonization has been:

Business Development Yo Enforcement ofRights
About one-third of respondents indicated that their

respective organizations have entered into license
agreements to settle or avoid litigation or to enforce
their IP rights (I.e., divide the pie) as opposed to
enabling a business development opportunity (i.e.,
increase the size of the pie). Differences across
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of the respondents to this survey
agreed with this "slip and fall" risk
characterization of the impact of
patent trolls on their business. (See
Table 11.)

However, 31 percent of respon
dents in the DICE sector indicated
that the impact of patent trolls was
substantial, consuming significant
time and resources and altering the
strategic direction of their business.
Companies in the DICE sector, more
than in any other sector, reported
that they had:
• Declined to pursue otherwise
attractive market opportunities
(13 percent) or decreased invest
ments committed to expanding or
improving production of products of
potentiallyvulnerable to patent trolls
(8 percent) (See Table 12.);
• Abandoned existing R&D projects
(11 percent) or declined to pursue
other R&D projects (9 percent) be
cause of the threat of patent trolls
(See Table 13.);
• Proactively archived prior art
relevant to core technologies or key
intellectual assets (28 percent) and
filed one or more reexamination
requests on "troll" patents (28 per
cent)(See Table 14.); and
• Participated in joint defense agree
ments (34 percent). (See Table 15.)

These data indicate that the
economic impact of patent trolls
is both highly concentrated, and
limited largely to a small but im
portant constituency of LES US/C,
namely large DICE companies. For
these companies, patent trolls, or
the threat of trolls, are a very real
problem. But why is this confined
to the DICE sector? Perhaps this is
a reflection of the issuance of what
some economists and attorneys have
characterized as overly broad patents
issued in the past in software and
related technologies? Or perhaps
companies in other sectors have
been more proactive in developing

Filing one or more re-examination
requests on "troll" patents

Declining to pursue otherwise
promising R&D projects

N-507

DICE~m'},~~ <"<1.:;':::174%
N-496

DICE 1),~~~S~r;'?;~i~~~,~:~.;::;.F~~.0TT~~~)191 %
N=507

Decreasing investment committed to
expanding or improving production
of "vulnerable" products

illY••

mNo

lillY••

UNo

GilY••

III No

74%

Declining to pursue
otherwise attroctive
market opportunities

N.496

Abandoning existing
R&D projects

Proactively archiving prior art
relevant to core technologies
or key intellectual assets

DICE liH~:Tj::]';\;::.':;';(\:;::L~~Ei 89%
N=507

DICE 'fm;11~;;'::;'nn?;.":'''''((i'':~ 88%
N=507

Industrial ~~~dl~::,x:::\n<:: 75%
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Participating in a joint defense agreement

DICE_~,~!~i;!;[::i';"~66%
N=496

and deploying business strategies and tactics to avoid
or address such threats.

Summary
We were impressed with a number of findings:
• The relatively brief experience of the licensing
and business transactional professionals among
Technology CreatorslUsers, that is, 38 percent had
5 years or less experience.
• The finding that only 33 percent of respondents
had thought about recent court rulings and the
real or potential impact on their business, and only
40 percent of respondents were knowledgeable
about these rulings. Would more respondents be
concerned about the impact of these court rulings
if theywere more knowledgeable about them? Had
respondents that were more concerned made a
greater effort to become more knOWledgeable? The
data did not allow us to differentiate. We saw a dis
proportionate level of both concern and knowledge
among large DICE companies.
• The finding that only 7 percent of respondents
believed trolls have had a substantial impact on
their business, and these respondents were almost
exclusively from large DICE companies.
• The data suggest that for LES (USA & Canada) the
recent court rulings and the threat of patent trolls
present both a challenge and opportunity. There
appears to be a need to ralse the level of education
both deeply and qUickly among the membership.
There are clear differences among industry sec
tors who are apparently concerned about different
issues.

Future Plans
Given budget constraints, The Licensing Foundation

does not plan to conduct additional surveys for the
foreseeable future. The responses of LES US/C mem
bers to this and previous surveys have been gratifying.
We hope and trust that we, and those who have come
before us, have provided useful insights.
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Appendix A
Sample and Survey Design
Survey Administration

The survey was administered in the form of online
questionnaires accessed via the Internet. Approxi
mately 6,000 members of the Licensing Executives
Society (U.S.A. and Canada), Inc. were invited in
April/May 2008 to participate in the survey via sev
eral rounds of email from The Licensing Foundation.
The Web survey format was chosen to limit costs,
maximize accuracy and to be minimally intrusive.
This type of survey also allows for "dynamic" serving
of questions in response to users' input, minimizing
the extent to which respondents are presented with
irrelevant or redundant questions. When used for
"closed" list-based samples such as the LES US/C
membership mailing list, Web surveys have been
shown to perform as well or better than traditional
hardcopy mail-back survey instruments. Separate
versions of the survey were administered to the ap
proximately 3,000 members identified as technology
creator/users and to the approximately 3,000 identi
fied as being providers of professional services (legal,
consulting, etc.). LES US/C members self-report,
job title, company, professional status, and industry
affiliation; nonetheless there is substantial scope for
errors in identifying respondents as "Technology
CreatorlUser" versus "Professional Services." The
survey Web site received more than I ,000 hits with
643 respondents completing at least one question on
the Technology CreatorlUser Survey, plus 304 on the
Professional Services Provider Survey. Respondents
were guaranteed anonymity, and no records linking
their identity to the database of survey questionnaire
responses have been retained.
Response Rate

Of the more than 700 visits to the Technology
CreatorlUser surveyWeb site, 643 respondents com
pleted at least one question. After eliminating records
for respondents who appear to have moved through
the questionnaire without answering more than a
handful of questions, the final sample contains 602
usable records. where the respondent answered most,
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or all, of the questions presented to them.
Response rates to specific questions were generally

high, generally greater than 80 percent of the "core
sample" of respondents. Note that because the survey
questionnaire branched at various points to ensure
that respondents were only presented with relevant
questions, the denominator for calculating response
rates is not always 602. For example, of the total
of 602 "core sample" records analyzed, only 334
were presented with questions about in-licensing
after answering "Yes" to 022-"Is your organization
involved in any in-licensing agreements?" Note also
that for questions posed in "tabular" format, e.g.
where the respondent was asked to "check all that
apply" or to answer several questions on the same
general topic, if they answered any of the questions
in the table, missing responses to other questions in
that table are interpreted as "N/I\' or "Don't know"
as appropriate.

The degree to which the results presented here can
be considered statistically representative of all tech
nology licensing activity in North America is difficult
to assess. It is important to note that the LES US/C
membership list is a "convenience sample," not a
randomized quota based or stratified sample designed
to be statistically representative of an underlying
population. "Frame bias" Le. unrepresentativeness
of the LES US/C membership list compared to the
population of all licensing professionals is unlikely
to be a significant problem, unless there are large
numbers of people engaged in technology licensing
who are not members of LES US/C, and who differ
systematically from those who are. "Response bias,"
Le. systematic differences between the members in
the sample who choose to respond and those who do
not, is not possible to assess fully. The distribution of
respondents across industry sectors approximates the
distribution in the entire malling list, with some over
representation of the Healthcare and University/Gov
ernment sectors. However, since we lack information
about other characteristics of non-respondents, such
as the size of their organization, it is not possible to
evaluate potential bias arising from different response
rates across, e.g., large versus small entities.

Though 602 responses from a sample frame of
3,000 (for the Technology CreatorlUser version of
the survey) may seem low, it is in line with similar
voluntary surveys that typically have a 10-30 percent
response rate. Note that because LES US/C member
ship is individual, not corporate, a single organization
can appear multiple times in the mailing list. The LES
US/C members identified as belonging to the Technol
ogy CreatorlUser category come from less than 1,200
distinct organizations, with very few organizations

8 les Nouvelles

generating multiple responses. We therefore achieved
coverage of about 50 percent of the total number of
Technology CreatorlUser organizations represented
in the LES US/C membership.8 LES US/C members
who were sent the Professional Services Provider
version of the survey had lower response rates (277
from about 3,000) but it should be recognized that a
substantial fraction of these members are unlikely to
be able to respond meaningfully to this survey, since
they are student members, executive recruiters, and
the like.
Demographics/Background of Respondents'
Organizations

We asked aseries of "demographic" questions about
respondents' organizations to help with putting their
answers in context.

About two-thirds (62 percent) were responding
on behalf of a "corporate licensing office reporting
for the entire company." The remainder responded
on behalf of a licensing office within a business unit
or division (34 percent) or a stand-alone licensing
subsidiary (4 percent). The number of licensing
professionals in each organization varied widely: 20
percent of respondents reported that they were the
only licensing professional in their organization, 38
percent belonged to organizations with two to five,
and 30 percent had 5 to 25-so almost 90 percent
of licensing offices had less than 25 licensing profes
sionals-but 2 percent responded that theywere part
of 100+ licensing groups.

Health Care was the dominant industry (46 per
cent), generally reflecting LES US/C membership,
with an additional 28 percent from universities/gov
ernment labs. The sample was evenly split between
large (>500 employees) and small organizations.
Respondents' organizations were heavily engaged
in R&D: 70 percent reported being active in basic
research and 73 percent were active in developing
new products and services, while less than 40 percent
were engaged in production of goods or services or
selling to end-users. The average organization in the
sample had $8.7B in annual revenues, 8,200 employ
ees and spent $493MM in the past year on R&D.
But these figures conceal wide diversity: almost 15
percent of organizations had less than 20 employees,
and 25 percent had more than 10,000; 13 percent
reported $1 MM or less in annual revenues, while
more than 30 percent reported more than $1 B; and 9
percent reported $1 MM or less in annual R&D spend
ing while II percent reported over $1 B.•

8. The figure is approximate since indiVidual members do not
always identify their organization to LES.



Survey Results

U.S./Canadian Licensing In 2006; Survey Results
By Richard Razgaitis

5.The discussion here was prOVided by Prof. lain Cockburn
ofBoston University who, along with Prof. Ajay Agrawal ofthe
Univ. ofToronto were retained byThe Licensing Foundation to
assist in the development of the survey instruments, and col
lecting and validating the data.
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Advisor at CRA International
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InteCap, Inc. in 2004),
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Foundation. (2004-2007)

E-mail: rrazgaitis@craLcom

Initial Results ofaSurvey Conducted in February/
March 2007 byThe Licensing Foundation ofLES (USA
& Canada), on behalfofThe Licensing Foundation.1,2

Abstract and Summary of Findings
his paper is the fourth such report of an
annual survey conducted byThe Licensing
Foundation, a wholly owned subsidiary of

LES (USA & Canada). As in prior years, the survey
was conducted by an online questionnaire of the
membership of LES (USA & Canada).The data were
obtained primarily in February 2007 were for the
period 2006.3

Two related but distinct survey questionnaires
were used, one for IP asset owners (buyers orsellers,
licensors or licensees), and one for service provid
ers such as outside law firms and consultants. As
in all prior years, once the responses were deemed
authentic they were correlated within one ofeight
segments,and anonymized.Theeightdistinguished
segmentswere largeandsmall companies,4basedon
the number ofcompany's employees-greater or
less than 500, and, further, by four industrygroups:
Health, DICE (Digital Information Computers Elec
tronics), Industrial, and University/Government.

Forthe third year we included twoquestions relat-

1.The Licensing Foundation is awholly-owned 501 c3 sub
sidiary ofLES (USA &Canada). Additional information on the
Foundation is available at: www.licensingfoundation.org.

2.The Licensing Foundation during 2007 was managed by
its Board comprised of E.B. (Ted) Cross, Ada Nielsen, Tanya
Moore, Dwight Olson, Richard Razgaitis, Art Rose, and James
Sobieraj, and assisted by Ken Schoppmann ofthe LES (USA &
Canada) office.

3. There is some potential confusion as to survey periods
and publications for these four Foundation surveys. The first
survey was taken in early 2004, published in les Nouvelles De
cember 2004 (p. 139ff) for data (responses) corresponding to
the year 2003. Likewise the second and the third survey were
taken in early 2005 and 2006 and published in the December
2005 (p. 145ff) and the December 2006 (p. 233ff) issues ofles
Nouvelles corresponding to the data periods 2004 and 2005,
respectively. The data reported here were taken in February
and March 2007, but respondents were asked to answers the
questions for 2006.

4. The term "company" is used as a generic reference to
an IP asset owning entity, which was primarily represented by
corporate entities but includes representation from universities,
research institutes, and government laboratories.

ing to perceived societal/environmental opposition
to certain underlying values oflicensing such asthe
right ofan IP owner to protect and license, or not to
license, its IP. As for the 2004 and 2005 data, these
2006 data report a substantial concern.

The objective ofthe Foundation's survey is as fol
lows:providean annual,synopticperspectiveon key
statistics, events, and
trends in "the business
of licensing" that can
assist licensing profes
sionals in understand
ing and advancing the
business environment
in which they operate
and to which they con
tribute,and can be used
bythe public, academic
researchers, and gov
ernmentpolicyanalysts
to grasp the issues and
impacts of licensing business practices.

Since LES membership predominately reflects
technology licensing ofpatents, know how, trade
secrets, and copyrighted software-and relatively
under-represents licensing oftrademarks and copy
rightedcontent, forexample-thelicensing industry
so characterized by these data is primarily about
technology licensing.
Sample and Survey Designs
Survey Administration

The survey was administered in the form of an
online questionnaireaccessed via the Internet.Over
6300 members ofthe Licensing Executives Society
(U.S.A. and Canada), Inc. were invited in February
2007 to participate in the survey via several rounds
ofe-mail from The Licensing Foundation.The Web
surveyformat was chosen to limit costs, maximize
accuracy, and to be minimally intrusive.This type of
surveyalsoallows for"dynamic"serving ofquestions
in response to users' input, minimizing the extent
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to which respondents are presented with irrelevant
or redundant questions. When used for"closed"Iist
based samples such as the LES membership mailing
list,Web surveys have been shown to perform as well
orbetter than traditional hardcopymail-backsurvey
instruments. Separate versions of the survey were
administered to the approximately 3600 members
identified as technology creator/users and to the
approximately 2700 identified as being providers
ofprofessional services (legal, consulting etc.). LES
members self-report,jobtitle, company, professional
status, and industry affiliation; nonetheless there is
substantialscopeforerrors in identifyingrespondents
as "Technology Creator/User" versus "Professional
Services."The survey Web Site received more than
1200 hits with 613 respondents completing at least
one question on theTechnology Creator/User Sur
vey plus 344 on the Professional Services Survey.
Respondents were guaranteed anonymity, and no
records linking their identityto thedatabaseofsurvey
questionnaire responses have been retained.
Response Rate

This paper reports results for theTechnology Cre
ator/User Survey. Of the 800+ visits to the survey
Web Site, 613 respondents completed at least one
question. After eliminating records for respondents
whoappeartohavemovedthroughthequestionnaire
withoutanswering morethana handful ofquestions,
the final sample contains 524 usable records.

While notall respondents answered all questions,
response rates to specific questions were generally
high, generally greater than 80 percent of the total
numberof respondents. Note that because the sur
vey questionnaire "branched" at various points to
ensure that respondents were only presented with
relevant questions, the denominator for calculating
response rates is notalways 524. For example, of the
total set of responses analyzed, only 325 out of524
were presented with questions about in-licensing
after answering"Yes"to Q32-"/s your organization
involved in any in-licensing agreements?"

The degree to which the results presented here
can be considered statistically representative ofall
technology licensing activity in North America is dif
ficult to assess. It is important to note that the LES
membership list is a "convenience" sample, not a
randomizedquotabasedorstratifiedsampledesigned
to be statistically representative of an underlying
population."Frame bias"Le. unrepresentativeness
ofthe LES membership list compared to the popula
tion of all licensing professionals is unlikely to be a
significant problem, unless there are large numbers
ofpeople engaged in technology licensing who are
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not members ofLES, and who differ systematically
from those who are. "Response bias;' i.e. systematic
differencesbetweenthe members inthesamplewho
choose to respond and those who do not, is not pos
sible to assess fully. The distribution of respondents
across industrysectorsapproximatesthedistribution
in the entire mailing list, with some over-representa
tion of the Healthcare and University/Government
sectors. However since we lack information about
othercharacteristics ofnon-respondents,such as the
sizeoftheirorganization, it is notpossible toevaluate
potential bias arising from different response rates
across, e.g., large versus small entities.

Though 524responses from asampleframe of3600
may seem low, it is in line with similar voluntary sur
veysthattypicallyhavea 10-30percent response rate.
Notethatbecause LES membership is individual, not
corporate, asingle organization can appear multiple
times in the mailing list.The LES members identified
asbelongingtotheTechnologyCreator/Usercategory
comefrom lessthan 1200distinctorganizations,with
feworganizationsgeneratingmultipleresponses.We
therefore achieved coverage ofabout 40 percent of
thetotal numberofTechnologyCreator/Userorgani
zations represented in the LES membership.6

The follOWing sections of this report tabulate re
sponses to the Technology Creator/User survey.

Throughout, percentages maynotadd to 100due
to rounding. Forquestions posed in"tabular"format,
ifarespondent answered any ofthe questions in the
table, any missing responses to other questions in
that table are interpreted as "N/A" or "Don't know"
as appropriate.
Demographics/Background of Respondents

We asked a series of questions about the back
ground,experience,and industry/licensing structure
of the respondents: .

1.Thedominant"primarybackground/trainingout
side the license field"was"science or engineering"
with 62 percent of the responses.The next largest
response was"general management;'18 percent,
followed by"legal"at 15 percent, and "other"at 6
percent.The relativelyfew legallytrained responses
may be surprising: it was even less than those
with ageneral business managementbackground
(presumably undergrad business majors, perhaps
followed by MBAs), and only one-fourth ofthose
with science/engineering backgrounds.This result
is not inconsistent with LES membership, as these

6.The figure is approximate since individual members do not
always identify their organization to LES.



data are for theTechnology Creator/Users, which
does not includeservice providers such as outside
law firms.

2.The most-frequently cited licensing experience
level was 5to 1oyears (30percent), c1oselyfollowed
by 10 to 20 years (29 percent). 31 percent reported
one to 5 years,S percent less than one year, and 5
percentmorethan20years.So, morethanone-third
(36 percent) had five years or less experience.

3. Abouttwo-thirds (65 percent) were responding
on behalfofa"corporate licensing office reporting
forthe entirecompany:The remainder responded
on behalfofalicensing officewithin abusiness unit
or division (30 percent) or astand-alone licensing
subsidiary (5 percent).The respondents were split
fairly evenly between being "senior most" (45
percent) and not senior most (56 percent). The
repQrted numberoflicensing professionals in each
entity varied widely: 16 percent of respondents
were their entities' sole licensing, professional,
39 percent of entities had two to five, and 34
percent had 5 to 25-so more than three-fourths
of the licensing offices had lessthan 25 licensing
professionals-but2percentresponded thatthey
were part of 100+ licensing groups.

4. Healthcare was the dominant industry (48 per
cent), generally reflecting LES membership.When
asked where "most business"was done by their
respective entities 43 percent responded "U.s:'
and 36 percent"Global:'About the same percent
age had companies with less than 100 employees
(31 percent) as greater than 5,000 employees (35
percent). R&D spending showed a wide disparity
as well: 13 percent of those responding worked
for entities spending more than $1 billion peryear
on R&D, 30 percent between $1 and 20 million,
and 8 percent less than $1 million.

Relative Importance ofVarious Forms of IP

One ofthe repeat questions in 2006 was the rela
tive importance of various forms of IP in creating
competitiveadvantage. 83 percentofthe responses
gave patents the highest rating, "extremely impor
tant;'with only 11 percent saying that patents were
"moderatelyimportant;'andalmostno responses for
"slightly important"(3 percent) and"not important"
(1 percent).

The next most important IP form was "know
how" which scored, respectively: 46 percent, 34,
13,4, and 4 (from extremely important to not ap
plicable). Know how was scored more highly than
"trade secrets;'whose corresponding scores were:
31 percent, 25, 18, 12, and 14. The most frequent
response for trademarks and copyrights was"slightly

important"at 34 and 33 percent, respectively; Only
17percentand 13 percent ranked these asextremely
important, which was less than those who ranked
them as not important (18 percent and 21 percent,
trademarks and copyrights, respectively).

It is interesting to compare the year-over-year re
sults. The responses were similar for the top three
IP forms, which were ranked as extremely important:
patents, 83 percent (2006) vs. 80 percent (2005);
know how, 46 percent vs. 50 percent; trade secrets,
32 percent vs. 34 percent.These differences are so
small that they could reflect statistical variation; if
they are reflecting a real change, it suggests that
the perspective in February 2007 looking backon
calendar year 2006 is that patents were held to be
more important and both know how and trade se
crets less important than the responses ayear prior.
(It will be interesting to see what effect the recent
court decisions on patent matters will have on next
year's survey results).

Dealmaking

One of the areas ofhigh importance to licensing
professionals is the use of IP as the basis of licensing
transactions. After all, the first letter in "LES" is all
aboutdealmaking around and with IP. During these
four years ofsurveying, we have asked many differ
ent questions to get at key issues from beginning
to end of the business process of IP dealmaking:
(l) motivations for creating IP in the first place, (2)
dealmaking preparations/impediments, (3) negotia
tions and deal breakdown, (4) dealmaking remorse,
and, (5) deal demise.

(1) Motivations for Creating IP. In this cur
rent 2006 survey we repeated questions from
the 2005 Survey about motivations.Those mqst
frequently cited as "extremely important" were
as follows. Two motivations essentially tied for
highest response: generate licensing revenue (43
percentofrespondents) and realize higherreturns
on proprietary products (42 percent). Next most
frequently cited were use as a basis for strategic
partnerships/JVs (39 percent), manage litigation
risk (38 percent), prevent/slow down imitation of
technologyorproducts (34percent), and improve
bargainingstrength in negotiationsordisputes (32
percent). The following three motivations were
found to be less important, most-frequentlycited
as "moderately important:"signal capabilities to
inventors/ partners / customers / prospective em
ployees (33 percent), improve bargaining strength
in other business negotiations with customers of
suppliers (29 percent), and make life difficult for
competitors (e.g. by blocking theirtechnologyde
velopment, raising their R&D costs) (28 percent).
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Unlike the dataforthe relative importanceofvar
ious forms ofl P, the distribution ofthese responses
was relatively flat. For the six "extremely impor
tant"motivations cited above, there were notably
frequent responses for "moderately important"
(ranging from 22 percent to 30 percent), "slightly
important" (11 percent to 24 percent), and even
to "not important"(7 percent to 18 percent).This
suggests that there is a much great dispersion as
to motivations than as to importance of the IP
so generated.The above 2006 data are generally
consistent with that obtained for 2005. The two
motivations from the 2005 survey that received
more than 40 percent responses for "extremely
important"were likewise realize higher margins
on proprietaryproducts (44percent) and generate
licensing revenue (40 percent),with almost identi
cal percentages as in the current data.

Patent litigation is highly newsworthy; this is
enabled by its public nature, the large financial
claims made, and (perhaps) because we have an
innate interest in observing gladiators in combat.
Yet, when we asked-in the past 12 months,
about what percentage of your organization's
licensing activities were motivated by settling or
avoiding litigation,as opposed to being motivated
by a business opportunity?-the responses were
heavilyweighted away from litigation: 37 percent
responded "0 percent ofthe time;'29 percent said
1-5 percentofthe time, and 18percentsaid 5 to 25
percent of the time. Only 3.9 percent responded
for any of the categories above 50 percent of the
time.These 2006 data exhibited somewhat lower
percentages as to time spent on litigation matters
than we obtained in 2005, when only 7 percent
responded "0 percent of the time;'39 percent said
1-5 percent, 24 percent said 5-25 percent, and 8.7
percent responded in one of the greater than 50
percent of the time categories. The difference in
response for the"O percent of the time"category,
37 percent in 2006 vs. 7 percent in 2005, seems
pretty dramatic.

A closely related issue is the subject of"trolls:'
Although it has become a term of art, the word
is freighted with unsavory dangers; no children's
book is likely to be entitled "Happiness is aWarm
Troll:'To avoid as much as possible coloring the
response, we prOVided an extended definition (for
purposes ofthe surveyF and asked,"the impact of
trolls on your organization has been?"67 percent
of!he responses replied limited (see previous foot
note), 27 percent replied not applicable, and only
6 percent replied substantial. Afollow up question
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was has your organization sought to mitigate the
risks posed by troll litigation by increasing effort
on anyoffourchoices.Thedominant response was
notapplicable:did nottakeanyspecificaction-79
percent. Only 15 percent indicated that they had
been proactively archiving prior art relevant to
core technologies or key intellectual assets. Less
than 10 percent indicated any of: participating in
ajoint defense agreement (7 percent), filing one
or more re-examination requests on troll patents
(5 percent), or other (5 percent).

(2) Dealmaking Preparations. The 2006 Survey
asked aseries ofquestions relating to the effect of
"uncertainty"going into negotiations.The five re
sponsechoices throughoutthis seriesofquestions
were (1) could not estimate, (2) within 5 percent,
(3) within 25 percent, (4) within 100 percent, and
(5) within 300 percent.Think for a moment: what
would you predict the most-frequent response to
have been for every kind ofuncertaintyand every
survey segment (large and small companies, and
health / DICE / Industrial / Univ-Gov)? Answer:
everyone in every context appears to believe that
most of the time they knew"the answer"within
25 percent.s

When asked about uncertainty as to the date of
first significant sales, all six segments exhibited
the largest response for the"within 25 percent"
category ranging from a low of31 percent (Univ/
Gov) to a high of51 percent (DICE) expressed this
view. Total market uncertainty? 25 percent to 37
percent believed they knew the number within
25 percent.9 Production costs? All but Univ/Gov
responded most often with the within 25 per
cent option (response frequency ranging from 35
percent to 49 percent).lO All segments responded

7. Entities that apparently exist solely to exploit a specific
piece of IP and have no product development, manufactur
ing, or marketing capacity-have attracted much comment in
recent years. For some organizations, the threat of litigation by
"trolls"may have onlya limited impact, requiring relatively little
managementtimeand resources (analogous tothe background
level of"slip and fall"litlgation faced by any business). For oth
ers, the Impact maybe substantial, consuming significant time
and resources, and altering the strategic direction ofbusiness
(e.g., by declining otherwise attractive market opportunities,
decreasing investment, redirecting R&D efforts, relocating
operations, etc.).

8. Could this be another manifestation ofa"25 Percent Rule?"

9. One exception: The Univ/Gov sector responded most
frequently (32 percent) for knowing the potential within 100
percent, and 25 percent for within 25 percent.

10. Univ/Gov responded 18 percent; Its most frequent re
sponse was 29 percentforwithin 100 percent, followed closely
by could not estimate at 26 percent.



to within 25 percent for the probability ofmeet
ing technical milestones (frequency of response
ranged from 33 percent for DICE to 47 percent for
Health); we will return to this subject from a dif
ferent perspectivewhen we considerdeal remorse
below. Also asked was their degree ofuncertainty
in the other party's BATNA: Best Alternative to a
Negotiated Agreement. Surprisingly, we received
basically the same within 25 percent answer as
the most frequent response (ranging from 22
percent for Univ/Gov to 37 percent for Industrial).
However, there were relatively high frequency
responses for this BATNA uncertainty question
expressed bycould not estimate (11 percentto 27
percent).The respondents were then asked about
the sources ofsuch uncertainties.These data are
shown in Fig. 1 below.

Noonefactorwas cited mostoften as"extremely
important:'but shown by the bold font are all the
factors that received more than 50 percent ofthe
responses as being either"extremely important"
or "moderately important:' The highest scor
ing factor was absence of reliable market data at
any cost (combined 70 percent "extremely" and

"moderately"important-substantiallymorethan
the 55 percent received by the next most cited
factor). Shown in the shaded boxes are the most
frequently cited categories.

(3) Negotiations and Deal Breakdown. Last
year's survey focused on this area.

(4) Deal Remorse (regret). Last year's survey
identified, among other things, that the most
frequent issues, with the benefit of hindsight,
that the respondent would now restructure were
businessand technical milestones(44 percentand
40 percent of responses, respectively) and field
of use restrictions (43 percent of responses). We
used this insight to ask questions below relating
to deal demise.

(5) Deal Demise. This year we focused on the
failure ofdeals alreadydone, either bysome form
ofunwinding or amending of the agreement, or
formal disputes. On series ofquestions asked the
following: What fraction ofthe following types of
deals are likely to'go bad'in the sense ofrequiring
substantial renegotiation, ending up in arbitra
tion/litigation, or being effectivelyabandoned by
one or more ofthe parties involved?The choices

70%

55%

28%

15%

17% 54%
····.···.m...............,.._...._......

21% 51%

17% 50%

15% 47%

30%

33%

32%

28%

29%

29%

15%

16%

(b) Absence of reliable market data 7% 17% 42%

._~.!}.~>':5?~.!L _.._........ . 1. .................-........ ..-..... -- .
(f)Overall.liniitations on our inter- I
nal ability to do the needed level of 10% I 26% 40%

opportunity an~~~i.:-__._. ..J_._..._._.. .~_.. .. ._..__.._...._.__._... .
(c) Insufficient internal marketing 8%! 13% 37%

.~.'P.:.':~:~.s:~:'~P.~:'~!L.... ...__.... .J....................... .
!

(g) 'Absence of ANY useful data on 11%

.:.?r:.J.p~.r.~ble deals

(a) Market data too expensive to

..?Etain__. . ._.. .__J _ ·) ·..· ··.--.- _ ..1_ _ - -==========1
(d) Insufficient internal capabil
ity to evaluate/forecast technical

(f) Data on comparable deals is too 16% 31% 28%
to obtain

(h) Unable to determine other 9% 38% 34%
par,t(s alt~rnatives

(el Insufficient production experi- 19% 30% 27%
encelcapacity to assess costs

18% 46%

12% 46%

13% 40%
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given were: 0percent, 1-5 percent, 5-25 percent,
25-50 percent, 50-75 percent, 75-99 percent, and
100 percent.

The first of this series ofquestions asked about
agreements with small enterprises « 500 em
ployees). The most frequent response was that
5-25 percent of such deals had "gone bad;"the
individual sector frequency responses forthis level
of deal demise ranged from 26 percent for DICE
to 35 percent for both Health and Univ/Gov. We
then asked the same question but for agreements
with largeenterprises.We received essentially the
same answer: 5-25 percent ofdeals was the most
frequent answer (ranging from 26 percent for
DICE to 35 percent for Univ/Gov). One might have
expected adifference, given how different large
and small companies are in many respects. But in
terms ofdeal demise, the data were very similar.
Wealsoaskedaboutagreementswith startups (pri
vatelyfundedfirmsthatdo notyethavesubstantial
revenues). Here there was exhibited aslight shift
to more frequent concerns, but the effect was
modest: the most frequent response was again
5-25 percent (but with generally less frequent
responses than for largeorsmall companies, rang
ing from 12 percent for Industrial to 31 percent
for Health), with the 25-50 percent ofdeals"gone
bad" being almost as frequently cited (ranging
from 13 percent to 25 percent for the various seg
ments), and about one-fourth responding with a
frequencyofgreaterthan 50 percent (rangingfrom
15 percent Industrial to 29 percent Univ/Gov, with
22 percent for "All" respondents). The next two
deal contexts, companies outside North America
1when two ormoreparties are involved exhibited
similar results: again the most frequent response
was 5-25 percent, ranging from 24 percent to 35
percentofrespondents for outside North America
and 12 percent to 28 percent for involving two or
more parties. Only when asked for deal demise
in cross license agreements and agreements with
non-profitssuch as universitiesorgovernmentlabs
did adifferent category draw the most frequent
responses: for cross license agreements the most
frequent responsecategorywas 1-5percent (rang
ing from 9percent to 28 percent), with less than 5
percent indicating any category for 50 percent or
greater ofall such deals, and likewise 1-5 percent
for non-profits (ranging from 23 percent to 30
percent), with less than 10 percent indicating any
category for greater than 50 percent of all deals
(except Industrial, which responded 15 percent).
These data are summarized for"all"responses in

Fig.2 below. Shown in the right mostcolumn isthe
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sum ofall the responses indicating greaterthan 50
percent ofthecorresponding type oftransactions
are likely to "go bad:' Agreements with startups
had the highest such percentage (22 percent), fol
lowed byagreementswith twoormoreparties (14
percent). Large and small companies had similar
results (11 percent and 10 percent, respectively),
andtheremainingtransactiontypes-non-profits,
entities outside North America, and cross license
agreements-all exhibited less than 10 percent
indicating that a likely ofgreater than 50 percent
of such agreements "going bad:'

Next, we asked with the benefit of hindsight,
could this [thedeals'gone bad1 havebeen avoided
[not'gone bad1 bystructuring the deal differently?
The results are shown below in Fig. 3.

The mostfrequent response has todowith mile
stones,wheremorethan 50 percent responded,far
largerthan anyothercategoryoffered. Responses
relating to deal scope, such as field-of-use restric
tions and degree ofexclusivity exhibited the next
highest response rate (41 and 35 percent), closely
followed by fee structure and payment amounts
(34 and 31 percent). Essentially one-quarter (24
percent) ofthe responses indicated that problems
couldnothavebeenavoidedunderanyfeasibledeal
terms. Although such response rate (24 percent)
is lower than all but three categories (grant backs,
MFN, and reach-through), it seems to be anota
bly high frequency. This may relate to responses
to questions asked in earlier year's surveys that
indicated awidespread beliefthat IP dealmaking
is more complex than other kinds ofcomparable
dollar deals (such as the sale ofaphysical asset),
suggesting that not only is IP dealmaking more
difficult in the first place, the road after the deal
is not an easy one either.

In looking behind the overall responses of
Fig. 3, we can see some segment differences.
Large vs. small companies disagreed on several
ofthe categories. Large companies (compared to
small) ranked technical and business milestones 13
and 8percentage points more important, respec
tively, than did small, as did large companies for
terms ofuse and problems could not be avoided
(by 8 and 7 points, respectively). One the other
hand,large companies cited less frequently than
smallcompaniesgrantbackprovisionsandpayment
amounts (by 10 and 12 points, respectively).

DICE differed the most ofany segment from all
respondents in most of the response categories.
DICE more frequently cited payment amounts (16
points),durationofagreement(11 points),andtoa
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7%

6%

3%

22%

14%1%

0.2%

0.2%

1%

2%

1%

4%

6%

11%16%

13%30%

23%

20%

18%

14%

26%

3%
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~'~:~~:=:lIeote,;.~~I:~t~~~~!,;,~~~m~~·~~1=~~~:
«500 employees) _ _

(b) Agreements with large enterprises 2% 27% 31 % 16% 8% 2% . 10%

,.,~~,?_9.2..:T.P.~_()1:.t:~~ .. __ _..... ..,.. _................ . ,..,..,.., , .
(c) Agreements with start-ups (privately 3% 9% 24% 20% 14% 8% 0.2%
funded firms that do not yet have sub-
stantial revenues)............_ __"'.."' _,-,,_ , _ __ ~ "._ _ -- "' , ..
(e) Agreements with entitieslocated
outsideNorth America-.-------....-------------1----+---........,----
(g) Agreements involving more than two 3%

...P.~!.!!,~ _ __ __ _ __ __..__ _ --.- ---- _, .-- -- _ _..__ __ _ _
(d) Agreements with non-profits such as 7%

.~~!~..r~!~i.:.$_.?!. ..~.?Y! ~.~L _ _ _.._, .
..(f)Cr()ss license agreer'nents

(e) Technical milestones?

(f) Business milestones?

(a) Field of Use restrictions?

(c) Degree of exclusivity?

(I) Payment structure (e.g. balance between upfront fees
vs. running royalty)?

0) Payment amounts (e.g. royalty rate or amount of
upfront fees)?

(k)Terms of use?

(I) Problems could not have been avoided under any
feasible deal terms

(b) Duration of agreement?

(g) Grant-back provisions?

(h) Reach-through provisions?

(d) Most-favored-natlon (MFN) provisions?

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% SO% 60%
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11. Aserious dispute implies that a conscious decision has
been reached byyourorganization thatsomeform ofrenegotia
tion or arbitrationllitigation is necessary.

lesser extent MFN (6 points). DICE less frequently
cited technical milestones (18 points), degree of
exclusivity (13 points), field of use restrictions (10
points), and terms of use (9 points).These differ
ences are likely explained by the DICE industry
doing more non-exclusive licensing.

Finally, the differences between Industrial and
All, and between Univ/Gov and All were quite
similar. Both putmore emphasis on business mile
stones (11 points more for Industrial compared to
All, and 16 points for Univ/Gov compared to all),
on technical milestones (6 points difference, and

. 7 points difference, respectively), could not have
been avoided (13 and 7, respectively), and pay
ment structure (6 and 7, respectively). Industrial

70%50% 60%

put 14points less emphasis on paymentamounts
compared to All.

Nextwe asked the three mostcommon reasons
why deals done end up in serious disputes." The
results are shown in Fig. 4 below.

Note that unlike the previous questions, we
permitted only three responses.The c1ear'winner'
(perhaps 'Ioser'would be a better term) is one or
more parties has revised its business strategywith
nearly two-thirds of the responses (63 percent).
Note that this is closely related to several other
responses:oneormoreofthe parties is notputting
theirbesteffort (45 percent), changeofcontrol (27
percent), and departure ofa deal champion (27
percent). It is likely that anyone of these latter

three responses is
at least partially the
cause of the revised
business strategy.
New information
about the technol
ogy(38 percent) and
market (29 percent)
were also highly
cited, but these
were cited much
less frequently than
the revised business
strategy. Finallynote
thatseriousmistakes
in negotiating re
ceived more than
one-fourth of the
responses (29 per
cent), as a reason
why deals done are
in serious disputes;
there were only
three factors cited
more frequently
than this (business
strategy, notputting
in best efforts, and
new technology in
formation).

The relative im
portance of nego
tiation mistakes is
further noted by the

results that 61 percent of the responses indicated
that a licensing deal in your organization has
become the subject of a serious dispute in the
last year. The (relative) good news here is that

10% 20% 30% 40%0%

(h) Departure of a deal champion

Ol Too difficult to monitor/administer the deal

(I) Change of control of one or more of the parties

(a) New Information has emerged about the market

(e) One or more parties realize that they made some
serious mistakes negotiating

(d) One or more parties has revised business strategy

(c) One or more parties has much stronger IP position

<0 One or more parties has revised Its view of the most
profitable licensing strategy (e.g. RAND vs.

exclusiVity/high royalty rate)

(g) One or more parties Is not pUlling their best effort Into
the product/technology

(b) New Information has emerged about the performance
of the technology
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the resolution is primarily by means ofrenegotia
tion: the most frequent responses (23 percent)
indicated that 50-75 percent and 23 percentthat
75-99 percent ofsuch agreements were or will be
resolved through renegotiation compared to the
most frequent response of 5-25 percent of the
agreements being terminated, or 1-5 percent of
the deals will be resolved by litigation, and least
ofall arbitration (a combined 56 percent indicated
that arbitration was used on less than 5percent of
all such agreements).

Dealmaking Best Practices
The survey asked fill-in-the-blank questions for

the three best and three worst practices before,
during, and after the deal. Summarized here are the
data obtained from the professional service provid
ers (all the previous data in this article were from
the technology ownerslcreators).lt is believed that
because such service providers are not themselves
the owners ofthe IPbeing dealt, and maysee many
differentkinds ofdeals because ofthe natureoftheir
practice, could provide abetterperspective on such
best (or worst) practices.

1. Before the Deal. The predominant best prac
tice observation can be summarized by do your
homework. This was expressed by more than 100
phrases containing words like know, understand,
research, duediligence,study,analyze, prepare, plan,
identify, evaluate, develop, estimate, assess, define
For example, 18 responses began with the word
identify(ing), 26 with know(ing)/knowledge, 8with
prepare/preparation, 13 with research(ing), 34 with
understand(ing). As might be expected, there was a
variety ofthings that were identified as the object
oftoknow/understand/etc.Althoughthemarketwas
the most frequent word mentioned in this context
probably followed by valuation, the span of things
do homework onwas deep and wide: key decision
makers,goals,walkaways,otherparty's needs,patent
position, competitors, IP strengths, BATNA.

It should also be noted that there was frequent
response of people issues: build a project team,
"courtesy wins in the long, run, no matter how pain
ful the interaction:' face to face meetings, being
flexible/creative, and the like.

Worst practices were in many ways the best
practices turned upside down: no preparation and
poor people skills. Common words that captured
such lack of preparedness were assume(ing), cur
sory, ignorant(ance), unaware, sloppy, unclear. One
response captured such unpreparedness asfollows:
"'make me an offer' (no preparation):' On people

matters,words used werearrogance, bad faith, close
minded, bluff, shoot from the hip.

2. During Negotiation (Dealmaking). Many
of the responses captured the best practice idea
ofbeing wholly sentient, most often expressed by
listening, but also including other forms ofobser
vation (body language). People issues were even
more importanthere: be courteous, ethical, flexible,
polite, respectful, patient, positive, discuss/don't
argue, honesty, humor,open(ness).These practices
relate to another common observation regarding
the practice offlexibility, which may again pointto
he greater complexity of IP dealmaking than other
kinds of business negotiations.

The worst practices included many references
to assume (reflecting here perhaps more a lack of
listening ratherthan as above alackofpreparation).
Otherworst practices includeddirty little tricks, bait
and switch, arguing, bullying, changing people on
the negotiating teams, changing terms, delay, ego,
getting insulted ("it isn't personal, stay positive"),
nickel and diming.

3. After the Deal. The most common best prac
tice centered on communicating(ion). Among the
terms and phrases used in this regard were various
forms of follow-up, maintain(ing), monitor(ing),
manage(ing), staying connected.

Forthe worst practices, characteristic words used
were complacency, assume(ing), failure to (follow
up, communicate, etc). On the people side, there
was two particularly poignant pieces of advice of
behaviors to avoid: continued antagonism, and it's
opposite, crying overspilled milk-human feelings
all tooeasilyexperienced from dealmaking that had
limited degrees of freedom for one of the parties.
Anti-IP Environment?

IPand licensing issuesarebeing regularly reported
on by various business and even popular news
sources. RIAA lawsuits regarding musicdownloads,
such lawsuits now numbering more than 20,000,
grandmothers included, is a regular news item for
which popular opinion seems to be on the side of
grandmothers rather than RIAA.The"open source
movement"has,at times, an anti-IPtenor.The prices
ofpharmaceuticals,especiallyduringelection years,
regularly leads to discourse about why U.s. citizens
cannot acquire drugs at prices paid by citizens of
countries who do not have or do not enforce drug
patents. So, we again asked aquestion relating to
perceptions ofan antHP environment, specifically:
Some argue that IP-protected product should be
made available atprices belowthose forwhich they
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are actually licensed or sold. Others argue that there

should be no IP protection at all. Still others believe

that some form ofcompulsory licensing should be

available under certain conditions.To what extent

doyou see these forces as being acause for concern

with respect to you business?

The results from this question are shown in

Fig.5 below from the responses for the IP own

ers/creators.

The top row ofdata were for all respondents with

respect to their current perceptions; the top row of

the bottom box is for their current perceptions of

howthey would have answered the question three

years ago. 61 percent ofthe responses indicated

"strong" or "moderate cause for concern" today,

whereastheirpresentbeliefoftheirprior (three-ago)

perceptionswould have been 61 percenthaving"no"

or"slight cause for concern:'Further, it is interesting

to notethat the responses almostexactlymove upa

concerncategorygoingfromthreeyearsagototoday,

namely: 25 percent ofthe responses believed at the

time ofthis surveythat their perception three years

agowould havebeen"moderateconcern:'buttoday

its 26 percent as "strong"concern; three years ago

36 percent believed (they would have believed) it

was "slight:'today it's 35 percent"moderate;"three

years ago it was 25 percent"no cause for concern:'

today it 23 percent "slight:' Below the "All" data

rows are shown the responses for the segments.

Although one can note some variation, Health for

instanceexhibitsahigher levelofconcern, butevery

segment showed 50 percent or greater response

for moderate +strong concern at the time of the

survey, ranging from a low of 50 percent to ahigh

of 69 percent.

Thesedataarequitesimilarto the results reported

last year where 60 percent expressed "moderate"

plus "strong" concern, whereas there then assess

mentofthree years prior was 59 percent combined

"no" and "slight cause for concern:' So, year

over-year there does not appear to be achange in

perceptions, but aconfirmation of the same level

of concern.
Those of us in LES have adeep appreciation for

the importanceoflP and the ability to license rights

to IP in fair, and creative ways, and the importance

of such outcomes in fostering, and rewarding, in

novation. The cultural environment in which this

16% 23% 35% 26% 61 %

..............................

16% 23% 38% 23% 61%

Small 17% 22% 31% 29% 61 %

"------_. -------
DICE 23% 27% 13% 50%

......_ ..-._----_..........., _..........-...................._.......__.....-....._..

HEALTH 11% 20% 35% 69%
.................... ......................................" ..

INDUSTRIAL 30% 20% 16% 50%
........................ ......... ....,..................-..............

UNIV/GOV 17% 26% 20% 57%
.__.__.._, .._--_.__......__..-

All 25% 36% 25% 13% 39%

3

25% 37% 26% 12% 38%
............. ....................." ....

Small 25% 36% 25% 15% 40%
...__._--_•....._.._.__._. -"'-'---'

DICE 33% 38% 21% 8% 30%
....................................._.

HEALTH 19% 37% 28% 17% 45%

INDUSTRIAL 40% 28% 21 % 11% 32%
""'-"" .. _..... _._., ._.,.._....._' .._.. __._.._....

UNIV/GOV 27% 39% 24% 11% 34%
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takes place, however, is not entirely sympathetic to

such perspective.

Future Plans

The Licensing Foundation is planning to conduct

its 5th Annual Surveyearly in 2007.The responses

of LES members to these surveys has been gratify

ing and, we hope, provided useful insights to us all.

We believe the utility of such data and analysis will

increase as the survey continues to improve and

developafurther history.That'will onlyhappen with

thecontinued thoughtful responses ofthe LES (USA

& Canada) members.
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Abstract And Summary Of Findings
he data reported here are from the third an
nual survey of "the licensing industry" of
the United States and Canada taken by the

Licensing Foundation in cooperation with LES (USA
&Canada). The ambitious reference to "the licens
ing industry" is however confined to the perspec
tive provided by the membership of LES (USA &
Canada) who responded to faxed and emailed re
quests for participation in this project. The data
obtained primarily in March 2006 were for the
period 2005.3

Two related but distinct survey questionnaires
were used, one for IP asset owners (buyers or sellers,
licensors or licensees), and one for service providers
such as outside law firms and consultants. The data
obtained from IP asset owners is presented here in
six segments: large and small companies,' based on
the number of company's employees-greater or
less than 500, and by four industry groups: Health,
DICE (Digital Information Computers Electronics),
Industrial, and University/Government.

For the second year we included two questions
relating to perceived societal/environmental oppo
sition to certain underlying values of licensing such
as the right of an IP owner to protect and license,
or not to license, its IP. As for the 2004 data, these

1. The Licensing Foundation is a wholly-owned 501c3 sub·
sidiary of LES (USA & Canada). Additional information on the
Foundation is available at: www.lfcensfngfoundation.org.

2. The Licensing Foundation during 2006 was managed by
its Board comprised of E.B. (Ted) Cross, Ada Nielsen, Patrick
O'Reilley, Richard Razgaitis, James Sobieraj, and Art Rose, and as·
sisted by Ken Schoppmann of the LES (USA & Canada) office.

3. There is some potential confusion as to survey periods and
publications for these three Foundation surveys. The first survey
was taken in early 2004, published in fes Nouvelles December
2004 (p. 139ft) for data (responses) corresponding to the year
2003. Likewise the second and now the third survey were taken
in early 2005 and 2006 and published in the December 2005 (p.
l45ff) and now the 2006 issue of les Nouvelles corresponding
to the data periods 2004 and 2005, respectively.

4. The term "company" is used as a generic reference to
an IP asset owning entity, which was primarily represented by
corporate entities but includes representation from universities,
research institutes, and government laboratories.

2005 data report a substantial concern, and one
that appears to be growing by comparison of year
over-year responses.

The Foundation will continue its annual state of
the licensing industry in 2007 (for the year 2006),
and will again request members of LES (USA &Can
ada) to participate.
Introduction

Understanding what is here termed "the licensing
industry" is both a chal
lenging and important as
signment. Its importance
derives from the vastly
increasing importance of
IP itself, roughly synony
mous with the account
ing category of intan
gible assets, as an asset
category in a company's
balance sheet. It is widely
recognized that in just a
"patent lifetime" (e.g.,
20 years), such balance
sheets have been transformed from predominately
tangible assets such as plants (factories), property
(land), and equipment (so-called PPE), and other
tangible assets such as cash and receivables, to
being dominated by intangible assets. Estimates
of the shift in relative importance of intangible
assets using, for instance the S&P 500® index,
suggests that tangible assets were about 70 per
cent of total assets just 20 years ago but today it
is intangible assets that are about 70 percent of
total assets. So, in just one patent lifetime, tangi
ble and intangible assets have switched positions
in terms of relative importance.s

5. The reference to "switch positions" does not mean to sug·
gest that Company A in 1985 had (roughly) 70 percent of its
assets in tangible form and in 2005 its assets were instead 70
percent intangible. Although such a transformation is perhaps
possible, the· primary cause of such dramatic shift in relative
percentages is the shift from 1985 to 2005 in the kinds of com·
panies present today in our economy, and the various indices of
our economy, and their respective valuations. Companies such
as Microsoft, Cisco, eBay, Amazon, and all manner of pharma
ceutical and biotech companies, and even companies such as
WalMart exhibit in 2005 high marl<et valuations and significant
relative percentages of intangible assets.
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Although the term "knowledge economy" is often
used in broader contexts than balance sheet con
siderations, there is clearly a connection between
the term and intangible assets/IP such that being a
knowledge economy is manifest at least in part by
existence of substantiallP assets.

An obvious value of intangible assets and IP is
how it provides competitive advantage to its owner,
as reflected in revenues, earnings, and other perfor
mance metrics such as revenue per employee or re
turn on investment. Another value of such IP assets
is as a source of trade through licensing (including
assignment, or sale, of such rights), a subject dear
to the readers of this journal and the membership
of LES. The challenge faced by anyone seeking to
understand the scope and importance of such trade
value of IP assets is the difficulty of finding data on
this "industry of licensing."6

To this end, the Licensing Foundation has un
dertalcen these annual surveys as an initial, small
step to provide some further understanding of the
licensing industry. Specifically, the objective of the
Foundation's survey is as follows: provide an an
nual, synoptic perspective on key statistics, events,
and trends in "the business of licensing" that can
assist licensing professionals in understanding and
advancing the business environment in which they
operate and to which they contribute, and can be
used by the pUblic, academic researchers, and gov
ernment policy analysts to grasp the issues and im
pacts of licensing business practices.

The data obtained by the Foundation's survey
were derived by individual responses by some
1,000 LES (USA & Canada) members using an on
line survey instrument. Most of the data were col
lected in March 2006 for the calendar year 2005.
Since such LES membership predominately reflects
technology licensing of patents, know how, trade
secrets, and copyrighted software-and relatively
under-represents licensing of trademarlcs and copy
righted content, for example-the licensing indus
try so characterized by these data is primarily about
technology licensing.
Survey Administration7

The survey was administered in the form of an
online questionnaire accessed via the Internet.
Over 6300 members of the Licensing Executives

6. It should be acknowledged that the Association of Univer
sity Technology Managers, AUTM, has for more than 10 years
published extensive data on the patenting and licensing activi
ties of an important segment of the licensing industry, namely
universities and research institutes.
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Society (U.S.A. & Canada), Inc. were invited in
March 2006 to participate in the survey via several
rounds of email from the Licensing Foundation. The
web survey format was chosen to limit costs, maxi
mize accuracy, and to be minimally intrusive. This
type of survey also allows for "dynamic" serving of
questions in response to users' input, minimizing
the extent to which respondents are presented with
irrelevant or redundant questions. When used for
"closed" list-based samples such as the LES mem
bership mailing list, web surveys have been shown
to perform as well or better than traditional hard
copy mail-back survey instruments.

Separate versions of the surveywere administered
to the approximately 3,600 members identified as
technology creator/users and to the approximately
2,700 identified as being prOViders of professional
services (legal, consulting etc.)a The survey web
site received more than 1,200 "hits" with 588 re
spondents completing at least one question on the
Technology CreatorlUser Survey and 344 on the
Professional Services Survey. Respondents were
guaranteed anonymity, and no records linking their
identity to the database of survey questionnaire re
sponses have been retained.
Representativeness of sample

The degree to which the results presented here
can be considered statistically representative of all
technology licensing activity in the U.S. and Canada
is difficult to assess. It is important to note that the
LES membership list is a "convenience" sample,
not a randomized quota-based or stratified sample
designed to be statistically representative of an un
derlying population. However "frame bias" I.e. un
representativeness of the LES membership list com
pared to the population of all licensing professionals
is unlikely to be a significant problem, unless there
are large numbers of people engaged in technology
licensing who are not members of LES, and who dif
fer systematically from those who are.

"Response bias," I.e. systematic differences be-

7. The discussion here was provided by Prof. lain Cockburn of
Boston University Who, along with Prof. Ajay Agrawal of the Univ.
of Toronto were retained by the Licensing Foundation to assist
in the development of the survey instruments, and collecting
and validating the data.

8. LES members self-report, job title, company, professional
status, and industry affiliation. However there is scope for errors
in identifying "Technology Creator/User" versus "Professional
Services." ApprOXimately l% of entries in the database were
reclassified based on [he name of their organization (e.g. "IPValu
ation Associates LLP" unlikely to be a technology creator/user.)



tween the members in the sample who choose to
respond and those who do not, is not possible to as
sess fully. The distribution of respondents across in
dustry sectors approximates the distribution in the
entire mailing list, with some over-representation
of the Health and University/Government sectors.
However since we lack information about other
characteristics of non-respondents, such as the size
of their organization, it is not possible to evaluate
potential bias arising from different response rates
across, e.g., large versus small entities.
Response Rate
Technology Creator/User Survey

Of the more than 800 visits to the web site for
this version of the survey, 588 respondents com
pleted at least one question. After eliminating re
cords for respondents who appear to have moved
through the questionnaire without answering more
than a handful of questions, the final sample con
tains 524 usable records. 9 Of these, 502 answered
most, or all, of the questions.

Response rates to specific questions were gener
ally high, generally greater than 80 percent. Note
that because the survey questionnaire "branched"
at various points to ensure that respondents were
only presented with relevant questions, the denom
inator for calculating response rates is not always
502. For example, of the total of 502 "core sample"
records analyzed, only a 188 were presented with
questions about "enforcement licensing" after an
swering "Yes" to Q16 (" In the past 12 months, has
your organization entered into any licensing agree
ments in order to settle or avoid litigation, as op
posed to being motivated by a business opportuni
ty?), and 277 were presented with questions about
in-licensing after indicating that their organization
was engaged in this activity.

Though 524 responses from a sample frame of
3,600 (the estimated number of IP asset owning
companies) may seem low, it is in line with similar
voluntary surveys that typically have a 10-30 percent
response rate. Note that because LES membership
is individual, not corporate, a single organization
can appear multiple times in the mailing list. The
LES members identified as belonging to the Tech
nology CreatorlUser category come from less than
1,200 distinct organizations, with only a handful of
organizations generating multiple responses. We

9.524 respondents worked through the first two sections of
the survey, but 20 then dropped out.

therefore achieved coverage of about 45 percent of
the total number of Technology CreatorlUser orga
nizations represented in the LES membership.lo
Professional Services Survey

Approximately 2,700 LES members fall in the
Professional Services category. About 10 percent
of these do not appear to be actively involved in li
censing, for example because they are professional
staff recruiters. As with the Technology Creator/
User category, the number of distinct organiza
tions represented in the database is much less than
2,700, but because a large fraction do not report
any organizational affiliation, it is very difficult to
distinguish between employees of a professional
firm and "sole proprietor" providers of profes
sional services. Our best estimate is that about
800 distinct substantive professional firms are
represented in this mailing list, and at least 1,000
sole-proprietor (or equivalent) entities.

Of the 344 visits to the web site for this ver
sion of the survey, 297 respondents completed at
least one question. After eliminating records for
respondents who appear to have moved through
the questionnaire without answering more than
a handful of questions, the final sample contains
258 usable records.

Because of the difficulty in identifying organiza
tional affiliation of LES members who fall into the
Professional Services category, "coverage" of the
total number of entities represented in the LES
membership list is hard to assess, as is the repre
sentativeness of this sample compared to the popu
lation of professional services providers.
Demographics Of The Survey Respondants

The IP asset owners responded on behalf of (a) a
corporate licensing office, (bl a business unit/divi
sion licensing office, or (c) a standalone subsidiary.
The average across all segments was 66 percent cor
porate, 32 percent business unit, and 2 percent sub
sidiary. The DICE (Digital Information Computing
Electronics) segment had the highest corporate and
subsidiary percentage: 78 percent corporate, 17 per
cent diVision, and 6 percent subsidiary (which totals
above 100 percent because of rounding). The In
dustrial segment exhibited the largest decentraliza
tion: 61, 36, and 4 percent, respectively. Standalone
subsidiary percentages varied from a low of 0.4 per
cent (Health) to a high of 5.6 percent (DICE), with,

10. The figure is approximate since individual members do
not always identify their organization to LES.
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interestingly, a higher percentage for Small compa
nies, 3.5 percent, than for Large, 1.3 percent (the
distinction is based on 500 employees).

Respondents were asked about the extent of
their personal involvement in licensing, choosing
between 0-1 years, 1-3,3-5,5-10,10-20, and 20+.
Every experience level in every segment reported
not less than 3.6 percent for each experience level.
The percentage of respondents with less than one
year's experience ranged from 4.5 percent (Health)
to 9.5 percent (Industrial); at the other extreme,
the range for 20+ years was 3.6 percent (Indus
trial) to 13 percent (DICE). The mean value for all
segments was 9.5 years, ranging from a low of 7.5
years (Industrial) to 10.4 years (University/Govern
ment, hereafter Univ./Gov't).

When asked whether they were "the most senior
individual in the licensing function" 45 percent
answered "yes." There was relative little variation
across industry segments, with a low of 40 percent
for Univ./Gov't, and a low of 48 percent for Health.
Perhaps not surprisingly, 40 percent of respondents
in large companies identified themselves as the
most senior licensing person, whereas 54 percent
did so for small companies.

The diversity of the licensing 'fraternity' is per
haps made most evident by the responses to the
question on "what is your primary background out
side the licensing field?" For the sample as awhole,
the breakdown was 57 percent science/engineer
ing, 20 percent general management, 19 percent
legal, and 4 percent all other. As might be expected
Univ./Gov't had the highest science/engineering
percentages (62 percent, compared to 19 percent
for general management, 16 percent legal, and 4
percent other, respectively), but high science/engi
neering percentages were also evident for Industri
al (60, 18, 21, 1 percent, respectively) and Health
(56, 20, 18, 6 percent, respectively; and Health
had the largest percentage of "other," perhaps re
flecting medical backgrounds). DICE had the larg
est legal representation, 26 percent, and general
management, 30 percent, so its distribution was
41 percent science/engineering, 30 percent man
agement, 26 percent legal, and 4 percent other.
There was very little difference between Large
and Small companies.

These broad distributions in industry, company
size, organizational position, licensing experience
level, and education backgrounds helps explain the
range of interesting people one meets at LES events!
One of the great values of the 'LES Campfire' is the
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experience from meeting, and learning from, people
in the many varied educational and career journeys
we have taken.
The raison(s) d'etre of IP

One of the recurring questions of licensing is why
does it occur? Does licensing represent a transac
tional 'stop loss' event, wherein a company seeks
to get something for IP/technology it has developed
but is not using or using fully?1I One question asked:
"How important are the following types of IP in cre
ating competitive advantage for your organization?"
with choices of patents, trademarks, copyrights,
know-how, and trade secrets (where it was left to
the respondent to distinguish the latter two choices)
and four levels of response as to relative importance:
not important (scored 1), mildly (2), moderately (3),
or extremely (4). The mean for all segments was the
highest, 3.7. 12 The next highest valued IP asset was
know how at 3.4, followed by trade secrets at 2.6,
trademarks 2.5, and copyrights 2.3. The relatively
lower percentages for trademarl<s and copyrights is
likely a reflection of the LES membership being less
representative of industries or business processes
where such forms of IP are valued and traded. IJ It is
interesting that the respondents made a marked dis
tinction between "know how" and "trade secrets,"
and ranked "know how" as more important (3.24
versus 2.6).

The distribution of scores for patents exhibited
a very narrow range from a low of 3.6 (DICE, In
dustrial, and Univ./Gov't) to a high of 3.8 (Health),
with no difference between Large and Small (3.7).
Only a tiny percentage scored patents as "not im
portant:" varying from a maximum of 2.1 percent
(Univ./Gov't) down to 0.9 percent (Health). The
distribution of scores for "know how", unlike "pat
ents," varied over a large relative range: Industrial
had the highest score, 3.7, followed by DICE (3.4),

1I. Of course licensing occurs in other contexts, such as with
inventing organizations such as universities, research institutes,
and government labs, that by their innate purpose do not normally
enter commerce, and by companies who find themselves in need
of IP belonging to others to complement their R&D or provide
freedom to practice.

12. Resulting from adistribution of 80% "extremely important,"
13% moderately, 4% mildly, and 1% for not important.

13. Further, copyrights are viewed by LES respondents are
likely further underweighted in the area of content copyrights
(books, music, graphics, and such) as well as in the software
arena. Furthermore, respondents were expressly directed to NOT
include right-to-use software licenses in their responses, such as
shrink wrap and other software product licenses.



Health (3.3), and Univ./Gov't (2.4). There was little
difference between Large and Small: 3.1 versus
3.3, which perhaps surprisingly suggests that small
companies place a higher value on know how. 14

For "trade secrets" the high score was again In
dustrial (3.5), followed in the same order by DICE
(3.2), Health (3.0), and Univ./Gov't (1.1); Small
companies scored trade secrets more important
than Large, 2.7 versus 2.4, as they did for "know
how." It is interesting that trade secrets scored
lower than know how in all six segments. Does this
reflect a more narrow interpretation of what con
stitutes a trade secret, such as common reference
to the legend of the Coca Cola formula locked in a
vault for now more than 100 years? Or did survey
respondents understand know how more broadly,
for example as all the proprietary information/tech
nology regardless 'of the extent of codification? Or
only as- related business assets such as customer
lists, actual and prospective, suppliers/vendors,
channels of distribution, and business plans and pro
cesses? Or, all of the above? Whatever constitutes
such know how in the minds of the respondents
only an average of 5 percent said that know-how
was "not important" and less than 14 percent said
it was "mildly important;" so more than 80 percent
ranked it as "moderately" or "extremely" important.
The corresponding percentages for "patents" was:
1.2 percent (not important), 3.9 percent (mildly),
and 95 percent (moderately or extremely).

The above responses were primarily in the con
text of competitive advantage derived from IP for
an IP owner's business. A distinguishing question
asked for the motivations that lead the respondent's
company to develop such IP assets. Respondents
were asked to rate nine options each at same four
levels of importance (not important to extremely
important). The responses for the overall results
are shown in Exhibit 1. The two highest scoring
reasons (3.0) were (c) generate licensing revenue
and (e) use for strategic partnering and ]V's. The
higher scores for these two areas likely reflects the
perspective of LES 'dealmakers' as opposed to their
company's CEO/CFO, who perhaps would have put

14. This may reflect lesser resources in developing an exten
sive patent portfolio, or a more nascent patent estate, or even,
perhaps, a greater fear of the affordabiIity of enforcing patents
against perceived infringers (and, so, maintaining more of its lP
in the form of know how).

15. One of the long-term objectives of the Foundation's
surveying is to acquire responses from other perspectives, such
as CEOs and CFOs.

the highest scores on (b), (d), and (f)Y The least
important reasons were (i) improve bargaining
strength in other business negotiations (2.3) and
(f) making life difficult for competitors (2.1). As
might be expected Small companies put a higher
importance on using IP as a basis for strategic part
nering and ]V's than Large companies: 3.2 versus
2.9; yet, both segments put a high importance on
this reason. likeWise, Small companies put a higher
emphasis on signaling capabilities (g), 3.0 (Small)
versus 2.5 (Large), improving bargaining strength in
other business negotiations, (i) 2.6 (Small) versus
2.2 (Large), and (h) improving bargaining strength,
2.9 (Small) versus 2.6 (Large) Such data contradicts
the idea that the use of IP is more important to large
companies. Essentially all small companies aspire to
be large, and these data appear to support the idea
that IP is viewed to provide a greater advantage to
smaller companies in such pursuit.

Litigation arising from IP disputes, principally pat
ents but also know how and trade secrets, is often
a newsworthy, one might say infamous, "licensing"
outcome of IP ownership. The survey asked four re
lated questions to this issue of IP used for litigation.
The first such question asked whether in the previ
ous year the respondent's organization entered into
any licenses in order to settle or avoid litigation.
The overall majority answer was "no," 62 percent,
meaning not any. However, the responses by seg
ment varied widely: 73 percent of Small said "no"
compared to 55 percent of Large, 36 percent; DICE
had the lowest response of "no," 76 percent, and
Univ./Gov't had the highest, 76 percent. Clearly
litigation was a much more common event in the
DICE industry than Health (64 percent "no") or
Industrial (51 percent "no"), which appears to cor
relate with the earlier observation that the DICE
respondents had the highest percentage of legal
backgrounds. 16

A related litigation question asked for what per
centage of licensing activity in the preceding year
resulted from the respondent'S company enforcing
its IP rights against another party. As above, the
mean response for all companies was low, namely
17 percent. However, here, Small companies re-

16. So this raises the 'chicken and egg' question: is the higher
frequency of litigation innate and thereby leads to the need for
more licensing offlcers with a legal background, or is the higher
percentage of such officers from a legal background causing a
higher frequency of litigation? This is left to the reader as an
unsolved mystery and point of contemplation.
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N/A Not Mildly Moderately Extremely Score (O·4) Std
important important important important Mean

(a) Manage litigation risk i.e. de
ter or avoid litigation or improve
settlement outcomes

(b) Realize higher margins on
proprietary products

(c) Generate licensing revenue

(d) Prevent or slow down imita
tion of technology or products

(e) Use as basis for strategic
partnering and JVs

(f) Make life difficult for competi
tors e.g. by blocking technology
development, raising their R&D
costs

(g) Signal capabilities to inves
tors, partners, customers, pro
spective employees etc.

(h) Improve bargaining strength
in negotiations or disputes over
IP

(i) Impro,,:e bargaining strength
in other business negotiations
with customers or suppliers

7.10% 15.90%

12% 12.30%

1.80% 7.70%

9.70% 18.70%

4.80% 4.20%

16% 24.40%

4.60% 10.90%

5.80% 9.30%

11% 14.80%

17.10% 23.60%

13.30% 17.70%

23.00% 27.40%

16.70% 23.20%

17.90% 33.70%

18.70% 19.40%

22.60% 32.90%

20.80% 33.10%

23.20% 30.10%

36.30%

43.80%

40.10%

31.70%

39.50%

21.60%

29.00%

31.00%

20.80%

2.7

2.7

3.0

2.5

3.0

2.1

2.7

2.7

2.3

1.3

1.5

1

1.4

1.1

1.4

1.1

1.2

1.3

ported a higher percentage than Large, 19 percent
versus 16 percent, perhaps explained by a relatively
smaller number of total licenses. As above, DICE
leads all other segments, 38 percent, followed by
Industrial (18 percent), Health (11 percent), and
Univ./Gov't (8 percent). Another question asked
the same question from the defensive side, namely
what percentage of licensing was driven by settling
or avoiding litigation threatened or initiated by an
other party. Here the average for all respondents
was even lower, 10 percent, and Large companies
gave higher values than Small (11 percent versus 7
percent), and DICE, again, had the highest segment
score (15 percent), but closely followed by Industri·
al (11 percent), Health (9 percent), and Univ./Gov't
(4 percent).

The final question in this litigation series asked
about who the threatening or suing party was that
resulted in the just above quoted responses. The
most common threat (or suit) was from a direct
competitor (33 percent of time, varying from a high
of 50 percent for Industrial to a low of 22 percent
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for DICE, (not considering for this comparison the
4 percent response for Univ./Gov't). The next most
common proactive adversary was described as "an
entity apparently created to exploit a specific piece
of IP" (so worded in a conscious attempt to avoid
the perhaps pejorative, and limiting, term "troll"):
18 percent was the overall average, lead by DICE
(32 percent), then Univ./Gov't (25 percent), Health
(14 percent), and Industrial (6 percent), and Large
exhibited almost double the frequency of Small (21
percent versus 12 percent),'7 The next most com
mon proactive adversary was a party in a different
industry: 17 percent was the overall average, again
lead by DICE (25 percent), then Univ./Gov't (29
percent), Health (12 percent), and Industrial (10
percent), but here Small exceeded Large by a small
margin (18.1 percent versus 16.8 percent). The least

17. Such data may support the belief that a greater legal
background is pertinent to DICE because of the adverse litigious
environment.



likely proactive adversary was an upstream entity
creating technology/tools used by the respondent's
organization: the overall average was 12 percent,
but this time lead by Univ./Gov't (19 percent), fol
lowed by Health (13 percent), Industrial (7 percent),
and DICE, here, being the lowest (6 percent); there
was little difference between Large and Small (12
percent versus 11 percent).

The respondents were also asked about its per
ception of the merits of the adversary's argument,
specifically: did it appear that such adversary was
"unlikely to prevail if litigation was pursued to the
bitter end (shere "unlikely" was defined as less than
a 30 percent chance of success)." Here the respons
es ranged from 28 percent (Health) to 52 percent
(Univ./Gov't), with DICE and Industrial in between
at 44 percent and 43 percent, respectively. The
overall average was 39 percent, and Large exceed
ing Small (40 percent versus 36 percent). Clearly
the respondents believed that a significant percent
age of agreements made to settle or avoid litigation
were not the result of a highly meritorious case by
the proactive adversary.IB
Know How Licensing

As discussed above, know how was a highly rated
form of IP. When asked about licensing such know
how, namely in the past year "has your organization
entered into any agreements that licensed know
how," the response was highly affirmative, ranging
from a low of 58 percent (Health) to a high of 82
percent (Industrial), with an overall average of 64
percent. Here there was a notable difference be
tween Large and Small: 69 percent versus 57 percent.

Patents are typically included in such know-how
licenses. When asked "were licenses for know-how
combined with formal IP such as patents" (in the
past year) the ave,rage response was 68 percent of
the time, with responses of all segments in a nar
row range from a low of 53 percent (DICE) to a high
of 73 percent (Health). When asked how frequent
were licenses only for know how (Le., no "formal
IP"), the data were consistent with the above obser
vations: only I0 percent of the time was the overall
average answer, ranging from a low of 6 percent

18. Another deep question for the reader to ponder: is this
just human nature expressing the belief that it's not me that's
at fault? jean Renoir famously said, "The real hell of life is that
everyone has his reasons." And, from one of the oldest extant
texts, Book of Proverbs from the Bible, ca. 900 Be: "The fJrst
to present his case seems right, till another comes forward and
questions him." (Prov. 18: I7, New International Version).

(Univ./Gov't) to a high of 18 percent (DICE), with
a small difference between Large (9 percent) and
Small (11 percent).
Impediments To Licensing

The above data were for deals actually done. As
all licensing professionals know, there are not only
good deals and bad deals and 'in between deals,'
there are also "no deals." Between a deal aspiration
and any kind of an outcome, including the outcome
"no deal," there are challenges of various kinds to
be overcome. The survey asked a series of ques
tions about the nature of deal impediments.

The first such question sought to identify if the
impediments were more numerous, or more oner
ous, for a licensing transaction than compared to
one for an tangible asset such as leasing real estate
or contracting for the use of a specialized produc
tion facility. To concretize this question, respon
dents were asked to consider a $10 million value
transaction. Did respondents believe that there
are fewer potential buyers/sellers for IP than for a
tangible asset, choosing from don't know, strongly
disagree, disagree, agree, and strongly agree? The
overall answer was a highly affirmative "yes," with
84 percentl9 responding "strongly agree" or "agree"
Interestingly, all the segments provided a "yes" an
swer with DICE respondents the most affirmative
at 90 percent (strongly agree plus agree) and Health
the least at 77 percent, with Large and Small very
similar, 85 percent versus 83 percent.

The next question in this series that received the
most "yes" votes (as throughout this discussion,
"yes" means the relative percentage of "agree"
plus "strongly agree") was the following: is due
diligence much more difficult/costly for the IP deal?
The overall answer was 79 percent "yes," led again
by DICE at 88 percent with Industrial the lowest
at 73 percent; here Small had a higher percentage
than Large: 81 percent versus 78 percent.

Did such IP deals require more attention from top
management? The answer was again an affirmative
"yes," but less strongly so than for the above ques
tions: the overall "yes" was 72 percent, now lead
by Health at 78 percent and trailed by Univ./Gov't
at 64 percent; here Small was substantially more af
firmative than Large, 78 percent versus 69 percent,
likely because such a transaction would be more
material for a smaller company. Are IP deals more
difficult to bring to closure? "Yes" again: 76 per-

19. This calculation was done by not including answers of
"don't know."
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cent, with DICE being the most affirmative at 83
percent. Addressing the closure difficulty question
another way, the survey asked is an IP deal more
likely to end up not being licensing or sold to any
one? Answer: 66 percent "yes," so the 'no deal with
anyone' outcome is notably more likely with IP as
opposed to tangible assets, with Univ./Gov't experi
encing this most strongly at 80 percent, and Health
least strongly at 58 percent. Is the IP deal more like
ly to be part of other, parallel negotiations? "Yes"
at 64 percent, lead by Health at 70 percent, and
Small (69 percent) more affirmative than Large (61
percent).

So for those feeling a little beaten down in terms
of IP deal flow statistics, we can all take some colle
gial comfort from what is a widely common experi
ence in all segments for everyone of these impedi
ments questions.

One different type of impediment is an organiza
tion's unwillingness to license (or sell) certain 'off
limits' IP. The survey asked several questions on the
nature of IP it was unwilling to license to others:
thinking about your organizations entire inventory
of Ip, approximately what percentage would NEVER
be licensed voluntarily? The overall average answer
was 31 percent, ranging from a high of 39 percent (In
dustrial) closely followed by Health (37 percent) to a
low of 19 percent (Univ./Gov't); Large exceeded Small
by a large margin: 35 percent versus 27 percent.

When asked why such IP was not to be licensed,
the most prevalent answer was because it was "core
technology" (42 percent overall, but 63 percent for
Industrial, and 45 percent for Large versus 37 per
cent for Small). The next most prevalent reason was
that it was "strategicallyvital" to retain exclusive ac
cess: overall 32 percent, led now by DICE at 49 per
cent followed by Industrial at 46 percent. The least
important reason was perceived minimal value: is it
too costly to market outside the organization relative
to anticipated returns? The overall response was 24
percent reporting very consistent answers ranging
between 21 percent and 27 percent.

Related to willingness to license is a belief that
a licensing campaign for a particular IP package is
likely to succeed in a worthwhile deal. When asked
what percentage of all IP that is available, in the
sense of the asset owner's willingness to sell, is un
likely ever to be transacted: the overall average was
37 percent, led by Univ./Gov't at 54 percent with
Health the lowest at 26 percent, and Large exceed
ing Small by 41 percent versus 32 percent. When
asked why was such IP unlikely to be transacted, the
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most common, and sad, answer was in response to
the choice "has no discernable demand from end-us
ers:" 42 percent overall, led by Univ./Gov't (54 per
cent), and Large (47 percent) exceeding Small (35
percent). The next most affirmed choice was "only
useful in conjunction with IP that are exclusive to
your organization:" 26 percent overall, lead by DICE
at 46 percent, with Small (30 percent) exceeding
Large (24 percent). The least affirmed explanation,
of the three choices provided, was "not effectively
protectable" as IP: 19 percent overall, lead by 25
percent for DICE, with Small (21 percent) exceed
ing Large (18 percent).
Deal Failure

As if the difficulties of licensing IP wasn't chal
lenging enough, there is the situation where IP is
available for licensing, is marketed, leading to di
rect negotiations, and yet no deal was closed. When
asked how' often potential licensees/licensors were
identified for which no substantive negotiations
were started, the overall answer was 33 percent,20
lead by Industrial (40 percent). The survey then
asked for the percentage of deal success once sub
stantive negotiations had begun: 53 percent overall,
lead by Univ./Gov't (65 percent) and trailed by DICE
(42 percent), with Large (56 percent) exceeding
Small (49 percent).

When deal failure occurs, after substantial ne
gotiations, the leading cause was financial terms:
overall respondents identified this for 31 percent
of cases, led by DICE (42 percent) with Univ./Gov't
(21 percent) reporting the lowest percentage; Small
(31.8 percent) was slightly greater than Large (30.2
percent). However, inability to reach agreement on
acceptable non-financial terms was also important:
responsible for 25 percent of deal failures overall,
with all segments reporting over a narrow range
(22 to 29 percent). The other nine deal failure ex
planations scored much lower: better alternative
emerged for one or more parties (14 percent over
all), due diligence revealed problems with enforce
ability/validity of IP (12 percent overall), inability
to agree on appropriate scope of IP to be included
(9 percent overall), ego/hubris (8 percent), lack of
trust/bad faith (8 percent), poor negotiating skills (7
percent), too many parties at the table (5 percent),
clock ran out (5 percent), legal/regulatory problems
(3 percent). So, although there can be many reasons
for deal failure, and the ones surveyed were not mu-

20. Meaning that two-thirds of the time substantive negotia
tions did occur.



tually exclusive, the leading ones were the issues of
money and primary deal terms, which supports the
best practice of early use of term sheets in negotia
tions, summarizing deal terms sought.

Anticipating money agreement issues, the survey
asked for a series of responses as why mutually ac
ceptable financial terms could not be reached. The
most important reasons, of the four choices given,
was disagreement on basic facts or assumptions
underlying valuation: 33 percent overall, with all
segments in a narrow range (30-38 percent) ex
cept Industrial (25 percent). The next most preva
lent explanation was irreconcilable differences on
amounts to be paid within an agreed structure (e.g.
royalty rate or amount of upfront fees): 27 percent,
led by DICE (37 percent). Next was irreconcilable
differences on the financial structure itself (balance
between upfront payment and running royalties,
paid-up versus contingent payments etc.): 23 per
cent overall, here led by Health (26 percent), but
all segments were in a narrow range (19 to 26 per
cent). The lowest scoring answer was "no financial
model:" 12.6 percent overall with all respondents
between 11 and 13 percent.21

Closely related to the above series of responses
were questions related to the preparation of a finan
cial model and its effect upon dealmaking. Did hav
ing such a model improve the terms of the deal? Af
firmatively "yes" (72 percent overall), led by DICE
(85 percent). Did it increase the likelihood of a deal
getting done? Still the overall answer was "yes" (58
percent) but notably less affirmative than the previ
ous response. Did it shorten the dealmaking time?
Less than half of all reporting (45 percent) said that
it did, though DICE (62 percent) and Industrial (55
percent) had more than a majority say "yes." Did
it reduce the total costs of reaching agreement?
No segment reported more than 50 percent "yes"
(though Industrial had the highest affirmative re
sponse at exactly 50 percent), with an overall av
erage of 34 percent. So the survey suggests the
primary benefit of having a financial model was
that it improved the deal itself, a clearly important
objective, but not primarily that it increased the
likelihood of deal consummation, or reduced the
negotiating time or costs.

21. These questions were also asked in the Foundation's flrst
survey of this kind in 2004, and this year's responses closely
track the earlier flndings. The robustness of these results indi
cates that pricing licensing deals is a serious challenge for all
participants.

Trend Data For Dealmaking
The survey also asked several deal trend ques

tions. Has the level of interest in using licensing
to realize value from technology increased? The
overall response was dramatically emphatic with
65 percent saying it has increased versus 5 per
cent decrease (25 percent said it stayed the same);
DICE and Health lead this observation, 72 percent
increased versus 3 percent decreased (DICE), and
70 percent increased versus 4 percent decreased
(Health); so the response for "increase" was more
than 10 times (lOx) that for "decrease." Has the
percentage of IP you want to license but can't, with
at least one potential licensee, gone up or down
over the past three years? The overall response was
favorable, 29 percent saying it increased versus 8
percent saying it decreased (and 63 percent saying
it stayed the same). Here the "increase" vs. "de
crease" response was about 3.5x. Has the percent
age of deals closed once substantive negotiations
were started increased? Overall 31 percent said clo
sure increased compared to 5 percent decreased,
lead by DICE (40 percent increase versus 8 percent
decreased); here "increase" was greater than "de
crease" by about 6x.

Such reported positive increases in dealmaldng
mirrored organizational changes over the past three
years. Has your organization become more open to
licensing as away to exploit or gain access to IP? 69
percent overall said yes, with Industrial, DICE, and
Health reporting 79 percent, 79 percent, and 75
percent respectively. Has your organization invest
ed significantly in developing internal skills, capa
bilities, and business processes supportingllicens
ing? Overall 60 percent said yes, with all segments
reporting in a surprisingly narrow range (60 to 61
percent). Has reorganizing or restructuring your
licensing organization made you more effective?
Less than 50 percent saw increased effectiveness
(46 percent overall), with Health (40 percent) least
affirmative, and only Industrial (55 percent) had a
favorable view of the effect. Has your organization
become more focused on generating easily licens
able IP? Again the overall response was less than
50 percent (44 percent) responding affirmatively,
only DICE (at 54 percent) was above 50 percent.
Finally, has your organization placed more reliance
on outside counselor consultants in conducting
licensing transactions? Here the answer was sub
stantially weighted toward "no:" overall 25 percent
responded with "yes," lead by DICE (38 percent).
Deal Structures And Remorse

Buyer's remorse is a well-known phenomenon
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(a) Field of use restrictions? (g) Grant-back provisions?

All
DII/CjE
Health
Industrial
UnivjGov
Lorge
Small

(b) Duration of agreement?

All
DjljCjE
Health
Industrial
UnivjGov
Large
Small

43.10%
38.20%
38.90%
39.10%
53.20%
48.60%
34.90%

22.40%
20.60%
23.60%
29.00%
17.10%
23.00%
21.50%

All
DII/CjE
Health
Industrial
UnivjGov
Large
Small

(h) Reach-thl"olJgh provisions?

All
DjljCjE
Health
Industrial
UnivjGov
Large
Small

22.90%
29.40%
24.80%
18.80%
20.70%
23.00%
22.80%

9.70%
8.80%

12.10%
7.20%
8.10%
7.20%

13.40%

(c) Degree ofexclusivity?
(i) Paym~ntstrlJcture (e.g. balance b~tween
lJpfrontf~esvs. running royalty)?

All
DII/CjE
Health
Industrial
UnivjGov
Large
Small

33.20%
17.60%
36.30%
36.20%
31.50%
34.20%
31.50%

All
DjljCjE
Health
Industrial
UnivjGov
Large
Small

32.10%
52.90%
29.30%
31.90%
29.70%
32.90%
30.90%

(d) Most-favored-nation (MFN) provisions?

35.00%
41.20%
40.10%
36.20%
25.20%
31.10%
40.90%

8.10%
2.90%
7.00%

11.60%
9.00%
7.20%
9.40%

14.30%
29.40%
12.10%
17.40%
10.80%
14.90%
13.40%

O)Payment amounts (e.g. royalty rate or
amount of upfront fees)?

All
DjljC/E
Health
Industrial
UnivjGov
Large
Small

(k) Terms of use?

All
DjljCjE
Health
Industrial
UnivjGov
Large
Small

(I) Any other terms?

All
DII/CjE
Health
Industrial
UnivjGov
Large
Small

14.00%
29.40%
14.00%
13.00%
9.90%

12.20%
16.80%

40.20%
32.40%
40.80%
33.30%
45.90%
42.30%
36.90%

43.70%
23.50%
40.80%
37.70%
57.70%
49.10%
35.60%

All
DII/CjE
Health
Industrial
UnivjGov
Large
Small

(e) Technical milestones?

All
DII/CjE
Health
Industrial
UnivjGov
Large
Small

(f) Business milestones?

All
DjljCjE
Health
Industrial
UnivjGov
Large
Small
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Checked

(a) New information has emerged (e) Realize that you made mistakes
aboutthe market opportunity negotiating

All 380 38.90% All 380 28.40%
DjljCjE 36 55.60% DjljCjE 36 19.40%
Health 166 40.40% Health 166 22.30%
Industrial 68 29.40% Industrial 68 30.90%
UnivjGov 110 37.30% UnivjGov 110 39.10%
Large 226 40.30% Large 226 28.30%
Small 154 37.00% Small 154 28.60%

(b) New information has emerged about the
(f) Revised your view of the most profitable
IicEmsingstrategy (e.g. RAND vs. exclusivityjperformance of the technology high· royalty rate)

All 380 33.20% All 380 20.00%
DjljCjE 36 13.90% DjljCjE 36 27.80%
Health 166 38.60% Health 166 16.90%
Industrial 68 26.50% Industrial 68 22.10%
UnivjGov 110 35.50% UnivjGov 110 20.90%
Large 226 31.90% Large 226 21.20%
Small 154 35.10% Small 154 18.20%

(c) Stronger IP position today (g) The ot~erside is not putting their promised
effort into the productj technology

All 380 16.80% All 380 52.90%
DjljCjE 36 22.20% DjljCjE 36 36.10%
Health 166 19.30% Health 166 45.80%
Industrial 68 16.20% Industrial 68 48.50%
UnivjGov 110 11.80% UnivjGov 110 71.80%
Large 226 13.70% Large 226 55.80%
Small 154 21.40% Small 154 48.70%

(d) Revised business strategy (h)Other

All 380 40.50% All 380 5.00%
DjljCjE 36 50.00% DjljCjE 36 5.60%
Health 166 41.60% Health 166 5.40%
Industrial 68 54.40% Industrial 68 4.40%
UnivjGov 110 27.30% UnivjGov 110 4.50%
Large 226 42.00% Large 226 2.70%
Small 154 38.30% Small 154 8.40%
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------

in ordinary transactions. The survey asked respon
dents to identify elements of a deal, in hindsight,
which they would now restructure. The data are
shown in Exhibit 2 showing overall results and the
data for each of the six segments. The leading areas
of remorse were field of use restrictions (43 per
cent), milestones (business 44 percent, technical
40 percent), payments (amounts 35 percent, struc
ture of payments 32 percent), and degree of exclu
sivity (33 percent). Least common concerns were
reach-through provisions (10 percent), terms of use
(14 percent), most-favored nation provisions (14
percent, overall, though DICE claimed 29 percent),
duration (22 percent) and grant-backs (23 percent).
Overall 8 percent indicated that there were other
terms not identified in the survey that was a cause
for retrospective concern.

Next the survey asked for the most common rea
sons why any element of remorse has occurred. The
respondents were asked to identify the three most
common reasons from a list of eight choices. The re
sults are shown in Exhibit 3. The most common fac
tor is a reflection of disappointment in the partner's
post-deal level of effort namely, "the other side is
not putting their promised effort into the product/
technology:" this was cited 53 percent of the time
by the overall respondents, led by Univ./Gov't (72
percent). Next in frequen.cy of response was a re
vised business strategy. 40 percent overall cited this
explanation, lead by DICE (50 percent). The next
most important factor was the emergence of new
information about the market opportunity, cited by
39 percent overall, but 56 percent by DICE. Next
was new information about the performance of the
technology, cited by 33 percent overall, lead now by
Health (39 percent) with DICE (14 percent) being
the lowest citer of this factor. Next was the recog
nition of mistakes made in negotiating, which was
cited by 28 percent overall, led by Univ./Gov't (39
percent), with DICE (19 percent) scoring the lowest
of the segments. Notably less frequently cited was
a revised view of the most profitable licensing strat
egy (20 percent), a stronger IP position today (17
percent), and any other reason (5 percent). These
data show some interesting reversals between the
Large and Small segments. Large more frequently
cited the effect of changes in market opportunity
(difference of 3.3 points), revised business strat
egy (3.7 points), revised view of most profitable
licensing strategy (3.0 points), and the other side
is not putting their promised effort (7.1 points, the
largest differential); whereas Small cited more fre-
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quently the effect of changes in the performance of
the technology (3.2 points), changes in the strength
of its IP position (7.7 points, the largest differentia!),
and other (5.7 points). AB to mistakes made, Large
and Small cited this explanation with essentially
identical frequency (0.3 points differential).
The IP Environment

The survey again sought to determine the level
of concern with regard to forces and opinions that
are generally adverse towards IP and licensing. Spe
cifically, the respondents were asked: "Some argue
that IP-protected products should be made available
at prices below those for which there are actually
licensed or sold. Others argue that there should be
no IP protection at all. Still others believe that some
form of compulsory licensing should be available un
der certain conditions. To what extend do you see
these forces as being cause for concern with respect
to your business?" The second part of this question
asked for the respondent's assessment "today" (be
ginning of 2006) and for what he or she believed
would have been their response three years previ
ous. The results are shown in Exhibit 4 for each seg
ment and the overall response. The right-most two
columns shown in italics present the data in two
ways: the sum of moderate and strong concern, and
the differential from "today's" perception versus
"today's" perception of three years prior.

Looking at the "today" data, every segment re
ported greater than 50 percent moderate or strong
concern, with the overall result of 60 percent, led by
Health (66 percent). In contrast, the data for one's
perception three years earlier was below 50 percent
for every segment, whereas the "today" data was all
greater than 50 percent. The difference between
"today" versus three years prior was 22 points over
all, lead by DICE (30 points). No segment reported
less than a 15 point increase in concern.

Another point of comparison is the "tOday" data
taken for exactly this question in last year's survey
compared to the current data. The data taken in early
2005, the overall moderate + strong cause for con
cern data was 55 percent, where Large (61 percent)
showed somewhat greater concern than Small (53
percent), perhaps because companies in the Small
segment have many other causes for concern (such
as companies in the Large category). The early 2006
data for "today" has shown an increase by 5 points,
with Small (60.8 percent) now exceeding (slightly)
Large (60.3 percent), suggesting perhaps that com
panies in the Small segment are experiencing what
the ones in Large saw earlier.



No cause Mild cause Moderate Strong cause Moderate +Strong Today-
for concern for concern cause concern for concern Concern 3 Years Ago

-----1.----
My assessment 3 years ago

----+-----+--------..... -----1

t-----+----------..

All 22.7% 38.3% 26.0% 13.0% 39.0%
........................................_ ,. . _.__ . _........................... . .., , _ .

D/l/C/E 22.6% 47.2% 22.6% 7.5% 30.1%
f · · ·· · · ·..··+- - · 1· ·..· · · ·..·1 - ..

Health 33.5% 27.5% 18.3% 45.8%
1-·..-·--·---..·--------·..-+------1..---- ----- --....

Industrial 32.5% 27.7% 9.6% 37.3%
I· ..··· · · · ··· -[ - j............................................ . .. - ..

Univ/Gov 46.0% 23.7% 8.6% 32.3%/ : - ·..· ·_+· ··· ·_··1·..· · +............................................. .. - .
Large 38.2% 26.7% 13.2% 39.9%

1·-..---·..---..------·--/---·-..--+-·----------- ------ -----..--1------1
Small 23.9% 38.6% 24.9% 12.7% 37.6%

My assessment today/ _ _ _ _ _._ + _.-+.._ _ _ _ _ _- - - _ -_ _ _ -_ _ - _.._.
All 10.4% 29.1% 38.1% 22.4% 60.5% 21.5%

....................................................., " ,- , , ,.".,..--
D/IIC/E 17.0% 22.6% 43.4% 17.0% 60.4% 30.3%- ..",_ __..__._ " __ _."._.- _._..,._..- -'''''''-- .,-_.__.._",,, ' __.._._, ." ---..-- ._..- ..,,_ - _--- , , -_ _,_._- ,,_..

Health 8.0% 26.3% 35.3% 30.4% 65.7% 19.9%
, , ,_ " , " _ , " _....... .. " ,.......... . _ ".. .,,_ _ _._-_ - _._, _- --- "'-"''''-'''''. .. _ _ - _' "._._..- ..

Industrial 11.9% 35.7% 38.1% 14.3% 52.4% 15.1%_._--,,--, _._---_ --_ _ '_._-.- ----- _--- _..__ _ "-'-'--''''-- _---- _-_.._-_ --- __ _.._.__.

Univ/Gov 10.7% 32.1% 40.7% 16.4% 57.1% 24.8%.._._..__..__ __..- _.._-_.._._.__.._--.-_._---_._ --- _-- _------ ----_._-- .._-_..__._--- ------_.__.-

Large 8.9% 30.8% 37.1% 23.2% 60.3% 20.4%....._ , " .._-,_ ".- _.... , - _".................. ..._.- __._..__ -..__ _,_ -.__ _..-.. .._..""_.__._ ".,, _._ _.._ - .._.._ ----_ _.._ _-_ ---_._ "..... .. _-,,, _.._-_ .

Small 12.6% 26.6% 39.7% 21.1% 60.8% 23.2%

Future Plans
The Licensing Foundation will conduct its 4th An

nual Survey of the Licensing Industry in early 2007
covering calendar year 2006. We will again rely on
the generous spirit of LES members in taking time
from fighting impediments to dealmaking, overcom..
ing barriers to intangibles marketing and negotia..
tions, dealing with deal remorse, and overcoming
increasing concerns about adverse forces in the IP
and licensing environment to once again participate
in this surveying process. In addition we will be
gin posting the extensive data that the Foundation
has collected during these past three years which
has only been summarized in the respective year's
les Nouvelles articles. The reader should check on
the Licensing Foundation's Web site in early 2007:
www.licensingfoundation.org. Finally, the Founda..
tion is considering supplementing this member..sur..
vey by also developing a company-specific survey as
part of an overall index of annual company activities
by industry segment.
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U.S./Canadian Licensing In 2004:
Survey Results

BY RICHARD RAZGAlTIS*
On be/mlfof the Licellsing Foundation ofLES (USA & Callada)

Initial Results ofa Survey Conducted
in Janaul1j/Febrllary 2005 by the Li
cellsilzg FOUlzdation of LES (USA &
Canada),! on behalf of The Licensing
Foltlzdation. 2

Abstract And Summary Of
Findings

Reported here is the survey
data obtained by The Li
censing Foundation of LES

(USA & Canada) during January
and February 2005 for the year 2004.
Such results derive from the second
annual licensing survey sponsored
by The Licensing Foundation (TLF)
of (USA & Canada).

The primary focus of this year's
survey was the motivation for li
censing. The level of response was
sufficiently large that we are able to
present data representing four dis
crete industry groups (Health, Dig
ital Information Communications
and Electronics, Industrial [including
transportation and chemicals], and
Universi ty / Government) for two
distinct company sizes (Small with
less than 500 employees, and Large
with more than 500 employees).

These data show us interesting
ways in which all the sizes and
sectors are similar (in the impor
tance, for instance, they place on
the different forms of IP), and how
they are differ from one another (in
the primary motivations to in or
out license). The presence of both
strong similarities and notable dif-

1. w7lJUI.licellsilIg[rllll1dlltifJll.Ol'g. The Licensing
Foundation is a wholly-owned 501c3 subsid
iary of LES (USA & Canada).
2. The Licensing Foundation during 2005 was
managed by its Board comprised of Louis
Berneman, 'led Cross, Kathleen Denis, Ada
Nielsen, Richard Razgaitis, and Art Rose, on
behalf of the Board of LES (USA & Canada).
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ferences supports the idea of the LES
"campfire" ... all of us in licensing
do indeed have common interests,
despite coming from highly dispa
rate licensing contexts, and yet we
bring different perspectives and
learnings that we can share to each
other's benefit. If we were all and
only the same in our experiences
and priorities, or all and only dif
ferent, the LES campfire would be
either too boring to enlighten or too
chaotic to cohere.

Introduction
The Licensing Foundation (W1llW

.licensingfollndation.ol'g) is a 501C3,
not-for-profit corporation founded
by LES (USA & Canada) in 2001
for the purpose of public education
and service regarding licensing. The
emergence of the licensing profession
in the 40 years since the founding of
LES in 1965 is generally recognized
as being one important indicator of
the growth in trade of intangible
assets in all its many forms. Yet the
extent and character of this business
of trade in intellectual property has
not been as well studied as the in
dustry segments in which licensing
occurs, such as the pharmaceutical
and communications industries, or
other forms of trade such as merger
and acquisitions.

In the December 2004 issue of les
Nouvelles, The Licensing Foundation
(TLF) presented the results of its
first survey of LES (USA & Canada)
Members taken in January and Feb
ruary 2004 covering the period 2003
(2004 Survey).3 In the present paper,

3. Razgaitis, Richard, "U,S./Canadian Li
censing in 2003: Initial Results of a Survey
Conducted in January 2004," Ie, NOllvelles,
Volume XXXIX No.4, pp139-151.

the result of the second of such an
nual surveys is reported. The long
term aspiration of such surveying
initiative sponsored by TLF was
and remains to:

Provide an annual, synoptic perspec
tive on key statistics, evellts, and trends
in the business of "Licensing" tlwt can
assist licellsing professionals in lmder
standing and advancing the business
environment in which thelj operate and
to which they contribute, and can be used
by tlze public, academic researchers, and
government poliClj analysts to grasp the
issues and impacts oflicensing business
practices.

The data provided here were again
derived by electronically surveying
LES (USA, & Canada) Members, dur
ing the period January and February
2005, with most questions directed to
the respondents' experience over the
then ending 12 months, essentially
the year 2004. The reader is referred
to the 2004 Survey for further back
ground for TLF's motivation for
inaugurating such licensing survey,
the overall survey methodology, and
a literature review of other survey
and research information.

Akey aspect ofTLFsurvey was the
desire to focus on licensing matters
primarily involving corporate IP as
set owners who are members of LES
(USA & Canada) and, thereby, more
readily accessible to TLF, and which
conduct both out- and in-licensing

*Richard Razgaitis is Senior Advisor
at Charles River Assoicates, Chicago
IL., and /ze is Presidellt of ti,e Licensing
FOlllldatioll. The Licensillg Foundation is
a tv/lOlly-owned 501c3 subsidiary ofLES
(USA & Canada).
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despite being (normally) capable
of directly commercializing such
IP assets and in-licensing despite
(normally) having its own R&D/
product development capabilities.
To simplify the scope of the survey
we excluded licensing activities
from the follm.ving areas: Right-to
Use licensing (sometimes known as
"shrinkwrap" licenses), copyrighted
content licensing (music, text, and
the like), and trademark licensing.
Though we did ask some questions
about cross-licensing, this practice
was not a major focus of the survey.
Further, because our database of
respondents were members of LES
(USA & Canada) we asked for data
and perspectives for licensing activi
ties in North America only.

Assisting TLF in preparing the sur
vey instrument, conducting the sur
vey, and participating in the analysis
of the data was again Professors lain
Cockburn of Boston University and
Ajay Agrawal of the Queen's Uni
versity in Kingston Ontario, Canada.
Prof. Cockburn contributed to this
paper in the below estimates of the
size of the licensing industry and
the description of the survey meth
odology. Both their contributions are
gratefully acknowledged.
How Big Is The Licensing
Industry?

Before considering TLF survey
data, it is useful to gain a perspective
on the extent of annual technology
licensing in the U.S. and Canada.
Developing a reliable estimate of
the volume of technology licensing
continues to be hindered by a lack
of comprehensive data on licensing
activity. Where these data are cur
rently collected by statistical agen
cies, reported data are either highly
aggregated (e.g. patent licensing
fees and royalties bundled with
payments for use of trademarks,
for copyrighted creative works, for
mineral rights, for franchising etc.)
or appear to suffer from reporting
issues (sampling based on plant
level establishments, with weights
based on employment) leading to
misclassification or under-reporting
of corporate functions and activities
such as IP management.
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Nonetheless, some sense of the
magnitude of the licensing "in
dustry" can be gleaned from data
reported in sector aggregations by
the U.S. Internal Revenue Service
(IRS). The most recent IRS analy
sis of corporate tax returns reports
$115 billion of "royalty" income in
2002 for active U.S. corporations.4

Unfortunately this total aggregates
payments for "industrial royalties"
(patents, trademarks, trade secrets,
goodwill, franchises, know-how,
and similar rights) with royalties
on copyrighted creative works and
natural resources. However the IRS
also provides royalty data by indus
try segment which permits at least
approximate estimations of, technol
ogy licensing royalties. Royalties
received for copyrighted creative
works seem likely to be largely re
ported in the publishing and broad
casting industries, for example,
while franchise fees are likely to be
concentrated in accommodation and
food services. Royal ties received for
technology licenses are likely to be
concentrated in sectors such as man
ufacturing ($73 billion; $20 billion
of which is in "chemicals," and $23
billion in "computer and electronic
manufacture"), and scientific and
technical services ($4.7 billion). The
data for the information sector ($13
billion), which includes companies
in publishing, movies, broadcasting,
Internet, telecommunications, and
internet service provision, is likely
dominated by copyright royalties
but with a significant quantity of
technology royalties.

Other indicators of licensing also
point to very substantial levels of
activity. Considering only patented
technology, various studies suggest
that of the order of 10 percent of
patents may be licensed or cross
licensed. A survey sponsored by

4. "Returns of Active Corporations, Form
H20," Statistics of Income, IRS/US Depart
ment of the Treasury, IItlp:/lwww.irs'f:ov/
laxsla Is/bllslaxsla Is/i Ildcx.lIlml, accessed
10/12/05.
5. Cockburn, I. and Henderson, R. (2004)
"The 2003 Intellectual Property Owners Asso
ciation Survey On Strategic Management Of
Intellectual Property," Intellectual Property
Owners Association, Washington, DC

IPO of a small sample of large
U.S. manufacturers reported that,
on average, these companies out
licensed 19 percent of their patent
portfolios.s A much larger scale
EU-sponsored study surveyed in
ventors of over 9,000 EPa patents
issued in the mid-1990s and found
that 13 percent of such patents were
being exploited through licensing.6

Though these ratios are likely to
be biased upwards (IPO member
companies are not representative of
the population of U.S. corporations,
and inventors of less significant or
"dormant" patents may be less likely
to respond to a survey) they none
theless imply a very large annual
volume of licensing transactions. In
2004, there were more than 160,000
U.S. patents issued as reported by
the USPTO, so even if only seven
percent are licensed on an annual
basis, such "deal flow" would cor
respond to 10,000 patents licensed
per year?

Although neither the estimate of
annual payments for licenses to tech
nology IP, nor the number of associ
ated transactions, is known with any
precision, such above figures suggest
a large and important economic ac
tivity. The economic significance of
these IP transactions to the licensees
in their respective products and mar
kets adds to such estimates.
Survey Administration

The survey was administered in
the form of an online questionnaire

6. Giuri, P., Mariani, M., et aI. (2005) "Every
thing You Always Wanted to Know About
Inventors (But Never Asked): Evidence from
the PatVal-EU Survey," LEN! Workillf: Papcr
2005/20, Sant'Anna School of Advanced
Studies, Pisa.
7. Such figure would not reflect a like number
of separate agreements as any single agree
ment could grant rights to many patents.
Further, the data for the percentage of issued
patents out-licensed is likely to include agree
ments whereby new patents are automatically
included in previously executed licenses. On
the other hand, there are a significant number
of licenses that are non-exclusive (40 percent
according to the 2004 Survey), and whicl1 do
not involve any patents (25 percent according
to the referenced IPO Survey), both factors
that would increase any estimate of licensing
activity. Finally, including data for Canada
would also tend to increase such figure.
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accessed via the Internet. Just over
6,200 members of the Licensing Ex
ecutives Society (U.S.A. & Canada),
Inc. were invited in January and
February 2005 to participate in the

. survey via several rounds of e-mail
from TLF. The Web survey format
was chosen to limit costs, maximize
accuracy, and to be minimally inh"u
sive. This type of survey also allows
for "dynamic" serving of questions
in response to users' input, minimiz
ing the extent to which respondents
are presented with irrelevant or
redundant questions. When used
for "closed" list-based samples such
as the LES membership mailing list,
web surveys have been shown to
perform as well or better than tra
ditional hardcopy mail-back survey
instruments. Separate versions of the
survey were administered to the ap
proximately 3,658 members identi
fied as technology creator/ users and
to the 2,530 identified as being pro
viders of professional services (legal,
consulting etc.). The survey Web site
received a total of 1,273 visits, 798
for the Technology Creator/User
Survey and 485 for the Professional
Services Survey. Respondents were
guaranteed anonymity, and no re
cords linking their identity to the
database of survey questionnaire
responses have been retained.

A complete copy of the survey in
structions and questions is available
at the Licensing Foundation Web
site: unmv.licensingfoundatioll.org.
Response Rate

This paper reports results for the
Technology Creator/User Survey.
Of the 798 visits to the survey web
site, 526 respondents completed at
least one question. After eliminating
records for respondents who appear
to have moved through the question
naire without answering more than a
handful of questions, the final sample
contains 473 usable records.

Response rates to specific ques
tions were generally high, generally
greater than 80 percent. Note that
because the survey questionnaire
"branched" at various points to
ensure that respondents were only
presented with relevant questions,
the denominator for calculating re-
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sponse rates is not always 473. For
example, of the total of 473 usable
records, only a maximum of 255
could contain answers to questions
about in-licensing. (99 respondents
identified their organization as
primarily engaged in in-licensing,
and 156 as engaged in both in-and
out-licensing.)

The degree to which the results
presented here can be considered
statistically representative of all
technology licensing activity in
North America is difficult to assess.
It is important to note that the LES
(USA & Canada) membership list
is a "convenience" sample, not a
randomized quota based or strati
fied sample designed to be statisti
cally representative of an underlying
population. "Frame bias," i.e. the fact
that the membership of LES (USA &
Canada) can generally be assumed
to be reasonably representative
of the population of all licensing
professionals is unlikely to be a sig
nificant problem, unless there are
large numbers of people engaged
in technology licensing who are not
members of LES (USA & Canada),
and who differ systematically from
those who are. "Response bias," Le.
systematic differences between the
members in the sample who choose
to respond and those who do not,
is not possible to assess fully. The
distribution of respondents across
industry sectors approximates the
distribution in the entire mailing
list, with some over-representation
of the Healthcare and University /
Government sectors. However, since
we lack information about other
characteristics of non-respondents,
such as the size of their organiza
tion, it is not possible to evaluate
potential bias arising from different
response rates across, e.g., large
versus small entities.

Though526 responses from a sam
ple frame of 3,658 may seem low, it
is in line with similar voluntary sur
veys that typically have a 10-30 per
cent response rate. Note thatbecause
LES (USA &Canada) membership is
individual, not corporate, a single
organization can appear multiple
times in the mailing list. The 3,658
members identified as belonging to

the Technology Creator/User cat
egory come from fewer than 1,200
distinct organizations, with few
organizations generating multiple
responses. We therefore achieved
coverage of about 35 to 40 percent
of the total number of Technology
Creator / User organizations repre
sented in the LES membership.8
Characteristics Of Respondent's
Organizations

Respondents come from a wide
range of organizations. The break
down of the sample by industry
sector of the respondent's organiza
tion was 45 percent Healthcare, 24
percent University / Government
Labs, 12 percent Electronics (includ
ing communications, telecom, Inter
net), 10 percent Energy, chemicals,
petrochemicals, polymers, and allied
industries, four percent Transporta
tion and Mechanics, three percent
Software, and two percent Food and
Beverage. Just over half (53 percent)
of these organizations were "Small"
Le. have 500 employees or less, with
43 percent of the total reporting 100
employees or less. Average sales
(based on center points of response
categories) were $3.1B, and average
R&D spending was $237M. How
ever, these averages derive from a
very wide underlying range, with 16
percent of the sample reporting sales
of less than $lM and 8 percent more
than $10B, and 18 percent report
ing R&D expenditure of less than
$lM and nine percent more than
$1B. Sixty percent of respondent's
organizations operated internation
ally. Two-thirds of the organiza
tions claimed they were engaged
in performing basic research and
three-fourths were engaged in devel
oping new products, though only 45
percent sold to end-users.

For purposes of reporting the
survey data, we found it useful
to segment our data into eight
groups distinguished by two size
populations, "Large" and "Small"
demarked by 500 employees, and

8. The figure is approximate since individual
members do not always identify their orga
nization to LES, and do not necessarily use
identifiable corporate e-mail addresses.
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Size of respondent's organization # Employees
N Mean

Sales$MM
N Mean

R&D Budget $MM
N Mean

HEALTH

DICE

INDUSTRIAL

UNIVERSITY /
GOVERNMENT

Large
Small

Large
Small

Large
Small

Large
Small

49
64

5699.0
34.1

78
124

30
37

44
27

44
56

338.0
135.2

Table entries are derived from the midpoints of categorical response ranges

lX Order of Magnitude

N Basic R&D New Product Manufacturing Marketing to
Development End-users

HEALTH Large 81 75% 99% 84% 83%
Small 130 62% 86% 36% 34%

DICE Large 31 39% 97% 71% 61%
Small 33 55% 73% 45% 61%

INDUSTRIAL Large 48 44% 90% 88% 73%
Small 29 48% 93% 34% 48%

UNIVERSITY/ Large 48 98% 33% 4% 2%
GOVERNMENT Small 62 84IJ ' 50% 5% 19%,I"

Table entries are the fraction of respondents answering any of these questions who checked that option

four "sectors," Health (heaIthcare in
cluding biotechnology, pharmaceu
ticals, and medical devices), DICE,
for Digital Information Communi
cation, and Electronics (induding
telecommunications, Internet, and
software), Industrial (transportation
and mechanics, food and beverage,
energy, chemicals, petrochemicals,
polymers, and allied industries),
and University/Government (in
cluding government laboratories
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and research hospitals). The char
acteristics of each of these eight
groups by number of employees,
annual sales, and R&D budgets is
shown in Exhibit 1.

Exhibi t 1. Who Have We
Surveyed?

For the Health sector, Large com
panies evidence approximately
two orders of magnitude more
employees (a mean of 8,358 vs. 92)
and annual sales ($7.5 B vs. $72 M),

but one order of magnitude greater
R&D expenditure ($513 M vs. $51
M), strongly suggestive of a greater
R&D intensity with Small compa
nies. Interestingly, the same rela
tionship is also evidenced with the
DICE sector, namely h.vo orders of
magnitude difference between Large
and Small with respect to employ
ees and annual sales, but one order
with respect to R&D budget. For the
Industrial sector, the difference in an-
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N Patents Trademarks Copyright Know-how Trade Secrets

HEALTH Large 81 3.8 3.0 2.3 3.5 3.2
Small 130 3.8 2.5 2.0 3.5 3.0

DICE Large 32 3.5 3.2 3.0 3.5 3.4
Small 37 3.6 2.8 2.5 3.3 2.9

INDUSTRIAL Large 49 3.4 2.9 2.1 3.6 3.6
Small 29 3.6 2.9 2.2 3.7 3.5

UNIVERSITY/ Large 49 3.5 2.0 2.6 2.7 1.5
GOVERNMENT Small 63 3.8 2.1 2.8 2.8 1.8

Table entries are mean scores on a 1-4 response scale (l=Not Important,4=Extremely Important)

nual sales is only approximately one
order of magnitude.

The respondents were asked to
identify how they participate in the
product creation value chainby indi
cating whether they participated in
Basic R&D, New Product Develop
ment, Manufacturing, and/ or Mar
keting to End-Users. The percentage
of respondents who gave affirmative
answers is shown in Exhibit 2 for the
eight groups (Large and Small in
each of four Sectors).

Exhibit 2. Which of the Follo\ving
Activities in the Industry Value
Chain Does Your Firm/Business
Unit Perf0l1n?

Here we can see some differences
among the groups. With respect
to Basic R&D, Large Health com
panies do more of it, in contrast
with DICE and Industrial sectors
where the Small size companies
claim they do more of such R&D
(although with the Industrial sector
the difference may not be statisti
cally different). For Health, DICE,
and Industrial sectors the Large
companies participate substan
tially more in manufacturing than
the Small; interestingly, the Large
Health and Industrial manufactur
ing percentages are nearly alike, as
are the corresponding figures for the
Small. Health and Industrial Large
companies are substantially more
involved in marketing to end-us-
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ers than the corresponding Small
companies, whereas for the DICE
sector the percentages for Large and
Small were identical. These results
for manufacturing and marketing
to end-users suggest that Small
companies are likely to be more de
pendent on licensing out than Large
companies, further supported in the
case ofDICE and Industrial by Small
companies claiming to do more basic
R&D than their large sector counter
parts. Interestingly, Health, DICE,
and Industrial groups, Large and
Small, are all active in New Product
Development where the reporting
percentages all exceeded 90 percent
except for Small DICE (73 percent).
Al though not surprising, the data for
University / Government supports
the common expectation, namely
that they are the most active in ba
sic R&D, do comparatively less new
product development than the other
sectors and very little manufacturing
or marketing to end-users.

We asked respondents to ascribe
relative importance on a four point
scale, 1 being not important to 4 be
ing extremely important, of creating
competitive advantage for each of
five forms of IP rights as shown in
Exhibit 2.

Exhibit 3. How Important Are the
Following Types oUPin Creating
Competitive Advantage?

These data suggest that these Sec-

tors are closely similar in their per
spectives. All eight groups ranked
patents as most important, with the
lowest group mean score 3.4 and the
highest group mean score 3.8. Also
highly important for all six groups
in Health, Dice, and Industrial was
Know How (all group mean scores
between 3.3 and 3.7), closely fol
lowed by Trade Secrets (2.9 to 3.6). In
the case ofUniv / Gov the importance
of Know How was substantially less
than patents, presumably because of
the earlier stage nature of their R&D,
and the importance of Trade Secrets
was low, presumably because of
practice of publishing research.
Recognizing the very significant
differences between Large and Small
companies seen in Exhibit I, and
the significant difference between
the markets served by each of these
Sectors it is remarkable how similar
is the importance ascribed to each of
these forms of IP rights.

Finally, we sought to understand
how these eight groups compared
in terms of the volume of "in- and
out-licensing" agreements and
payments/ revenues, and normal
izing such payments (or revenues)
by R&D spending and annual sales,
respectively. These data are provided
in Exhibits 4 and 5.

Exhihi t 4. Volume of In-Licensing
Exhibit 5. Volume of Out-Licensing

Examining the mean licensing
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Number of In-License In-Licensing Payments In-Licensing Payments
Agreements $MM as fraction of R&D

N Mean N Mean N Mean

HEALTH Large 64 41.30 61 126.19 60 0.11
Small 86 8.65 84 11.51 78 0.11

DICE Large 18 49.44 10 303.15 7 0.12
Small 16 18.19 14 61.55 14 0.10

INDUSTRIAL Large 31 28.55 28 63.18 27 0.07
Small 14 9.61 13 5.17 12 0.07

UNIVERSITY/ Large 2 75.00 0 0
GOVERNMENT Small 6 6.25 6 0.06 6 0.08

Number of Out-License Out-Licensing Out-Licensing revenue
Agreements Revenues $MM as a fraction of sales

N Mean N Mean N Mean

HEALTH Large 35 24.20 34 48.14 33 0.05
Small 91 14.83 89 11.38 84 0.42

DICE Large 24 51.40 16 165.23 16 0.12
Small 29 30.84 27 17.26 28 0.47

INDUSTRIAL Large 33 38.62 31 42.49 32 0.06
Small 25 25.20 25 11.75 24 0.32

UNIVERSITY/ Large 48 58.60 46 10.23 40 0.15
GOVERNMENT Small 61 46.35 61 18.55 60 0.49

revenue data in both Exhibits (pay
ments in Exhibit 4 and revenues in
Exhibit 5), the higher corresponding
value is shown by underlining. So
for Large Health, Large and Small
DICE, and Large Industrial, there
were greater in-licensing payments
than out-licensing revenues. For
Small Industrial and both Large
and Small Univ / Gov the out licens
ing revenues exceed the in-licens
ing payments. (In the case of Small
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Health the two corresponding dollar
figures were essentially identical.)
Given the substantial difference in
size between Large and Small (seen
in Exhibit 1), the corresponding dif
ference in payments and revenues
suggests that Small companies are
more licensing intensive. The ratios
expressed in the right most column
ofExhibit 4 and 5 are for the purpose
of seeing whether there exists a com
mon measure of license payment or

revenue intensity. Interestingly, for
all seven groups for which there
were data, group mean in-licensing
payments ranged from seven to 12
percent of R&D spending, which
seems to be a very small difference
considering the dramatic differences
in size and markets. The correspond
ing data for out-licensing revenues
as a percentage of sales is much
more disparate: from a low of five
percent to a high of nearly 50 per-
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N Mean

HEALTH Large 80 0.22

Small 130 0.10

DICE Large 32 0.27

Small 37 0.25

INDUSTRIAL Large 48 0.19

Small 29 0.11

UNIVERSITY / Large 49 0.09

GOVERNMENT Small 63 0.05

cent. Bu t even here there appears to
be some meaning. The Small group
in Health, DICE, and Industrial were
much more highly dependent on li
censing revenues as a percentage of
their sales-group means of 42, 47,
and 32 percent, respectively, than the
corresponding Large group-5, 12,
and 6 percent, respectively. These
data tend to highlight the difference
between Large and Small company
populations but again tend to show
strong similarities across sectors
(not including the special case of the
University / Government sector).

Su.rvey Data Relating To Big.
Licensing Issues

In the 2004 Survey we repOl;ted
data on the impediments of licens
ing including aspects ofbuyer's (and
seller's) remorse looking retrospec
tively at deals done. In the current
survey we sought to examine the
motivations for licensing (or not
licensing). In the first such question
we sought to assess the importance
of litigation-motivated licensing
by asking what fraction of activi
ties were motivated by settling, or
avoiding, litigation as opposed to
some voluntary pursuit of a business
opportunity. The results are shown
in Exhibit 6.

Exhibit 6. Is Licensing Mainly
About Litigation?

The data here are capable of a
glass half-full or half-empty inter
pretation. Is litigation a major mo-
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tivator? It is more so for Large than
Small companies (Health, DICE,
and Industrial), but even so it is for
a small percentage of activities: aver
aging 19 to 27 percent for Large, 10 to
25 percent for Small, and less than 10
percent for University/ Government.
So, more than 70 percent of the time
the motivation for licensing is a
business opportunity not driven
by litigation. But some might well
conclude that 20 percent or more of
the transactions being in the context
of litigation is a large percentage. (It
would be interesting to know the
relative dollar value or time inten
sity associated with such respective
percentages; such data may be a
better overall measure of the rela
tive importance of litigation-based
licensing). Again these data tend to
suggest the groups are more similar
than they are different. The excep
tion is Small DICE companies; they
are more commonly involved in liti
gation than their Small counterparts
in Health or Industrial.

A deeper question than the litiga
tion issue is why even have IF assets?
For what purpose or purposes did
our respondents claim as the pur
pose of its IF. The answer is given in
Exhibit 7. As before a score of 1 rep
resented not very important, and 4
extremely important. We asked each
respondent to score the relative im
portance of its IP with respect to the
nine different motivations shown in
the column headings.

Exhibit 7. l''iow Important Are
Each of the Following Motiva
tions to Develop IP Assets?

The first motivation, manage
litigation risk, connects these data
with that of Exhibit 6. The group
that ascribed the most importance to
managing such riskwas Large DICE
(it was the highest score for that
group), which was also the group
that reported the highest average
percentage (27 percent) of licens
ing activity motivated by settling
or avoiding litigation. So for that
group haVing IP was the single most
important reason (score of3.4), and it
was related to nearly as high scores
(3.3) for Stop Imitation and Patent
Bargaining, both of which are related
to litigation matters; however, it also
scored 3.3 for Higher Margins which
may be a value distinct from litiga
tion matters. For Large Health, the
highest priority was Higher Margins
(3.7), followed by Stop Imitation (3.3),
Manage Litigation Risk (3.1) and Pat
ent Bargaining and Partner / TV (both
at 3.0); for Small Health, Partner/TV
came first (3.5), followed by Higher
Margins and Stop Imitation (both at
3.2) and Licensing Revenue and Sig
nal Capabilities (both 3.1). Consistent
with earlier data, these data suggest
that Small companies are more li
censing intensive, and dependent.
Small DICE companies placed the
highest importance on Licensing
Revenue (3.4) of any of the six non
University / Government groups.
Small and Large Industrial com
panies Exhibited similar priorities:
Higher Margin (3.5 and 3.4, respec
tively) followed by Stop Imitation
(3.3 and 3.4, respectively). Clearly
for University / Government the
motivation was Licensing Revenue
(3.4 and 3.6) and Partner/ TV (3.1 and
3.0). One other notable observation
is that there are many motivations
for haVing IP. For the six Health,
DICE, and Industrial groups, the
lowest score was 2.5 for any of the
nine columns/ motivations, which
is only a li ttle more than one scor
ing point below the highest re
ported score (3.7). (In contrast, the
University / Government groups
showed a dynamic range of scoring
from 1.3 to 3.6.)
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N Manage Higher Licensing Stop Partner/ Raise Signal Patent Other
Litigation Margins Revenue Imitation ]V Rivals CapabiI- Bar- Bar-

Risk Costs ities gaining gaining

HEALTH Large 81 3.1 3.7 2.6 3.3 3.0 2.8 2.5 3.0 2.6
Small 130 2.7 3.2 3.1 3.2 3.5 2.7 3.1 2.9 2.7

DICE Large 32 3.4 3.3 2.9 3.3 2.7 2.9 2.5 3.3 2.8
Small 38 3.0 2.9 3.4 2.9 2.8 2.3 2.8 2.9 2.7

INDUSTRIAL Large 49 2.9 3.4 2.4 3.4 2.7 3.0 2.5 2.7 2.5
Small 29 2.7 3.5 3.1 3.3 3.3 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.8

UNIVERSITY/ Large 49 1.9 1.8 3.4 1.7 3.1 1.3 2.8 2.2 2.0
GOVERNMENT Small 63 2.1 2.1 3.6 1.9 3.0 1.5 2.7 2.4 2.0

Table entries are mean scores on a 1-4 response scale (1=Not Important, 4=Extremely Important)
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HEALTH Large 74 0.19 0.19 0.29 0.39 0.15 0.36 0.44 0.22 0.17 0.13 0.12 0.27 0.36 0.19 0.20

Small 83 0.11 0.13 0.21 0.39 0.10 0.19 DAD 0.18 0.21 0.13 0.14 0.32 0.41 0.16 0.13

DICE Large 20 0.17 0.22 0.40 0.28 0.11 0.23 0.22 0.13 0.18 0.28 0.29 0.30 0.30 0.15 0.18

Small 16 0.17 0.23 0.30 0.31 0.10 0.12 0.37 0.12 0.24 0.19 0.23 0.36 0.31 0.21 0.29

INDUST. Large 33 0.13 0.12 0.17 0.28 0.14 0.15 0.31 0.17 0.20 0.09 0.13 0.26 0.23 0.12 0.19

Small 14 0.13 0.10 0.29 0.17 0.05 0.10 0.32 0.16 0.23 0.04 0.16 0.32 0.34 0.13 0.04

UNIV./ Large 3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.38 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.38 0.25 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.25

GOY. Small 7 0.00 0.06 0.00 0.15 0.00 0.05 0.25 0.00 0.03 0.03 0.31 0.20 0.35 0.15 0.29

Drilling deeper into motivations, Exhibit 8. In What Fraction of In- the top priority was Options for
in Exhibit 8 we show the relative Licensing Agreements Were the Future Development (this group
frequency that in-licensing agree- Following a Significant Goal? reported that on average 44 percent
ments were done with respect to 15 Here the data suggest some im- of their agreements had this as the
different goals given by the column portant difference in the relative significant goal), followed by Com-
headings (shown in three panels of priorities for in-licensing among pensate for Lack of R&D (39 percent;
data for each of the eight groups). the eight groups. For Large Health which perhaps is just the half-empty
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N

HEALTH

DICE

Large 41
Small 89

Large 28
Small 33

0.61
0.62

0.69
0.75

0.46
0.59

0.45
0.39

0.16 0.19
0.13 0.16

0.08 0.14
0.14 0.14

0.19 0.14 0.15
0.24 0.15 0.20

0.19 0.19 0.30
0.26 0.30 0.26

0.25
0.36

0.36
0.33

0.26 0.36
0.22 0.52

0.28 0.30
0.33 0.45

0.15 0.16
0.19 0.21

0.08 0.13
0.28 0.28

INDUSTRIAL Large 36
Small 26

0.57 0.38
0.51 0.41

0.11 0.10
0.17 0.13

0.21 0.24 0.17

0.29 0.27 0.26
0.18
0.38

0.17 0.28
0.19 0.41

0.17 0.15
0.13 0.14

UNIV. / GOY. Large 49
Small 63

0.56 0.73
0.55 0.63

0.03
0.05

0.07
0.05

0.08 0.02 0.16
0.08 0.03 0.16

0.54
0.47

0.31 0.33
0.32 0.39

0.16 0.12
0.14 0.16

way of expressing the same Options
value idea), and Partner IIV and
Utilize Marketing Capacity (both
at 36 percent). For Small Health the
highest motivation was Partner/JV
(41 percent), closely followed by
Options for Future Development (40
percent) and Compensate for Lack
of R&D (39 percent). Although the
percentages are smaller the order of
priorities for Industrial Large and
Small mirror those corresponding
in size to Health, namely: the high
est priority for Large Industrial is
Options for Future Development
(31 percent) whereas for Small it is
Partner / JV (34 percent). Overall,
Options for Future Development
was the highest ranked motivation
for three groups (Large Health,
Small DICE, and Large Industrial),
and Partner / JV was the highest
priority for Small Health and Small
Industrial. Paralleling the results of
Exhibit 7, the data of Exhibit 8 gener
ally show that there are a wide range
of motivations for licensing transac
tions (here in-licensing). For Large
Health companies there were eight
motivations expressed with an aver
age frequency of 20 percent or more.
For Small Health there were six at
20 percent or more. For Large DICE
there were nine, for Small DICE sev-
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en. For Industrial there were fewer
above the 20 percent frequency: just
five for both Large and Small.

In Exhibit 9, the corresponding
data as to motivations for out-licens
ing is presented in two panels.
Exhibit 9. In What Fraction of
Out-Licensing Agreements Were
the Following a Significant Goal?

The number one motivation for
all six Health, DICE, and Industrial
groups was Maximize Licensing
Revenue (averaging from 51 to 75
percent of out-licensing agreements).
Also important to these groups was
to Fully Exploit R&D Capability (38
to 59 percent), and Partner/JV (28
to 52 percent). The Small company
groups all put a higher priority on
Partner/JV than their Large peers:
52 percent vs. 36 percent for Health,
45 percent vs. 30 percent for DICE,
and 41 percent vs. 28 percent for In
dustrial. The large dynamic range
of reporting data here for out-li
censing suggests a narrower range
of motivations than was the case for
In-licensing.

In a final pair of questions we
sought to determine at what stage
companies prefer to license, consid
ering the relative trade-offs. Exhibits
10 and 11 show these data.

Exhibit 10. In Trading Off Licens
ing Fees Against Development
Costs, at What Stage Do you
Prefer to In-License?
Exhibit 11. In 'n-ading Off Licens
ing Revenue Against Develop
ment Costs, at What Stage Do
You Prefer to Out-License?

The winning answer here is "later,"
for Large and Small companies, in
all sectors, for both "in- and out
licensing." The exception is again
the special case of University /
Government where they would
prefer to out-license earlier, which
appears to support the common
perception of "the gap" problem,
namely: the difference between the
level of development that universi
ties tend to bring their technology
and the level ofdevelopment desired
by their licensees. In preparing this
question it was thought there could
be differences between Small and
Large companies because it is im
plicit that licensing-in later means a
more-costly transaction. Everyone,
it seems, wants to reduce their in-li
censing risk and ti me-to-market, and
is willing to pay a premium to do so,
When out-licensing the motivation
for the preference to do it later is
less dear. Is it because out-licensing
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N Earlier Indifferent Later

HEALTH Large 48 31% 21% 48%
Small 73 38% 14% 48%

DICE Large 19 16% 32% 53%,
Small 11 36% 27'fr, 36%

INDUSTRIAL Large 24 21% 17% 63%
Small 14 21% 36'fr, 43%

UNIVERSITY/ Large 3 33% 33% 33%
GOVERNMENT Small 6 17% 33% 50%

N Earlier Indifferent Later

HEALTH Large 41 24% 24% 51%
Small 81 19% 15% 67%

DICE Large 22 23% 32% 45%
Small 24 29% 29% 42%

INDUSTRIAL Large 29 17% 28% 55%
Small 21 33% 29% 38%

UNIVERSITY/ Large 42 45% 19% 36%
GOVERNMENT Small 51 51% 20% 29%

is more of a last resort after a final
decision has been made not to go
into manufacturing?
Are There (lP/Licensing) 'Bar
barians At The Gate?'

Articles and stories, published
and oral, over the past year appear
to deal more frequently with core
IF rights issues. In some cases the
published perspective expresses the
view that such rights "should" be
reduced, even ignored, in some way,
sometimes couched in some higher
moral principle, sometimes under
some kind of new world / age argu
ment. One domain of such debate is
the sharing of digital expressions of
music, movies, and other content.
Another is of avoiding proprietary
software products by advocating/
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using public domain alternatives.
Yet another area deals with so-called
gray market attacks against an IF
owner's attempt to maintain territo
rial product rights. Exhibit 12 shows
the data we obtained when we asked
what level of concern the respondents
had to such attacks on the established
norm of IF rights and licensing.

Exhibit 12. To What Extent Did
You See These Forces [Attacks
on IP /Licensing Rights] as Being
Cause for Concern with Respect
to Your Business 3 Years Ago?
And ')bday?

Of course the first question, per
ceptions three years ago being
asked in the present does not carry
the same weight as if we had actu
ally the question back then. But,

nonetheless, there appears to be
a clear belief that the concern is
greater today than would have
been expressed just three years ago.
In everyone of the eight groups a
greater fraction of respondents re
ported a greater combined Moder
ate and Strong Cause for Concern
today compared to their belief as
to what their response would have
been three years ago: Large Health
(74 percent today vs. 51 percent
three years ago), Small Health (60
percent vs. 53 percent), Large DICE
(58 percent vs. 36 percent), Small
DICE (43 percent vs. 34 percent),
Large Industrial (44 percent vs. 37
percent), Small Industrial (44 percent
vs. 34 percent), Large University /
Government (50 percent vs. 42
percent), and Small University/
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Moderate cause Strong cause for

for concern concern

HEALTH

DICE

INDUSTRIAL

UNIVERSITY/
GOVERNMENT

Large
Small

Large
Small

Large
Small

Large
Small

N

58
101

28
3D

35
27

43
52

No cause for
concern

12%
23W,

29%
40%

37%
41%

28%
29%

Mild cause for
concern

36%
35%

36%
27%

26%
26%

30%
40%

17%
25%

18%
17%

20%
30%

26%
19%

34%
18%

18%
17%

17%
4%

16%
12%

N No cause for
concern

Mild cause for
concern

Moderate cause Strong cause for
for concern concern

HEALTH

DICE

INDUSTRIAL

UNIVERSITY/
GOVERNMENT

Large
Small

Large
Small

Large
Small

Large
Small

59
101

28
30

36
26

44
53

5%
17%

18%
30%

33%
31%

16%
17%

20%
24%

25%
27%

22%
23%

34%
38%

32%
32%

29%
13%

22%
38%

25%
23%

42%
28%

29%
30%

22%
8%

25%
23%

Government (46 percent vs. 31
percent). The Health companies
share the largest concern, followed
by DICE, and Industrial among the
six non-University / Government
groups. In the case of Large Health
respondents, only five percent re
ported No Cause for Concern.

TLF is concerned about the pub
lic discourse on the subject of IP and
licensing rights. Defenders of such
rights are commonly positioned as
defenders of incumbency and greed.
Reasoned viewpoints supporting
such rights appear to have more
difficulty getting time and space in
such discourse and are often driven
to consuming their allotment by
defending against charges of being
company public relations automa
tons. TLF is interested in continuing
to assess this issue in future surveys
and, more importantly, presenting in
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a positive way the societal benefits
of licensing.

What's Next: Future Surveys

These 2004 survey data add, we
believe, to our collective understand
ing of the motivations for licensing,
in and out. The significantly larger
number of respondents in this year's
survey enabled us to consider the
eight groups we have reported
on here. Additional data from this
2004 survey maybe made available
at TLF Web site: www.licellsingfound
atioll.org.

TLF intends to conduct its third
annual survey of the licensing
industry in January and February
2006. We will seek to repeat certain
questions to enable year-over-year
trend analysis, but we also wish
to expand our understanding by
asking some new questions. We are

open to your suggestions. Please
e-mail your advice and counsel to:
survey@licensingfoundation.org.
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U.S.jCanadian Licensing In 2003:
Survey Results

BY RICHARD RAZGAITIS*

Initial Results ofa SUI7Je1j Conducted
in January/Febmary 2004 by tlze Li
ceusing F0U11datioll of LES (USA &
Canada),l on behalf of The Licellsing
Fouudation. 2

ABSTRACT AND SUMMARY
OF FINDINGS

T
he results are reported of a
Web-based survey of licens
ing practices of LES (USA &

Canada) members. Such survey was
sponsored and conducted by the li
censing Foundation of LES (USA &
Canada) (www.licensingJozmdaton.or
g). It was conducted in January and
February of 2004 by contacting 5,349
member e-mail addresses and pro
viding a link to the online survey.

The focus of the survey and the
analysis of the results was on com
panies who are intellectual property
owners and who engage in out-li
censing despite their ability, in
principle, to directly commercialize
their IP or in in-licensing despite
their general ability to develop
their own technology through in
ternal R&D. 229 respondents to this
survey fit this profile. These were
further separated into "large" and
"small" using the demarcation of
1,000 employees.

The results reported here are relat
ed to the business process "trade," or
dealmaking, involving technology
based IP. Such dealmaking process
was surveyed for three time periods:
getting to the point of substantive

I. lIIwlII.licellsillg!OIlIldntioll.org. The Licensing
Foundation is a wholly-owned 501c3 subsid
iary of LES (USA & Canada).
2. The Licensing Foundation in January 2004
was managed by its Board comprised of Louis
Bememan, Todd Dickinson, Mel Jager (Presi
dent), Dwight Olson, Richard Razgaitis, Art
Rose, and Jim Soberaj, on behalf of the Board
of LES (USA & Canada).
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negotiations, consummating such
negotiations, and living with the
deal done.

From these data it appears that
only a small portion of what is be
lieved to be licensable IP actually is
licensed within the time frame of a
respondent's experience. Asubstan
tial number of factors contribute to
deal breakdown both during the
period when potential licensees are
identified as well as during sub
stantive negotiations, and it is not
always about "the money." Finally,
looking back on deals done within
the past year, the survey suggests
that a substantial number of such
agreements would have been done
differently with respect to various
deal terms used in the agreement.
INTRODUCTION

"Licensing" is, literally, the first
word of LES, and the single-word
appellation of the business process
that best describes our Society's
primary interest and what most of
us designate as our profession (in
dustry) and craft (techne). Yet, the
industry of licensing,3 unlike almost
every other business, is both difficult
to define or encompass.

A legal perspective of licensing fo
cuses on the forms and protections
of intellectual property (IP) rights,
contractual vehicles by which such
rights can be conveyed, and the ap
plicability of governing law to the

3. Some have characterized the licensing
"industry" as the "market for knowledge."
The classical Greek term techne, commonly
translated craft or art, and perhaps in our
context and times could be best translated
as "know how," is more appropriate than
"knowledge." Although we use "licensing
industry" as subject of study, it could per
haps be more comprehenSively defined as the
"market for owned / protected tee/we,"

behaviors and misbehaviors of indi
viduals and legal entities. Afinancial
perspective leads to an analysis of
the value of IP rights as they may be
packaged in various forms and with
other assets so they may be subjects
of commercial transactions ("licens
es"). The perspective of a business
owner or manager views licensing,
and Ip, as mechanisms by which in
vestments made can be realized, or
the investments of others acquired,
all as part of the competitive context
of successfully satisfying the needs
of its customers, present and future.
The licensing expanse, almost like
the heavens themselves, seems to
cover an earthful (and earful) of
activities and interests:

• Internal Research & Develop
ment (IR&D), contract R&D,

• Entrepreneurship, innovation,
inventions, discoveries, creations,

• Patents, trade secrets, copy
rights, trademarks,

• Valuation,pricing, royalties,
equity/ warrants, minimums, chang
es of IP rights, supply/purchase
commitments,

• Agreements (deals), deal-mar
keting, negotiation, dealmaking,

• Spinouts, Joint Ventures/Part
nerships, research collaborations,
startups/NEWCOs, M&As (Merg
ers & Acquisitions),

• Infringement / IP-theft Ii tiga
tion/ negotiation/ settlement,

• Government policy related to
IP law and policy, economic devel
opment, and trade.4

*Richard Razgaitis, President of the
Licensing FOll1ldation (2004/5).
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The final word in the above list,
trade, references a basic, essential
business activity that dates from
antiquity and one that has had
enormous societal impact. Licens
ing, albeit a very specialized form
of trade, has become in the last half
of the 20th Century a vibrant, and
extremely important part of busi
ness and society. LES, which came
into existence less than 40 years
ago, has grown to 13,000 members
worldwide, 5,800 of which are in the
U.S. and Canada. Other associations
closely related to licensing, such as
AIPLA, AUTM, and IPO, have simi
larly evidenced significant growth
and interest. U.S. patents, which
date from 1790 (a year when there
were just three patents issued), have
likewise shown a dramatic level of
growth in the past 40 years: from
62,857 issued by the USPTO in 1965
to 169,028 in 2003.5 Software (includ
ing firmware and middleware) was
virtually non-existent as an indush'y
40 years ago buthas become a major
element in our economy,6 affecting
even our rights to write, print, and
transmit articles such as this one.

It is of interest to grasp and char
acterize the extent and key issues
of the business and profession of
licensing. This interest has attracted
the attention of numerous individu
als and groups. The U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office (USPTO) makes
available detailed statistics on pat
ents applied for and granted. The
Intellectual Property Owners (IPO)
Association has recently published
results ofits survey of its member's
activities. Since FY 1990, AUTM
has published an annual report
of its survey results of its member
institutions (primarily universities)
that include not only data on R&D

4. Note than the terms "license" or "licens
ing" do not explicitly appear in any of such
bulleted list, although licensing is commonly
an important, directly-related business prac
tice.
5. 1Ittp://w1uw.lIspto.gov/web/oj}ices/ac/id%dp/
tol/reports.1Itm #by.JIist.
6. U.S. software only revenues (which argu
ably could be considered as substantially al/
licensing revenue) in 2001 are estimated to be
$69 billion with an additional $100 billion in
sales outside the U.S.; Service Annual Survey,
Illtp://w1lJw.ce/lslls.gov/svsd/www/sas511.pdl
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fundi ng and the resul ting invention
disclosures and patents but also data
on license agreements entered into
and royalties and other IP payments
received.7 For many years Battelle
has performed annual surveys to
provide forecasts of annual R&D
spending in both industry and
government.B

In 2003 LES reported on the re
sults of a survey of compensation
for licensing professionals.9 Other
LES groups, such as its Intellectual
Capital Management Committee
have conducted surveys of licens
ing metrics relating to best practices.
"An International Survey on Tech
nology Licensing Practices" has been
completed in draft form on behalf of
LES International (LESI), LES (USA
& Canada), and LES France.10 This
as yet unpublished survey analyzes
160 written questionnaires regarding
297 technology licensing agreements
primarily in Europe, Japan, U.S.A.,
and Canada. Other such licensing
process/ issues surveys done by
LES members (and others) include
Degnan,11 McGavock,12 McGavock,13
and the Corporate Legal Times.14

Royalty rate and other IP pay
ments have been widely surveyed
by many. Public filings of license

7. AUTM Licensing Survey: FY 2002, The
Association of University Technology Man
agers, 2003.
8. http://www.battelle.org/news/04/1-22-04
RciD%20Fllnding.stlll
9.2003 Compensation SIIn1ey Report, Licensing
Executives Society (U.S. and Canada), 2003.
10. "An International Survey on Technology
Licensing Practices; The Diversity ofTechnol
ogy LicensingAgreemenl~ and their Gauses,"
Eric Brousseau (coord.), Camille Chasserant,
Christian Bessy; FORUM, Universite de Paris
X, http://forllm.lI-pal"islOjr.
II. Degnan, Stephen A., The Lise of CO/ljoi/lt
A/lalysis to Establish the Most Importa/lt Evalll
atio/l Factors in Tedl/lolo~W Trallsfa and Patent
Licensi/lg Negotiations, Ph.D. Dissertation,
Golden State University School of Business,
June 2002.
12. McGavock, D.M. and Lasinski, M.J., "IP
Survey Finds Gap in Information," les NOII
vel/es, Sept. 1998, p. 107-116.
13. McGavock, D.M. and Haas, D.A., "Licens
ing in the Real World: A Survey ofThose Who
Know," Lice/lsi/lg Unu a/ld BlIsi/less Report, Vol.
13, No.1, May-June 1990, p. 146-156.
14. Andersen, Steve, "The EvolVing IP Coun
sel, The Inaugural Survey of Chief IP Counsel,
Corpo1'llte Legal Times, June 2002, p. 1.

agreements that represent material
transactions have been useful source
data for IP payments and in certain
respects for deal structures, par
ticularly in the healthcare industry
(pharmaceuticals and biotechnol
ogy) and have been compiled into
databases by commercial vendors. IS

Razgaitis has summarized numer
ous such royalty rates and other fi
nancial surveys, some dating back
to 1975.16

Except for the AUTM and Battelle
surveys, and the U.S. Patent Office
statistics, most of the other survey
information has been ad hoc and
reflects the particular interests of
the surveying group.

One core measure of an industry's
significance is total annual revenue
for all segments by all participants,
and an understanding of such in
dustry's structural taxonomy. There
have been multiple sources who
have claimed that in the U.S., the
licensing industry has $100 billion
annual "royalty licensing revenues,"
which appears to include all forms
of IP patents including running
royalties;17 however, there does not
appear to be a research foundation
for this (or any other) estimate.
If such revenues are indeed ex
pressed in nine-figures (> $100 bil-

15. Such as, Recombinant Capital (http:
//www.recap.com/) and Windhover (http:
//WWW.WilldlloiJer.com) which focuses on the
pharmaceutical/biotech industry.
16. Razgaitis, R, Valuntiml alld Pricillg ofTedl
1I0logJj-Bl!sed Illtel/t'c1ual Property, John Wiley
& Sons, 2003, Chapter 4.
17. Such statistic has been cited for "retail" li
censing (primarily trademark licensing): "Li
censing is a $100 billion retall market world
wide, with $70 billion in business in North
America alone, says Murray AItchuler, execu
tive director of the International Licensing In
dustry Merchandisers' Association (LIMA)."
[Ci tation at: http://www.elltreprelleur.com/
nrticJe/O,4621,226781,00.Mml). And $100
billion/year is also cited for technology li
censing revenues: "The IP licensing market
has grown an estimated 700 percent, from
$15 billion in 1990 to well over $100 billion
in 1998. Patent licensing revenue is predicted
to top half a trillion dollars alillually by 2005."
[Citation at: "The Basics of Financing Intel
lectual Property Royal ties, Part III: What is
the Market?:' by Licent Capital, July 2, 2001,
http://zlTiuw.cnfezille.colll/Illdex_l!rticle.asp?id=4
12Cideplld=31
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lion), then licensing would ~n.d~ed

represent a major industry JOIning
other nine-figure segments such
as computers/ electronic products
($350 billion),18 telecom ($425 bil
lion),19 pharmaceuticals, and R&D
itself ($284 billion).20

In this context, the Licensing,
Foundation commissioned an ini
tial survey of licensing activity in
U.S. for the purpose of contribut~ng
to the above available information
resources but also, perhaps, to inau
gurate a regular, systemic investiga
tion to complement and expand the
understanding of licensing a~ an
industry and as business practices.
The long-term aspiration ofsuc~ sur
veying initiative was and remaIns:

Provide an annual, synoptic perspec
tive on kelJ statistics, events, and trends
in the world of "Licensing" that Call

assist licensing professionals in under
standing and advandng the business
environment in which they operate
and to which they contribute, and can
be used by the public, academic research
ers, and govermnellt poliClJ an~lyst~ to
grasp the issues alld impacts ofbcensl1lg
business practices.

Based on this background and
long-term objective, the Founda
tion prepared a Request for Pro
posal (RFP) which was sent. to
some 30 organizations includmg
leading MBA and entrepreneur
ship academic programs and other
entities known for their interest in
this or related areas. After a review
of several proposals that responded
to the RFp, the team of Professo.rs,
lain Cockburn of Boston UniverSIty
and Ajay Agrawal of the University
of Toronto, was selected.

Akey aspect of the survey was the
desire to focus on licensing matters
primarily involving corporate IP
asset owners who are members of
LES (USA & Canada), since partici-

18. 2002 U.S. annual revenues as defined by
U.s. Census Bureau, 2002 Economic Census,
littp:!!lI1HnI ,.ceIlSIIS.goll!ceoII!cells11502!arim IIeel
TABLE1.HTM
19. U.S. Census Bureau, 2002, Op cit.
20. Battelle R&D Forecast 2004, citing 2003,
U.S., II ttp:!!www.battelle.org!lIews!04!1-22
04R&D'y,.20F,lllriil'g.Stlll
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pants were more readily .accessible
and likely to be responsive to ~he

Licensing Foundation, an? wh~ch

conduct out-licensing despi te bemg
(normally) capable of directly co~

mercializing such IP assets and .m
licensing despite (normally) haVIng
its own R&D/ product development
capabilities. Such IP owners can be
considered to be "OEMs" of licens
ing. Although the survey was in
clusive of all members of LES (USA
& Canada) with an e-mail address
(5,349 e-mail addresses associ~ted

with approximately 2,66? umque
organizations), and so mcluded
numerous IP service providers
(1,401 of such 2,669 uniqu: organi
zations were such as outSide legal
counsel and IP valuation organiza
tions), the primary interest was the
perspectives of such licensing OEMs
(1,268, the difference between 2,699
and 1,401). Such a survey would
also reach IP inventor/creator or
ganizations such as universities and
research institutes that (normally)
lack the means to directly commer
cialize its own IP opportunities;
AUTM-type respondents .(univer
sities and institutes) were mcluded
in the results reported here (albeit in
small numbers). Other survey anal
ysis which we have tested, such as
royalties collected as a percentage of
EBIT, used only data from commer
cial firms; so data from AUTM-type
respondents were excluded in such
calculations. Such EBIT percentage
calculations are not reported here
because the number and diversity
of respondents does not make such
analysis statistically reliable. The
industry classification used by LES
(USA & Canada) to group its mem
bership was also used to classify the
survey responses.

To simplify the scop~ of th.e ~1;1r
vey we excluded licensmg activities
from the following areas: Right-to
Use licensing (sometimes know~

as "shrink wrap" licenses), cross-lI
censing (although we did ask s?me
questions related to .the ~ractlce),

copyrighted content hcensmg (mu
sic, text, and the like), and trademark
licensing. Further, because our data
base of respondents were members
of LES (USA &Canada) we asked for

data and perspectives for licensing
activities in North America.
SURVEY FORMAT I

The survey was implemented as
an online questionnaire accessible
by Web browser, rather than in the
traditional format of a hardcopy
mail-back questionnaire. The sur
vey was administered in January
and February of 2004 by faxing a
letter to the membership of the LES
(USA and Canada), followed by
individualized e-mails containing
a link to the survey site explaining
the objective of the survey. Web sur
veys of this type have recently been
found to have comparable response
rates to mail-based surveys.22 Web
surveys also have obvious adva~

tages over the traditiona~ f~rmat In
terms of speed, lower prmting and
distribution costs, and reduced data
entry errors. Many individuals find
that the "taskburden" of responding
to a Web-based survey by clicking
boxes or chOOSing among a menu
of alternatives is significantly lower
than for paper questionnaires, so
this format also minimizes intru
siveness and time cost. This "closed"
list-based sampling frame, made up
of individuals who can safely be as
sumed to have access to the Internet
and a high level of familiarity with
using Web browsers, is relatively im
mune to the problems with sampl.e
selection, coverage, and response bi
ases that have been identified with
some Web surveys that attempt to
draw conclusions about larger and
more heterogeneous populations.

Multiple iterations of the survey
were tested with various volunteers
who provided focus panel counsel.
Such counsel resulted in signifi
cant reductions in the scope and
complexity of the questions in the
interest of increasing the likelihood
of a larger response. Substantial dis-

21. This section and the one follOWing is
substantially the contribution of Prof. lain
Cockburn, whose assistance is gratefully
acknowledged. .
22. KaplOWitz, MD., Hadlock, TD., Levlll~,

R. (2004) "A Comparison of Web and .M.ml
Survey Response Rates." Publie 0PI/I/OU

Quarterly. 68(1 ):94-102.
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cussion took place regarding the bal
ance between questions that asked
for subjective opinion ("strongly
agree," "agree," etc.) versus a
greater (or total) focus on quantita
tive responses (dollars, numbers,
"facts"). The resulting survey was
designed to minimize any need
for research numbers (to increase
response rate), to be completed in
not more than 20 minutes, and to
be done with complete anonymity23
by any or multiple members of any
given licensing OEM. This approach
precluded the capacity to have OEM
data from, say, each of the top ten
pharmaceutical companies.

23. Though e-mails to respondents were
tracked with a randomly generated se
rial number to prevent us from reminding
people who had already participated in the
survey, and to maintain database integrity if
respondents visited the survey web pages
multiple times, no identifying information
about respondents was retained after the
survey was closed.

The Web based format also al
lowed us some flexibility to ad
dress the heterogeneity of the LES
membership, whose involvement
with various aspects of licensing
varies greatly, and who belong to
quite different kinds of organiza
tions. The questionnaire was struc
tured to serve up questions tailored
to respondents answering for an
entire company versus business
unit, and for those engaged largely
in out-licensing, largely in in-licens
ing, significant amounts of both
activities, or indirectly involved as
consultants or legal advisors. This
prevented respondents from be
ing asked redundant or irrelevant
questions, speeding up the process
of completing the questiOlmaire and
further reducing the task burden.

Respondents were alerted to the
general content of the question
naire in the faxed invitation letter
and follow-up e-mails, and were
guaranteed anonymity. Two rounds
of"reminder" e-mails were sent dur-

ing the month long period that the
survey was administered.

It is important to distinguish
between surveys designed to elicit
useful descriptive information about
a phenomenon from volunteer re
spondents, and those designed
to precisely measure population
statistics. The latter requires strict
"probability sampling" i.e. draw a
random sample from the population
of interest (e.g. dialing random dig
its to poll the u.s. population) and
to get good results may often need
"quota sampling" based on popula
tion strata and stringent controls to
minimize response bias. This makes
them both expensive and intrusive,
and difficult to implement when
key individuals with specialized
information must be contacted and
persuaded to wiIlingly provide
responses including confidential
information. The former can use
fully be done from "convenience
samples" like ours, particularly
when targeted at a list such as the

1"¥"'f~~1}~~,{::}:'~ rt£:':~'(::~j{:~sl?:k;it1!;t1~t~· ;.:~~ :1kt~~~~;t~t?*7~ 1(~~: '4 ,,; >~, :;; \" " ; ~"' l ~t:i ~/~ f~\~tzl~~:! t~;7 ;:;f"::t~"'{ ::'/ MZ ""0' ::'~ ~ ;t~~,j ',/(ii-r'~:. t~:-'<~ ~t: ~J:\t~F~ ::iZ:~;:~~4",~x;,;1~t!~'_C~;; i: ~~:

;;iW~ExIiifift':fJ.:4Stage~1~'[)ealirG1I<iilg·trll'ailenges:'~:GettrngJ~_,~u})stan~",eoN;egotHl~p))~'~~;~"~~~~~~'14:~';:!~~{::~~:::
Ir0r)*~ :,~:lJ~ ~4;;f,;t14Jr\::rk t ::;,,,1JCkf;,;;~ll -,,''',f' "{f c;;' S:~j~ ~ ';~~/~ 'i ,~J~: ", 1: ~ I" t _<~; ~;.~ '~'1:'!;;; 1~.:/ fl 4

J ~l:. 0i;-~ >: 't,'~' 1 c' , .. ,\ ~ '~ ~ ",'" ,$ ~ ~ ~ 7"0 t, :7 ''''~ rF'~ f~ c.;~ ,~~cq::, ;;;;:;,l/ ;/,' ;':/. <;, ~ ~~ :~ ~ ,:. :; ~ ~

LARGE SMALL
OVERALL ORGANIZATIONS ORGANIZATIONS

QUESTION Number Mean Number Mean Number Mean

Thinking about intellectual assets that
could have been licensed in the last fiscal
year but weren't, for what percentage were
potential licensees identified? 127 26% 54 21% 73 30%

Where potential licensees were identified,
for what percentage were negotiations
ever started? 121 27% 52 29% 69 27%

Of all the times you entered into substantive
licensing negotiations in the last fiscal year,
what percentage did not result in a successfully
executed agreement? (Organizations engaged
in significant in- and out-licensing activity only) 38 43% 16 47% 22 40%

If you had unlimited staff resources to market
and negotiate additional licensing deals
(above and beyond those your company
has already done), what percentage more
revenue do you think your company
could generate? 143 45% 59 45% 84 45%

"LARGE" organizations defined as those with more than 1,000 employees.
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LES (USA & Canada) membership
made up of well-informed profes
sionals with an interest in the out
come. But this type of information
is vulnerable to response bias (those
who choose to answer may not be
representative of the sample) and
to "frame bias" (the sample is not
representative of the population it
is drawn from).

A complete copy of the survey in
structions and questions is available
at the Licensing Foundation Website:
www.licensingfoundation.org.
RESPONSE RAT'E

799 unique visitors to the Web
site containing the questionnaire
were recorded. Of these, 350 pro
ceeded to complete at least part
of the questionnaire. Of these 350

respondents, 121 were involved in
licensing primarily as consultants
or legal advisors, and are excluded
from the following analysis. Of the
remaining 229 respondents, 117 were
engaged primarily in out-licensing
activity, 45 primarily in in-licensing
activity, and 67 were involved in
significant amounts of both in- and
out-licensing.

Sample selection has not yet been
assessed. The "core" sample of 229
respondents is a small fraction of
the total LES membership and in
particular the 5,349 with e-mail
addresses (as of the time period of
the Survey: January 2004). However
LES members are affiliated with
only 2,669 distinct organizations,
of which 1,401 are law firms, con-

sulting companies, banks, or other
professional service firms, and are
therefore excluded from consid
eration here. This leaves just over
1400 "target" organizations that can
be considered as the survey target
OEMs of licensable IP and employ
one or more LES members. Results
reported here should therefore be
thought of as a 15 percent sample
from this reference.

It should be recognized that some
of the questions posed in the sur
vey received very low numbers
of responses (50 or fewer) and the
conclusions that can be drawn from
these data are obviously very limit
ed. This response rate is low, but not
unusual for surveys of this nature.
Studies that obtain higher response

LARGE SMALL
OVERALL ORGANIZATIONS ORGANIZATIONS

QUESTION Number Mean Number Mean Number Mean

For out-licensing, where potential licensees
were identified but negotiations never started,
for what percentage of these cases was it due to:

Insufficient resources for the licensing function? 110 28% 48 28% 62 29%

Difficulty in getting internal approval to enter
into negotiations? 106 14% 46 15% 60 13%

Valid IP but difficult for potential licensee
to enforce? 107 12% 47 9% 60 14%

Legal/ regulatory obstacles (national security,
anti-trust, etc.)? 105 6% 45 9% 60 5%

For in-licensing, where potential licensors
were identified but negotiations never started,
for what percentage of these cases was it due to:

Difficulty in getting internal approval to enter
into negotiations? 26 27% 15 26% 11 29%

Insufficient resources for the licensing function? 26 14% 15 10% 11 20%

Valid IP but difficult for potential licensor
to enforce? 25 12% 15 15% 10 7%

Legal/regulatory obstacles (national security,
anti-trust, etc.)? 25 7% 15 10% 10 2%

"LARGE" organizations defined as those with more than 1,000 employees.
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LARGE SMALL
OVERALL ORGANIZATIONS ORGANIZATIONS

QUESTION Number Mean Number Mean Number Mean

Of all the times you entered into substantive
out-licensing negotiations in the last year,
what percentage did not result in a successful
agreement due to:

Inability to arrive at mutually acceptable
financial terms? 93 26% 42 26% 51 26%

Inability to arrive at mutually acceptable
non-financial terms? 91 23% 43 19% 48 26%

Delay in reaching agreement? 86 20% 41 20% 45 20%

Inconsistent positions of internal stakeholders? 81 17% 38 14% 43 19%

Too many parties in the negotiation (multiple
licensors/licensees)? 79 5% 36 4% 43 7%

IP only being useful if bundled with other
technology lIP that was not available? 80 4% 36 4% 44 5%

Licensee/licensor's IP rights disputed by
a third party? 80 7% 37 5% 43 8%

Of all the times you entered into substantive
in-licensing negotiations in the last year,
what percentage did not result in a successful
agreement due to:

Inability to arrive at mutually acceptable
financial terms? 63 32% 30 31% 33 32%

Inability to arrive at mutually acceptable
non-financial tenns? 64 17% 30 21% 34 14%

Delay in reaching agreement? 58 11% 28 13% 30 10%

Inconsistent positions of internal stakeholders? 58 15% 28 17% 30 12%

Too many parties in the negotiation
(multiple licensors/licensees)? 56 9% 27 12% 29 5%

IP only being useful if bundled with
other technologylIP that was not available? 54 3% 25 3:1;, 29 2%

Licensee/licensor's IP rights disputed
by a third party? 57 4% 26 4ft.' 31 3%!IJ

"LARGE" organizations defined as those with more than 1,000 employees.
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rates typically use costly (and intru
sive) methods such telephone calls
to non-responding members of the
sample frame.
CHARACTERISTICS OF SUR
VEY RESPONDENTS

The respondents' organizations
varied in size from less than $1
million in annual revenues and 10
employees to more than $50 billion
and 20,000 employees. On average
they employed 7,863 people, had
sales of $5.6 billion, and annually
invested $676 million in R&D. To
aid in understanding the effect of
organization size, responses were
analyzed separately for organiza
tions with more than 1,000 employ
ees (hereafter "large") versus those
with less ("small"). The average
global metrics of the 96 "large" re
sponding organizations were 18,000

employees, $13 billion in revenues,
and just under $1.5 billion in R&D
spending, compared to the 133
"small" organizations with 147 em
ployees, $53 million revenues, and
$41 million in R&D.

Respondents were asked whether
they preferred to answer on behalf
of their entire company (CO) or for
a specific business unit (SBU) or
division: 65 percent did respond on
behalf of the CO, and 35 percent for
a specific SBU.

Respondents belong to ten of the
eleven LES industry categories: the
largest category of respondents
were in healthcare (29 percent CO
respondents, 31 percent SBU), which
includes biotechnology, pharmaceu
ticals, and biology. Approximately
22 percent of the respondents were
from the combination of electronics

(six percent CO respondents, zero
percent SBU), energy (five percent
CO & SBU), software (three percent
CO, two percent SBU) transporta
tion and mechatronics (three percent
CO, two percent SBU), and "other"
(seven percent CO, 12 percent SBU).
The balance of respondents included
university and government labora
tories (14 percent CO, 21 percent
SBU), and service sectors, primarily
and approximately evenly divided
between legal and consultants.
SURVEY DATA RELATING TO
LICENSE DEALMAKING

Considering "trade" as a core
element of "licensing," one of the
major areas surveyed were aspects
of such dealmaking that are be
lieved to be important or critical.
Data were obtained relating to
the impediments/ difficulties of

LARGE SMALL
OVERALL ORGANIZATIONS ORGANIZATIONS

QUESTION Number Mean Number Mean Number Mean

Thinking about your out-licensing agreements
executed during the last fiscal year, with the
benefit of hindsight which of the following
contract characteristics would you now, on
average, structure differently?

Field-of-use restrictions 82 21% 36 31% 46 13%

Duration of agreements 82 16% 36 14% 46 17%

Geographic restrictions 82 11% 36 17% 46 7%

Degree of exclusivity 82 27% 36 22% 46 30%

Most-favored-nation (MFN) provisions 82 6% 36 11% 46 2%

Technical milestones 82 24% 36 19% 46 28%

Business milestones 82 44% 36 44% 46 44%

Grant-back provisions 82 22% 36 17% 46 26%

Reach-through provisions 82 10% 36 8% 46 11%

Fee schedule (i.e., payment structure) 82 55% 36 64% 46 48%

Payment amount 85 34% 38 34% 47 34%

Terms of use 82 20% 36 25% 46 15%

"LARGE" organizations defined as those with more than 1,000 employees.
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dealmaking at various stages: (1)
getting to the point of substantive
negotiations, (2) consummating
such substantive negotiations, and
(3) living with the deal (which may
include buyer / seller remorse).

The data shown in Exhibi t 1 show
survey responses for both Small
and Large organizations, and for
both in- and out-licensing (except
where noted) relating to the first
two dealmaking stages. Considering
Stage I, getting to substantive nego
tiations, these data suggest another
kind of 25 percent rule: of IP assets
that (in the respondent's opinion)
could have been licensed (in the
past year) only (approximately) 25

percent had been developed to the
stage where potential licensees were
identified, and of those assets where
potential licensees were identified
only ca. 25 percent reached Stage 2,
initiating substantive negotiations.
This result suggests that one out of
eight opportunities believed to be
licensable became part of serious
buyer-seller discussions. In Stage 2,
these data show that less than half
(43 percent average of Large and
Small data sets) reached consum
mation of a license. Coupled with
the earlier stage erosion of dealmak
ing opportunities, this suggests that
the percentage of asset opportuni
ties that reach agreement is in the

single-digits, perhaps even less than
five percent. Yet, when asked what
the effect would have been of unlim
ited staff resources, the respondents'
mean response was 45 percent more
revenue than that which actually
occurred. From an absolute dol
lars perspective, 45 percent is a
significant number, but from a per
spective of the large reported deal
opportunity erosion, there must be
other important factors than solely
additional staff resources.

Considering the large disparity in
size between the average Large and
Small companies (the Large ones on
average have nearly 250 times the
annual revenue of the Small), the

LARGE SMALL
OVERALL ORGANIZATIONS ORGANIZATIONS

QUESTION Number Mean Number Mean Number Mean

Thinking about your in-licensing agreements
executed during the last fiscal year, with the
benefit of hindsight which of the following
contract characteristics would you, now on
average, structure differently?

Field-of-use restrictions 33 30% 18 33% 15 27%

Duration of agreements 33 12% 18 11% 15 13%

Geographic restrictions 33 3% 18 6% 15 0%

Degree of exclusivity 33 15% 18 11% 15 20%

Most-favored-nation (MFN) provisions 33 9% 18 6% 15 13%

Technical milestones 33 27% 18 33% 15 20%

Business milestones 33 27% 18 39% 15 13%

Grant-back provisions 33 15% 18 11~;, 15 20%

Reach-through provisions 33 18% 18 17'j';, 15 20%

Fee schedule (i.e., payment structure) 33 46% 18 28% 15 67%

Payment amount 33 49% 18 44% 15 53%

Terms of use 33 18% 18 11% 15 27%

"LARGE" organizations defined as those with more than 1,000 employees.
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LARGE SMALL
OVERALL ORGANIZATIONS ORGANIZATIONS

QUESTION Number Mean Number Mean Number Mean

What percentage of your overall number
of out-licensing agreements was for a single
lump sum license fee (not contingent on sales)? 102 13% 49 17% 53 9%

For those out-lice71sing deals that did include
running royalty payments, what percentage
used a per-unit royalty as opposed to a royalty
determined as a percentage of net sales? 99 15% 48 14% 51 15%

What percentage of your out-licensing
agreements involved milestone payments? 101 41% 48 35% 53 47%

For your out-licensing agreements executed
during the last fiscal year, please check which
of the following provisions were routinely used:

Field-of-use Restrictions 150 75% 63 86% 87 68%

Limited Duration 150 51% 63 59% 87 46%

Geographic Restrictions 150 49% 63 54% 87 46%

Exclusivity 150 61% 63 56% 87 64%

Semi-Exclusivity (fixed number of
licensors / licensees) 150 13% 63 19% 87 8%
___.M_...._ ..__...___................_ .........._ ..........._.._..............._.____.____._______ -------_._- .._--_...._------- .

Non-Exclusivity 150 51% 63 65% 87 41%

Non-Discriminatory (same terms
for all licensees) 150 11% 63 11% 87 10%

"Most-favored-nation" (MFN) provisions 150 9% 63 13% 87 7%

Technical milestones 150 47% 63 46% 87 48%

Business milestones 150 57% 63 60% 87 54%

Onus of enforcement of IP placed
on the licensee 150 33% 63 35% 87 32%

Grant-back provisions (rights to use
improvements made by licensee) 150 41% 63 51% 87 34%

Reach-through provisions (royalties
on sales of future products developed
through use of the licensed technology) 150 31% 63 25% 87 34%

"LARGE" organizations defined as those with more than 1,000 employees.
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LARGE SMALL
OVERALL ORGANIZATIONS ORGANIZATIONS

QUESTION Number Mean Number Mean Number Mean

What percentage of your overall number
of in-licensing agreements was for a
single lump sum license fee (not
contingent on sales)? 62 16% 29 17% 33 15%

For those in-licensing deals that did
include running royalty payments,
what percentage used a per-unit
royalty as opposed to a royalty
determined as a percentage of net sales? 59 6% 28 9% 31 4%

What percentage of your in-licensing
agreements involved milestone payments? 61 44% 28 50% 33 39%

For your in-licensing agreements executed
during the last fiscal year, please check which
of the following provisions were routinely used.

Field-of-use Restrictions 42 79% 18 78% 24 79%

Limited Duration 42 48% 18 56% 24 42%

Geographic Restrictions 42 55% 18 56% 24 54%

Exclusivity 42 62% 18 56% 24 67%

Semi-Exc1 usivity (fixed number of
licensors/ licensees) 42 14% 18 17% 24 13%

Non-Exclusivity 42 38% 18 50% 24 29%

Non-Discriminatory (same terms
for all licensees) 42 5% 18 6% 24 4%

"Most-favored-nation" (MFN) provisions 42 2% 18 22% 24 17%

Technical milestones 42 55% 18 56% 24 54%

Business milestones 42 60% 18 56% 24 63%

Onus of enforcement of IP placed on the licensee 42 33% 18 22% 24 42%

Grant-back provisions (rights to use
improvements made by licensee) 42 45% 18 39% 24 50%

Reach-through provisions (royalties
011 sales of future products developed
through use of the licensed technology) 42 36% 18 33% 24 38%

"LARGE" organizations defined as those with more than 1,000 employees.
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difference in response to the ques
tions in Exhibit 1 is sma]], but in
some cases it may be significant.
Sma]] companies appear to have
had more difficulty finding potential
licensees (can't get the attention of
the right parties?), and Large ones
more difficulty in consummating
negotiations (because they're more
demanding?). On the question of the
effect of unlimited resources, and
getting from identified potential Ii
censees to the start of negotiations,
the Large and Small companies
report the same percentages.

The responses of Exhibit 2 look
more closely at the inability to get
from the point of potential licensee
identification in Stage 1 to onset of
Stage 2 (negotiations). For out-licens
ing, the number one factor was insuf
ficient licensing resources reported
by 28 percent of the respondents,
with, interestingly, no difference
betvveen Large and Small entities.
For in-licensing (for which we are
dealing with very small datasets),
the number one impediment was
internal approvals (27 percent) with
again little if any difference between
Large and Small companies. Get
ting internal approvals was the 2nd
most important factor for out-licens
ing (14 percent), but apparently half
as common a problem than finding
necessary resources. Concerns about
the licensee's ability to enforce the
IF was also a relatively low concern
(in frequency) but occurs more
often for Small companies than
for Large. This result may be due
to Small companies having earlier
and less developed IP. Regulatory
concerns were the least important
of these four factors for both size
categories and of lesser importance
to Small companies than to Large.
Concerns about IP enforceability of
the IP owner /licensor in in-licensing
contexts show that Large companies
appear to give this far more weight
than small companies. This is an ap
proximate reversal of the reported
percentages in an out-licensing con
text, where Small companies report
a substantially higher frequency of
concern regarding the licensee's
abili ty to enforce.

Exhibit 3 shows dealmaking break
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-down within Stage 2, namely the in
ability to consummate negotiations
that have begun. For out-licensing,
the top four factors, ranging in
frequency of citation from 17 to 26
percent were the inability to arrive
at mutually acceptable financial and
non-financial terms, with financial
barriers slightly more important,
and the effect of delays and incon
sistent positions of internal stake
holders. So the common tagline of
dealmaking failure-"show me the
money!"-appears to be somewhat
valid (it was the highest cited fac
tor), but there were three other fac
tors almost as important. For Small
companies, the non-financial terms
and inconsistent position of internal
stakeholders were more commonly
cited than for Large companies. Of
far lesser importance for both Small
and Large companies, ranging in
frequency of cause of breakdown
from four to seven percent, were
the effects of too many entities in
the negotiation (such as a three-way,
or more, deal participants), the un
availability of other useful Ip, and IF
rights disputed by a third party. For
in-licensing contexts, the data are
similar with the notable exception
that nearly one third of the time the
negotiation difficulties were really
about the money, for both Small and
Large companies. All other factors
were substantially lower in impor
tance. Also an interesting difference
was a reversal of the perceptions of
Large and Small companies with
respect to non-financial terms in
comparison to out-licensing con
texts: in out-licensing, the issue of
non-financial terms was cited more
frequently by Small companies, but
in in-licensing, it was cited more by
Large companies. This is likely due
to the prevalence of Small compa
nies more engaged in out-licensing
(relatively speaking) and Large
in in-licensing. Another factor for
which such reversal is observed is
the adverse effect of inconsistent
positions of internal stakeholders,
likely for the same reason: the buyer
seller roles are reversed.

Moving to Stage 3, living with the
deal done, Exhibi t 4 and 5 show the
survey's results for out-licensing

and in-licensing, respectively. In
both contexts the question sought
to examine near term, less-than-one
year post-deal, satisfaction with the
deal done. This presented a kind of
JD Powers "how are you liking
your new car?" perspective. When
considering these data ,·ve should
be reminded that deals are not (nor
mally) like victories, where there is
literally a winner-take-all outcome.
Deals require by their nature a mu
tuality of agreement, which casts
a shadow, and sometimes a pall,
over one's aspirations. The parties
usually recognize this situation by
feeling somehow that the deal was a
tie, not a victory, and yet both sides
are benefited by the outcome com
pared to no deal. Put another way,
in some ways dealmaking exhibits
the famous five phases popularized
by Elisabeth Kubler-Ross associated
with grieving, even bereavement:
denial, anger, bargaining, depres
sion, and (finally) acceptance. If so,
one would think that dealmakers
looking back on less than year-old
deals would exhibit a high degree
of acceptance, expressed by low fre
quency responses as to provisions
or characteristics that they would
now "on average structure differ
ently." Yet, the data of Exhibit 4 and
5 show a relatively high frequency
identification of deal characteristics
that the respondent would now do
differently, presumably because of
both a more detached perspective
away from the negotiating table and
also the availability of new informa
tion from both sides of the dea],24

Looking at Exhibit 4, hindsight
perspectives of out-licensing deals
done, responses to 12 factors show
double-digit frequencies for 11 of
these factors. Only MFN provisions
are in single digits, and eight of the
factors are reported at percentages

24. Another possible explanation is that these
data include the perspective of deals that were
done but not with the participation of the re
spondent. In such cases, because deals are
compromises not victories, it would not be
unexpected that a respondent would have a
generally-critical perspective, not having
been at the table and faced with the necessary
horse-trading to reach an agreement.
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of 20 percent or greater. Three of the
factors are at percentages above 33
percent, and one was greater than
50 percent. This does not look like
Kubler-Ross phase-5 "acceptance;"
it is more like phase-4 "depression,"
which does indeed sometimes follow
"bargaining." The top three factors
reported at percentages from 34 to
55 percent all relate to "show me the
money!": fee schedule (55 percent),
business milestones (44 percent),
and payment amount (34 percent). It
looks like the seller is most unhappy
about the timing of payments, then
perhaps the business events that
h'igger such payments, and is also
quite unhappy about the magnitude
of the payment, all from a less-than
one-year perspective. Given the time
period of the question such disap
pointment is unlikely to be about
royalty payments. Is it sublicensing
activities and splits there from? Is it
lackoflicensee implementation? Next
are six factors with reported frequen
cies ranging from 16 to 27 percent:
degree of exclusivity (27 percent),
technical milestones (24 percent),
grant-back provisions (22 percent),
field-of-use restrictions (21 percent),
terms of use (20 percent), and dura
tion of agreements (16 percent). The
technical milestone concerns are
likely related to the payment trig
gering events associated with the top
three factors, but it is interesting that
business milestones were a greater
concern than technical milestones
(44 percent vs. 24 percent) by almost
a two-to-one ratio. Concerns regard
ing exclusivity, field-of-use, duration,
terms of use, and grant-backmay all
relate to a form of seller remorse
whereby the loss of what has been
sold is more keenly fel t than had been
expected; perhaps this is a dealmak
ing version of "absence makes the
heart grow fonder," or the aphorism
that the only time you'll ever miss
something is just after you tossed it
out. The final three factors ranged
from a low of six percent (MFN
provisions) to ten percent (reach
through provisions) and 11 percent
(geographic restrictions).

These data of Exhibit 4 also show
a dramatic difference between Large
and Small companies. For two of the
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factors there is a 16 and 18 point dif
ference between the two category
responses. Concerns about field
of-use restrictions and fee schedule
where of greater importance to Large
companies by 18 and 16 point differ
ences, respectively. There were six
additional factors where the differ
ence in response by Large and Small
companies was between eight and 10
points: three where Large companies
were more concerned (geographic re
strictions, MFN, and terms of use),
and three that Small companies cited
significantly more often (degree-of
exclusivity, technical milestones, and
grant-back provisions).

Exhibit 5 provides parallel data
to Exhibit 4 but for in-licensing. As
with other in-licensing questions,
there were substantially fewer re
spondents, making interpretation
more problematic. In the highest
frequency category were also fee
schedule and payment amount,
but here payment amount was
the #1 factor at nearly 50 percent
(49 percent), and fee schedule was
close behind at 46 percent. With re
spect to out-licensing, the payment
amount had been cited substantially
less often, 34 percent, reflecting per
haps the difference in perception be
tween paying and being paid. The
next most frequent cluster ranging
between 27 and 30 percent were
business and technical milestones
(both at 27 percent) and field-of-use
restrictions (30 percent). Business
milestones appear to be less of a
frequent concern for in-licensing
(27 percent) than out-licensing (44
percent), again perhaps reflecting on
who is wearing what shoes. In the
range of 12 to 18 percent were dura
tion (12 percent), degree of exclusiv
ity and grant-backs (15 percent), and
reach-through and terms of use (18
percent). The responses concerning
geographic restrictions (three per
cent) and MFN (nine percent) were
in single digits.

Again the differences between
Large and Small companies are
striking with respect to certain
factors. Small companies cited fee

.schedule concerns 67 percent of
the time compared to 28 percent
for Large companies, a difference

of 39 points. On the other hand
Large companies cited business
milestone 26 points more often than
Small. The only other double-digit
spreads were 13 points regarding
technical milestones (also more of
Large company concern) and a 16
point spread for terms of use (more
of a Small company concern).
DEALMAKING PROVISIONS
(TOOLS)

Provisions, a common term of
dealmaking art, somewhat like "pro
visions" as used in an expeditionary
sense, are used to give the deal a de
signed life, anticipating the future
and sometimes long-term needs and
expectations of the respective parties.
Switching metaphors, in pragmatic
terms, provisions are really deal
maker tools. Well, what tools do our
respondents use? Exhibit 6and 7give
the frequency of use three common
IP payment forms and 13 dealmak
ing provisions for out-licensing and
in-licensing, respectively.

Perhaps most surprising from
these data is the frequency of use of
both grant-back and reach-through
provisions,41 percent and 31 percent,
respectively, for out-licensing and
even somewhat greater percentage
for in-licensing (45 and 36 percent).
Perhaps also a little surprising is the
frequency of geographic restrictions:
in this small/ one-world, spaceship
earth, global economy, international
ization era about half the agreements
(49 percent for out-licensing and 55
percent for in-licensing) evidence
geographic restrictions.

One of the interesting issues in
nate to dealmaking is the question
of the licensee's unbounded com
mercial application of the subject
technology. Normally, licensee's
want the unfettered use of the li
censed subject matter so that it can
follow the market like a sunflower
the sun, productizing and re-shap
ing the opportunity in whatever
way the market values. The data
of Exhibit 6 and 7 suggest that such
unbounded freedom is granted by
the seller far less often: 75 and 79
percent of the time there are field
of-use restrictions, for out-licensing
and in-licensing, respectively.
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Not shown in these data are some
notable differences in respondents
for the "healthcare" industry versus,
say, electronics, with respect to the
use of single lump sum license fees.
As might be expected, the healthcare
industry makes comparatively less
use of paid up licenses, whereas paid
up licenses have been commonly
done in the electronics industry. In
a similar fashion, the healthcare in
dustry commonly uses royalty rates
expressed as a percentage of sales
whereas (for example) the electron
ics industry when it does make use of
running royalties it more-frequently
does so on some form of per-unit ba
sis. Following this trend, the use of
milestone payments is very common
in healthcare, and relatively uncom
mon in electronics. This is believed to
reflect the longer time-to-market and
perhaps also the ready demarcation
ofvarious FDAstage approvals in the
health care sector.
WHAT'S NEXT: FUTU RE
SURVEYS

Returning to the introductory
discussion, our data for 2003 sim
ply was not sufficiently extensive
to even hint at the answer to the
question of the size of the licensing
industry. As stated at the outset,
we surveyed only the members of
LES (USA & Canada) with e-mail
addresses. We made no attempt to
singularize the reporting for any
given company (Le., making sure we
were not double counting revenues)
or assuring that every company of
reasonable size reported (under
confidence) their data. These tasks
would be difficult to accomplish.2.'i
Further, our sample set was useful,
we believe, for the observations
made here, but insufficient to make
statistically reliable inferences about
aggregate licensing activity.

A more expansive report of these

25. Although we did not attempt to constrain
reporting to one-respondent/ one-company,
there were in fact no detectable duplicates;
however, such duplicates could have occurred
because invisible SBU-parent relatiollships.
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2004 results is expected to be pub
lished. The Foundation Web si te will
provide updated information on the
availability of such additional infor
mation: W"ww.licellsingfolllldation.org.

The original long-term objective
of the Foundation's initial attempt
was to catalyze a more comprehen
sive understanding of this impor
tant industry, to capture not only
its scale, but also its dynamism.
We asked the respondents in the
subject survey what questions we
should have asked and did not,
and we received many interesting
responses, such as:

• "What percent of your IP do
you present license-out? Being the
licensing professional in ourbusiness
I always try to maximize this while
[S]BU people try to minimize it."

• "How do you market your
technology for licensing?"

• "What was the value of the
deals that were done? What clinical
phase were the products at the time
of the license?"

• "Royalty rates paid or negoti
ated."

• "How long between when the
technology was licensed and when
the first commercial application was
released?"

• "What was the value of the
competitive advantage provided
by the new licensed technology?"

• "For most of these deals, the
post deal management aspect is
overlooked."

• "What state of readiness for
commerce when the technology that
were investigated? Transacted?"

• "How often did you use refer
ence materials on royal ty rates? How
often did you use [various] valuation
techniques and what techniques
were employed most often?"

• "Percentage of out-licensing
based on enforcement (stick) versus
enticement (carrot)?"

• "Questions related to industrial
sectors involved? (There is a big dif
ference)."

• "Splits between patents, trade
marks, copyrights, and trade secrets
[Iicensing]?"

• "Use of reverse engineering to
increase your licensing odds?"

• "Uncovered reasons for stalling
in negotiations and letting deals die
on the vine."

This all, of course, leads to another
survey. It is the Foundation's plan
to conduct in January and Febru
ary 2005 a second survey built on
the learnings of this one. We hope
these results contribute to further
understanding of certain aspects of
our profession and industry and ask
that everyone give strong consider
ation and support of the next survey
to make next year's results better.
There is another trade at work here:
your help in exchange for a better
understanding of your industry. Is
it a deal?
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The LES (USA & Canada) HealthCare Sector is pleased to presentthe first ilLES BioPharmaceutical Royalty Rates and
Deal Terms Survey". This landmark report is one of the many benefits ofLES (USA & Canada) membership and reflects
the organization's objective to provide its members with relevant, cutting edge licensing educational information.

We believe you will find this report contains many gems on some of the most important areas of deal making in our
industry.

We would like to specifically acknOWledge and relay our appreciation to each survey contributor. We applaUd their
efforts and willingness to share their deal-related information. It is because ofyou thatwe have this survey report to
issue. Thank you,andyour companies, for your participation.

LES (USA & Canada) was assisted in this effort by Veris Consulting, a survey research firm in the Washington DC area,
specializing in studies for industry and professional associations. The Veris survey instruments ensured the
confidentiality of all company and deal information reported. We appreciate their fine work in assisting with the design,
implementation and tabulation of the survey results.

Finally, we want to acknowledge the contributions of the Survey Committee members (listed below). It was their
aggregate efforts that made the survey a reality for the professional benefit of LES (USA & Canada) members. If you
have any suggestions on the survey, or would like to be involved in the future, please contact any of us at info@les.org.

Jake Schaible
Chair, HealthCare Sector, 2007-2008
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Jim McCarthy
Survey Committee, Chairperson
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2008 LESBioPharmaceutic~la.oyaltyRates and Deal Terms Survey Committee Members
I,

Start to Finish
StevenRenwick, Ph.D., PharmaVentures*
Jim Lynch,Strategic Access 1."1

Jim McCarthy, Expression Ge:netics (EGEN), Chairperson
Dan McGavock; CRAlnternation'al
Deni Zodda, NovaDeLPharm~i IfilC.

Major Contributors who Joinelll During the Project
Ben Bonifant, Campbell Allian:ce~
James Forte, Campbell Allian~e II

Jeff Snell, CRA International i

* Key contributors

I

I
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The Licensing Executives Society (U.S.A. and Canada), Inc.. (LES)is a professional society representing
nearly 6,000 members engaged In the transfer, use, development, manufacture and marketing of intellectual
property. With the growing economic importance of intellectual property, LES membership has increased to
encompass· business, technical and legal professionals in a broadrange of industries.

This report summarizes the results of a targeted survey to LES·members in the. Health Care (Biotechnology
and Pharmaceutical) Sector, in an attempt to benchmarkimportantareas of deal"making for lIcensing
professionals.

In particular,. this report illustrates detailed analysis on fixed .royalties,tiered royalties, valuation, and
therapeutic areas. It providesa·more current perspective oh·licensing royalty rates and deal terms than the
Freedom of Information (FOI) approach allows. Actual survey results are also summarized in aggregate form,
presented in Appendix A.

The last LES survey of this kind was performed in 1992. We hope that this report is useful to LES members
and others who are interested in the dynamically expanding field of licensing and intellectual asset
management.

All responses to this survey have been kept strictly confidential and at no point will anyone other than select
Veris Consulting, LLC (Veris) employees be granted access to respondents' submissions.

If you have any questionsor comments on this report, please send them to info@les.org.
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Profile and Composition of, R.~sponses

•

•

•

230 total deal response~iweresubmitted. Ofthese deals, 157responseswerecomplete. Thereport presented
here incorporates 155 cRmtplete deals, while excluding 2 outliers. . .' ,

Respondent·Deal,Comp,0sition: 28% Pharmaceutical C;oll1panies, 26% Biotech Companies, 35% Academic
Institutions, and 11%Otl1ef. "

Respondent Organizatiqn Composition: 36% Pharmaceutical Companies, 37%Biotech Companies, 13%
Academic Institutions, ahdl15% Other.

Ii!

Deal Statistics
II

• 77% of the submitted d~al~ were completed in 2006 or 2007.

II
70%'of reported deals ~ere reported by the licensors.

1'\
I :1

• Close to 50% of deals w1ere related to Small Molecule.

2007 LES BioPharmaceutical Royalty Rate &

•
I ': ... j

Anticancer, CNS. and Oth~r deals were the most prevalent therapeutic area types submitted.

\

Survey

~
"':,j"";':>'/:'

n,',) iEt '§,
. _. !.~
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Deal Statistics (continued)

• Close to 60% of all deals submitted were stillin the Preclinicalstageofdevelopment

88% of deals were categorized as exclusive.

Over 90% of licenses included the U.S. and close to 70% oflicenseswere considered "worldwide" in scope.

57% of deals represented peak U.S. Annual Sales of < $100.0 million.

Fixed and Tiered Royalties

Of the 155 deals, 83 deals were of the fixed royalty type, 54 were of the tiered royalty type, and 18 did not have
any royalty components.

59% of fixed royalty deals were in the Preclinical stage while 50% of Tiered royalty deals were in the same
stage.

Valuation

Net Present Values were calculated for only 19% of the deals reviewed.

• While "upfront payment" was the most frequently indicated financial component (80%), "sales milestones"
displayed the greatest average amount ($56,387,000) and median ($15,000,000).

• Significant differences in deal terms are noted in the academic deals compared to Biotech
and Pharma Deals.
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In the spring and summer
1
ofl,2007, Veris staff coordinated ',With the Licensing Executives Society and ,a

specially selected commit:t~e of LES members to develop a survey instrument that would help determine'
royalty rate and deal term~ qenchmarks forthe Licensing Industry. The surveywas designed to focus on
the Health Care Sector of! the Licensing Industry, specifically the Biotechnology and Pharmaceutical
segments and collect dat9 on deals from the previous 3 years.

After multiple planning m~eti'ngs, Veris drafted and testedthesurveyinstrumentwith the help of the LES
RoyaltyRate SurveyC0"1mittee. Veris incorporated edits and changes basedonthis exercise to construct
and refinethe final online isurvey instrument.

I
Verisworked with the co~mittee to create a survey package that included:

1. Survey promotions;
2. The online, w~b-lDased survey instrument, and
3. Scheduled reflilin(:ier emails.

During the LES (USA &C~nada) annual meeting in October 2007, LES officially announced the survey to
all appropriate L1::S memqer~. In late October, LES provided Veris with a list of 1,569 email addresses that
identified the senior LES rpember for each company with LES membership. Veris emailed each company
a unique survey account qh November 1, 2007. All companies were sent updates of their pro!;Jress and
reminders to continue throughout the survey collection phase. In order to garner further partiCipation, the
LES Royalty Rate Committee personally contacted the top 50 Pharmaceutical companies.

The survey ended on Jan~aliY 2, 2008 with 230 total respondents. Based on the responses, a majority of
the participants represented the Biotechnology and Pharmaceutical industries. During the Chicago
me,eting in May 20.08, the IL,as Royalty Rate Committee presented the survey's preliminary findings. A final
report in electronic format wiS provided to LES members June 2008. ~.".o,-,.:..".......

I t..:., ~i!;;S
.1 . t ' ",' ;.~
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A Profile ofResponses
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155

250

200

Number 150
of Deals

100

50

0

There were 230 deal responses with some information. After a review of the
information provided, 155ideals were included in the analysis.

Deals Included in Analysis

230

Deal
Responses
il Received

il
I

Full
Responses
Included in
Analysis ~

Ii Ii
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The number of deals was relatively evenly split among types of respondents.
Approximately half of the dealsfnclucied were. provided by pharmaceutical or biotech
companies and one-third byllacademic"

Responses •. lnclud13d
in Analysis·

(n=155 deals)

Biotech (26%)

Profile Question A) What type of Organization are you?

2007 LES BioPharmaceutical Royalty Rate & Deal Terms Survey Page 9



Severa/organizations r~portf3dmu/tip/edea/s..From an organization view, there is a
higher concentration in Ithe numberofpharmaarldbiotechorganizations .represented.

Responses Included. in
Analysis>·.··

(n=86 Organizations)

I

I
Pharma (36%)

,

I Biotech (37%)

I

Profile Question A) What typllJ ?f Organization are you?

il1:1

2007 LES BioPharmaceutical Royalty Rate &Deal Tetms Survey
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There was a bias toward more recent deals. 77%olthedeals included in the analysis
were completed in 2006 or 2007.

Year.Deal WasCol11pleted
.- - - --- _ .

(n=155deals)·./

62

20072006

70

60

50

Number 40 35
of Deals

30

20

10

0

2005

Q1. What year did deal take place?
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There were a greater nJUbeiof deals repo/ted"1'Y licensors tlJ,an;Iit;~nsees.
'iii .... .........................< ..'.>,

Responseslncluded
in Analysis

(n=155 deals)

I
I

i

Ii
Ii

Q2: Were you the Licensor or LLicensee?
II .1

2007 LES BioPharmaceutical Royalty Rate & Deal TelilTls Survey
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2

o

46

17

27

Approximately 70% ofthe deals were reportedb.ythe licensor./noverB.O % of cases
the partner was a biotech orpharmacompany.

At:aderniC-:(~':;: ... ..

iJ~f Biotechn«)I09Y .. ;0

::.~:g

..( ..•••.• .....<, ' (.~~~~t!lTlic.l::J 55

~,~.r-.' '•.. ;I3!i9~~~tl~~I9.gY.·u 23

11~~f,~ jpH~tma ~~",+-------1------.J--------1------+---~-:---I

109

Q3. Type of Partnering Organization?
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Category of Compound/Drug
(n=155 analyzed)

!t

Small molecules represe;ntedapproximately half of the, deals received and analyzed.
. 'ii .".

\1 '. . . .

e'
o.;s:

~<.',,'.' ..'.,.,."'.".'."' ...'.',.•.T!:" ;{i1:,:'S"£1-,. ~.:~ ..
'; ..':' :'-'"';.~

o
I II

~e I . ~ o~ ~~ c} e e e
c,'::> ..~o' ~e" aU 0'::> ~~ ~C:j o~

~2>-e *'~ ~,o # ~,o ~o ~c:>e o'~
~ 00° ~~ ~ G o\rc-~ ~
flj I ~ tz>:.§ ~

C:J~ i<",>e~ ~o~ ~~ ~~
, o(J" ~

~o~

25

100

75

Number 50
of Deals

Q5: Type or Category Ofco1~ound I Drug?
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Anticancer deals comprised almost one third ofthEl(eporled and analyzed deals.

Category of Compound/Drug
(n=155 analyzed}

100

75

Number 50
of Deals

25

a

Q6: Principle Therapeutic Area for License?
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I

A strong majority of thel deals reviewed were exclusive.
I

Responses Included .
in Analysis

(n=.155 deals)

MOM-Exclusive (12%)

,

I
I

Q8: Exclusive or Non-EXclU~!.i~..e.:1 License?
I

i. '
ii

2007 LES BioPharmaceutical Royalty Rate & DeallTerms Survey

Exclusive (88%)

~
-.'),'< '."',,,,!.

.L". ~;';;;§.
.'. :;::;'., . . ,:•..... i.~
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More than 90% of the deals included at least the:US and approximately 70% covered
worldwide rights.

Territories· IncludedinDeals

Share of
Deals

100

80

60

40

20

0+---

92%

·770/0

• Worldwide
III US
Iii! Europe
[E] Japan

09 Which Territories Included
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r"- \" .' >-_.'~

. _ - _ i.~

<$100M (57%)

1,1

Iii
$10ij$rSOM (6%)

Ii .1

$251-$500MI(11%)

I
I .

010: Estimated Peak U.S. Amniual Sales?
.' II II
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$501-$1)OO,OM
(15O/p)

Just over ~alfof the de~~~1 wecre{Orproducts "t;t~est;m~tedReak US sales of less than
$1aaM, while one-tourt1t'l'ereforgreater thal'l$~gaM ......

iii 1·.• · Analyze~ De.alsRe.p.•.. o.....•. rted
II' (n-155 deals)
Ii
>$1,OOOM (10%)



Only approximately 10% of deals included co-promotion or co-marketing.

Responses Included
. in Analysis
(n=155 deals)

Co-Promotion (10%)

Option (7%)

011: Deal Include Co-Promo or Co-Marketing Rights?

2007 LES BioPharmaceutical Royalty Rate & Deal Terms Survey

No Co-Promotion (83%)
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The Royalty Analysis dr~ws from a balanced setof,deals

83 Fixed Royalties*

1.1
*18 deals had no royalty comp~nrnt.

I'
ti:1

Ii il
2007 LES BioPharmaceutical Royalty Rate & Deal, Terms Survey

54 Tiered Royalties*

~
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Fixed Royalties
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The discussion affixed rqyalties draws from the values reported for 83 deals.

155'Deals Reviewed

83 Fixed Royalties* 54 Tiered Royalties*

i i
I '

I: •
I !
Ii

*18 deals had no royalty comp!on6nt.
i :1

!
I

2007 LES BioPharmaceutical Royally Rate & Deal Terms Survey
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· .. ..

At severa/points in this analysis,we have groupeclthe pbservationsaccording to key
pointsin development. .

Definitions of Groups

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 GroupS

Proof of Concept

Note: See Survey Question #7, Appendix A: "WhatStage of Development for Principal
Indication?"
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F:.o.r 0.. u,r... Ti.e.V.."iew. of fiJ<edl"j?xalties, we look firstqtcieals thatdidnot i"volveplatform
technologles.. J .• !

i83 Fixed Royalties* 54 Tiered Royalties*

ii
I. I

49 Deals Reviewed 9 Deals R
1

e.v..iewed
. . .,' .,\,;'

11

*18 deals had no royalty compq>n~nt.

I

;1

!I
2007 LES BioPharmaceulical Royalty Rate & Deal Terms Survey

1 Deal Reviewed 2 Deals Reviewed 6 Deals Reviewed 16 Deals Reviewed
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The majority of deals with fixed royalties are forpreclinical products

Fixed Royalties by Stage ofDeyelbpment

60

50

40

Number of
Deals 30

20

10

0
group 1
preclinical

group 2 
pre poe

group 3 - group 4 -pre group 5 -
.post poe launch launched

Stage of Development
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6

7.5
5

27.5

9

5

2
8

49
3.5
0.3
25

1- preclinical group 2 - pre poe group 5 - launched

8% -1-1-,-,------------,

6% I' .u'

4% -l--'--+

2% -l--'--+

0% -+1--;-\--;-'

Average
Fixed

Royalty

No. of deals

Median

Min

Max

2007 LES BioPharmaceutical Royalty Rate & Deal

i, d '" .'

We observednegligible\~ffferencebetween mean preclinicaland pre-poe fixed
roya/!i~slalthoughmed~af values highlighteddifference. Both the min and the max for
preclinical deals were Elfrmes compared topre-POC group.

I!. 1F
1

ixed Royalties by Stage ofDevelopment
14%1"'-1-++1\ (-f'-----------'"----'"------

12%-1' ... _.- I

10% ~



No clear trend between fixed royaltv and predicted sales for preclinical products.
Majority ofpreclinical products predicted to have peak sales <$100M

Preclinical Deals: Average Fixed Royalties by Predicted Sales

7.0%

6.0%

5.0%

Mean
Royalty

4.0%

3.0%

2.0%

1.0%

0.0%

$0-$100

No. of deals: 31

$101-$250

3

$251-$500

3 7
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86% of preclinical fixediroyalty deals had a royalty rate of <5%_49%ofd~als.hada
fixed royalty. rate' of <3%_ .

i
I
I .

i Distribution of FixedlgoyaltyLevels
I

120%

100%

Share 80%

of Deals 60%

40%

20%

0%

!

i ....
.... 'Y

..... ...,.-..
.".

if
Iii

I• i il

II il

o
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10 15

Flat royalty rate (%)

20 25 30
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In the sample ofpreclinical deals, biological products were. observed to attract slightly
higher royalty rates than smallmolecules

Mean
Royalty

5.0% ,.---------------------,.--'-----------,

4.0% +---

3.0% -l----

2.0% -l----

1.0% +---

0.0% -t----

Monoclonal antibody Peptide/protein Small molecule

No. of deals: 7 14
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EJ Stacked Royalties

III No Stacked Royalties
40% -ti-"---j

30% -ti-'~--j

20% I::'

10% *,'+-.-+---l

0% -ti-I'-,--J

60% t-rl
50%W

100% -r-.. --'---,

90% I~ ,

80% -ti-I'--i

70% *I:--c--cShare of
Deals with
Stacked
Royalties

I
Deals for biological produ.ctstend to involve stacJr.fJd royalties.

2007 LES BioPharrnaceutical Royalty Rate &

Monoclonal
antibody

Survey

Peptide/protein Small molecule

~
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Upfront payments for these .earlVistage deals with fixedrovalties· averaged below one
million dollars~

1.0 -r---~--------------io-.",,;.------------------~

Average
Up-Front
Payment

($M)

0.8 +-----'------'---------~----'---'--

0.6 ;------'---

0.4 +-----

0.2 ;-----

0.0 -1----

No. of deals
Median

Min
Max

group 1 - prec"linical

33
0.075
0.005

11

group 2 - pre poe

9
0.1

0.025
6.5
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A majority of the preclin~cal deals with fixed royalties .include development milestone
payments. Few of the de:a/~ inglude sales milestones.

Page 32

Deals with Sales Milestones~"".>.;.i"''.. 'i, : •..•.•.
T~ Ii'F""S.L:J~ '. :.mt '--\··
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.. _ _ l.P.

Av~t~9~pbtential sales·
1----------11· milestone payments: I I

.US$3.2M

Milestones Payments in Preclinical Deals >

Av~ra~.er:>Pteptial\}:
..develqp~entrnHe~t9rn:r

paymen;ts:l.,JS$2:2M .

0.0% +1 --1

Ii if .

Deals with Development Milestones
i·.!

III
I
i..... ••.·1ii
i i
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Number of Deals 16

Mean 5.1%

Median 4%

Minimum 10/0

Maximum 17%
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Upfront 67.3 0.6 0.075 0.005-11
i

i
Research FundIng 8.2 3.3 3.3 0.2-25

Development I I 65.3 I 2.2 I 0.9 I 0.2-16.9
Milestones

Sales· Milestones
I

16.3 3.2 1.3 0.1-17.5
.

Royalties - 4.3% 3.50/0 0.3-25%

2007 LES BioPharmaceutical Royalty Rate &Deal [ferrhs Survey
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Tiered RoyaltIes
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At several pointsin thislalflalysis, the observations/are grouped according to key
points in development. I'

Definitions ofGroups

Group 1 G'r:oup 2
!

Group 3 Group4 Group 5

I

Proof of Concept

i

Note: See Survey Question #7, App~~q'ix A: "WhalStage of Development for Principal Indication?"

. 1111·. .
2007 LES BioPharmaceutical Royalty Rate & Deal,Terms Survey
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We organize our discussion of/tiered royaltiesacpordingto the development
categories.

~~~i

Fixed Royalties 83 Fixed Royalties*

155Deals' Reviewed

54 Tiered Royalties*

*18 deals had no royalty component.

27 Deals Reviewed 11 Deals Reviewed 9 Deals Reviewed 7 Deals Reviewed

~
"':'.'::'.':':"'."''':'':'';'.:'.'T:' ,1:i1,' "8
u",·~·; t; ',::: ::.,::-.

i..P,
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In this sample, the useqfati~redroyaltystructureilJcrea$edas the estimated peak
, I ", < , ,','..' ...• .•.. . , ..•. ... ,.... '0. ... '.

sales volume increased. I

II!
ilShare of Deals with Tiered Royalties
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o No Royalty

mFlat

_Tiered

100%

90%

80%

70%

Share of 60%

Deals 50%

40%

30%

20%

10%

0%

Number of Deals
(N=155)*

I
$0-$100

89
1

*54 deals had tiered royalties. I

$101-$250 $251-$500 $501-$1,000 $1,001+
9 18 24 16

, Estimated Peak US Revenue (million)

II !
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Deals most frequently had three royalty tiers.

Number of Royalty Tiers
(N=54'Deals with TieredRoyalties)

2007 LES BioPharmaceutical Royalty Rate & Deal Terms Survey

3 4

Number of Tiers

5 6 ~":.'."' .. "".'."".'.""'''''.''..'.'..•...'.L,-,~';;§

;.~
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Iii
Ii '

While the most frequentlyi,observed number of-tiers was three,it is interesting to
observe that many precl~nlcaldeals were fairly complex with four or five tiers.

Number of RoyaltyTiers
(N=54 Deals with Tiered Royalties)

16

14

12

Number of 10

Deals 8

6

4

2

0

2007 LES BioPhannaceulical Royalty Rate & Deal Survey
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Number of Tiers

II Group 1 Preclinical

Gl Group 2 INO Filed through
Phase 2 Enrolled

o Group 3 Phase 2 Completed
through Phase 3 Enrolled

II Group 4 Registered through
Launched

~
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Because different thresholds were used for changing ra.tes,we used six standardized
revenue levels to compare royalties.

Approach for ComparingTiered Royalty Levels

Provided in Survey
Responses

Calculated to
Compare Rates
Across Deals
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There:;Liltsare .c()1J~istentlwith expectations, .but interesting inthfJdetajlthfJyprovide.

Number of Deals

R<pyalty Level vs. Revenu~forDealswithTieredRoyalties
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I
I
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II
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Because of data limitations, we were only able to compare tiered an.d Fixed royalties
for Groups 1 and 2.

2007 LES BioPharmaceutical Royalty Rate & Deal Terms Survey

2

9

11

3

2

5

7

5

12

84

54

138
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Within group!$, 1I1fJan fix~J rpYlIl,tylevels were belowthe values for tiered royalties.
;. _. -- 'I - Jl

!

Comparison of Tiered·vs. Fixed Royalties

Numberof Deals

9

Fixed

11

27 63

Group 1r-IPreciinical

2 +1---,----,--------------------

6 I_==-""""-

4-1 ~
~ Group 2--4.6%

Group 1--4.2%

12 I" ',. ::1

II il10 rroup 21t-pre-POC Tiered
I: H

:1 --- II •

8 I Ill-.::>-;,

Royalty
Level
(%)
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Not surprisinglY,the up-front payments "increased" with the levelofdevelopment
progress for those deals with tiered royalties. ..

Up-Front Payments for DealswithTieredRoyalties

$45 --.-------------"------~~~-

$40 +------------,-------'----

$35 +------------"--------------'-

$30 +----------------
Average
Up-Front $25 +---------------'-----

Payments $20 +----- _

($M)
$15 -j-------------

$10 -1-------------

$5 -1--------

$0 -'---

Number of Deals

Group 1

27

Group 2

11

Group 3

'9

Group 4

7

Note: If respondent left the answer to this question blank, a value of $0 was assumed.
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Iii
i

For each group reviewep,! a large share of dealsiQvolved relatively/ow up-front
payments. The spread~nldealvaluesis drivenbyithehigh-valued(3als.

.•••...• Number of Deals

Group 1-Preclinical 27

Group 2-.Pre-POe
i

Gro~p i1-Preclinical

rl , I Group 2-.Pre-POe 11

Group 3-Post-POC 9
I , I

100%

90%

80%

Share of 70%

Deals with 60%

Up-Front
50%

Below
Threshold 40%

30%

20%

10%

Page 46
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.LJ~'. ~;'.r- .-~:- ;,:.:;"-. _~~

$120$0
0% I' I 'I ' iii I

I..
1$2P $40 $60 $80 $100

1.
1
Threshold Value of Up-Front (million) .

Note: If respondent left the answer t6 this question blank, a value of $0 was assumed.

1::1· .
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While some negotiators maybe trading off up-frontpayments and royalty rates, highly
valued assets appear to be licensed with terms·onth~high-endofboth dimensions.

Comparison of Royalty Rate and Up-FrontPayment
(Preclinical DealsOnIY,n=?"i') .

$25

$20

Up-Front
Payment $15

(million)

$10

$5

$0

.... ..

+

+ +. ... + + .. ..
0% 5% 10% 15%

Royalty at $500M in Sales ~.
Note: If respondent left the answer to this question about up-frontpayments blank, a value of $0 was assumed.
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The average deve/opme{ltlmilestone payments for this sample did not vary a great
deal.

Development Milestones

60 I ,

Page 48

~
Group 4

7

10 -1-1----1

20 +I--l

30 +I--l

40 +I--l

50+1-

Development
Milestone
Payments

($M)

o -1..'--' I"

G~bJp 1 Group 2 Group 3
1'1
!i I

Number of Deals 121 11. 9

Note: If respondent left the answ~f t~ this question blank, a value of $0 was assumed.

1\ il
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Reported sales milestones tended to be higher as deve/opmentprogress occurred,
although Group 4 deals reflected modest sales mil(i)stones.

Sales Milestone for Deals With Tiered Royalties
$120 ..,---------------'-------;-------

Group 4

7

Group 3

9

Group 2

11

Group 1

27

$0 -L.--_

$100 +---'~----------

$20 -t---

$80 -j-------------

Average
Sales $60 +--~-------'--~--

Milestones
(million) $40 -j-----'-----'--

Number of Deals

Note: If respondent left the answer to this question blank, a value of $0 was assumed.
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This set ofdeals indicatbl!. ~.I. increasingfinanciaJret...•.urn.. s associated with laterpoints in
development. ... ! .1 .... . .....

2007 LES BioPharmaceutical Royalty Rate &

27

5°1o growing to
rv8°/0

$4M

$S3M

$29M

Survey

11

rv 7°1o growing to
rvl00/0

$9M

$48M

$S3M

9

rv14°/0 growing to
rv 18°10

$19M

$SSM

$10SM

~
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• As the estimated peak revenue increases, there is a greater likelihood that a tiered
royalty structure will be employed.

• In this sample, the deals with tiered royalty structures had higher overall royalty
levels than those with fixed royalties.

• Average values for upfront and milestone payments can be deceiving - a small
number of deals with large payments have a large influence on the averages.

• The "Median" values and "overall" deal terms are important.

• Review data in the context of the overall deal.
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A NPVwas computedinonly19% of the deals reviewed.

Whether NPV was Calculated
(n=145 deals)

NPV was not Calculated
(81%)

NPV was calculated (19%)

Notes:
1 Based on 145 total responses - excludes the 11 survey responses in which respondents did not answer the

question, "Did you calculate an estimated net present value (ENPV) for this deal?"
2 Numbers in parentheses after descriptions in the legend represent numbers of responses.
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Licenseescomputed~PV~more frequently than licensors

Licensee Repoirted Deals
1

(n=41 d~al~)

Licensor Reported Deals
(n=104 deals)

NPV was calculated (37%)

NPV was not Calculated
(87%)

NPVwas
calculated (13%)

Notes:
1 Based on 104 total responses - excludes the 5 survey responses in

which respondents did not answer the question, "Did you calculate an
estimated net present value (ENPV) for this deal?"

2 Numbers in parentheses after descriptions in the legend represent
numbers of responses.

NPVwas not
Calculated (63%)

I I

I
, I

Notes: ,:1
1-- I'·

1 Based on 41 total responses - exclude~ ,the 6 survey responses in
which respondents did not answer the qqestion, "Did you calculate an
estimated net present value (ENPV) for!thiS deal?"

2 Numbers in parentheses after descriptioqs lin the legend represent
numbers of responses. Iii
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~PVs were computeQby bioteCh and pharmacornpanies more frequently
than b academic institutions

26%

20%

4%

40

35

30

25
Share of

Deals 20
(%) 15

10

5

0

Share of Deals Where NPV was Calculated

36%

Academic (56) Other (15) Biotech (38) Pharma (36)

Notes: .
1 Based on 145 total responses - excludes the 11 survey responses in which respondents did not answer the question, "Did you

calculate an estimated net present value (ENPV) for this deal?"
2 Numbers in parentheses after X-axis data labels represent numbers of responses.
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It:l. . . . '" .
The frequency of computing NPVs Increases through the (;roup 3 stage of

1'1 ....•. '.' ." .......•. '

develooment, butthen ~eclines . . .

Share of Deals Where NPV was Calculated

45 l 420/0
40

35 l - - - 29%
30

Share of 25
Deals 20

(%) 15
10
5

0

Group 5
(17)

Group 4
(5)

Group 3
(12)

Group 2
(19)

Iii
Grou~ 1

(73~
Notes: It

1 Based on 126 responses - excludes 30 ~~pJnseseither representing platform technologies or failing to answer the question,
"Did you calculate an estimated netpreselt1t ~alue (ENPV) for this deal?"

2 Numbers in parentheses after X-axis datal1ab;fls represent numbers of responses.

'. Ii il
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Some interesting results regarding the frequency. atwhich companies
computed NPVs at various stages of development..•.

. . .

Share of Deals Where NPV was Calculated

Biotech and Pharma Deals Academic Deals

80 71% 80

70 70
Share of 60 Share of 60

Deals 50 Deals 50
(%)

40 (%) 40

30 30

20 20 5%
10 10

0% NA NA
0 NA

0

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Group 5 Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Group 5
(28) (7) (11 ) (5) (16) (41) (5) (0) (0) (0)

Notes:
1 Based on 67 responses - excludes responses either representing platform

technologies or failing to answer the question, "Did you calculate anestimated net
present value (ENPV) for this deal?" .

2 Numbers in parentheses afterX-axis data labels represent numbers of responses.

2007 LES BioPharmaceutical Royalty Rate & Deal Terms Survey

Notes:
1 Based on 46 responses - excludes responses either representing platform

technologies or failing to answer the question, "Did you calculate an estimated net
present value (ENPV) for this deal?"

2Numbers in parentheses afterX-axis data labels represent numbers ofresponses.
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II

There were some larg~ldisparitiesbetween various therapeutic areas as to
the freauencv of coml3~tinaNPVs.

II
Share of Deals Where NPV was Calculated

I

~~
~~

fQ
o-:S

O;)~ ~\\ {2\ ~\ ,,~ ~ .f:2\ .f:2\ ~\ - ~\ ~\ ~\
'\2 ~I'! ~ ~ \:: \.: ~ ~ ~ ~ ,,~ ~~# ~I# # ~ ~ # ~ ~ # ~ #

~ (}fQ I! fQt v"o C:JeY (j ~0'O fQ<::-C:J ~o itfQ ~o Q~
~v ~'lf- ~ 0. ~llf rf;:-0.~ ~~ cP ~'lf- fQ~
~ ~fQ .~fQV! \~oo ~&O ~~ ~o" ,,~~ ~"'~ o~ <f

fQV ~~ I \ v~ <) <::?
.~ ......<::- I!

.~~ 'C I
~ .
~

Notes: 1
1

,1 .

1 Based on 126 responses -excludes 30 resp0TJ.f>es either representing platform technologies or failing to answer the question,
"Did you calculate an estimated net presentlvalue(ENPV) for this deal?"

1. 1

2 Numbers in parentheses after X-axis data lapels represent numbers of responses.
I' il
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Deals reported by biotechandpharma companies also have a large disparity
in the fre uenc of com utin NPVs b thera eutic area.

Share of Deals Where NPV was Calculated-Biotech and Pharma

40%

0%

25%

0%

67%

0% 0%
0%

100%

80%

Share of 60%
Deals
(%) 40% 30%

20%

Notes:
1 Based on 67 responses - excludes responses either representing platform technologies or failing to answer the

question, "Did you calculate an estimated net present value (ENPV) for this deal?"
2 Numbers in parentheses afterX-axis data labels represent numbers of responses.
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I

NPVs were computedl ill' very few deals reported by.academic institutions
acrossalltheraDeutiq.B1reas.

29%

0%0%0%0%0%0%0%NA 0%0%0% 1:09(0

100%

80%

Share of 60%
Deals

40%(%)

20%

0%

Smalre of Deals Where NPV was Calculated-Academic Deals
II

,,<,)\
~'-o

o.;s;

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
~~ .~ II $' .~O; ~~ -,~ tb:' ."ffy . vffy ~tb:' ~ d--\

v0 0'~' ,~~ ~ v.::> v"'" ~v ~. ~ ~0 2:;-0. ~
'1><:;:' C} I: riJY:::. v"o '1>~ ~o '::,..0 2:;-0 ~ ~ ("\~

~Ci flj .~ ':.. ~ ~.:$' ~ ° 'l> P.>'<
<:;:. ~ (} 0"" &-0 ~fl). ,0 ~.::> t?v iF «;-0
~ ~~0 ..~0' ~o vrb Ari- rA'1>o/ ,,~ ~-:s 0'<

0V ~: I v v
••~ ~<:;:. I i
~~ I

~<:;:. 1: 1

Notes: I! :1

1 Based on 46 responses - excludes responses either representing platform technologies or failing to answer the
question, "Did you calculate an estirrl~te~ net present value (ENPV) for this deal?"

2 Numbers in parentheses afterX-axislpa~a labels represent numbers of responses.

Ii II
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NPVs were computed for non-platform technologyd.ealsmore frequently
than the were for latformtechnolo deals

Share of Deals Where NPV was Calculated-All Deals

Notes:
1 Based on 145 total responses - excludes the 11 survey responses in which respondents did not answer the question, "Did you

calculate an estimated net present value (ENPV) for this deal?"
2 Numbers in parentheses after X-axis data labels represent numbers of responses.
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%i of Deals in Which NPVs were Calculated - All Deals

The frequency ofco~p~ting,NPVs does not appear to be related to the size
of the company.

100% I 100% 100%
I

Page 62

~

$ in Millions (US)$5,000+
(3)

$501-$1,000 $1,001-$5,000
(4) (1)

$251-$500
(4)

$101-$250
(4)

0%

20%

Notes: .1,'
1 Excludes responses for plaiform technologies and r~sponsesfailing to answer the question, "Didyou calculate an estimated net present value

(ENP V) for this deal? " I'I
2 Numbers in parentheses after X-axis data labels, represent numbers ofresponses where respondents answered the question, "Didyou calculate

an estimated net present value (ENP r) for this ~ealt? .. and reported their company size in terms ofannual revenue. For example, for companies
reporting annual revenue between $0 and $1oq Inif/ion, there were 26 responses to the question "Didyou calculate an estimated net present
value (ENPT'J for this deal?" In 27% ofthese £frail (or 7 ofthe 26 deals), respondents indicated they did calculate an NPV; in 19 ofthe 26
deals, respondents indicated they did not calculate ibn NPV.

3 Excludes deals where respondents answered, "RI'r.e-c.
1
ommercial" to the question, "What was your 2006 annual pharmaceutical sales revenue?

(US$Millions). " : ,I
2007 LES BioPharmaceutical Royalty Rate & DeallTerms Survey
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The majority of biotech andpharma reported NPVs<are relatively low
compared with the few, large NPVs reported.

ENPV for Deals Where it was Calculated

--
ill

Licensor Licensee
Average $237 $118
Median $89 $30

A Min $14 $0
Max $800 $740

i

II II 11

.&>.• , • Iii A.... - .- -T '"" - - -

$900

$800

$700

$600

ENPV $500

(million) $400

$300

$200

$100

$0
o 2 4 6 8 10

• Academic Licensor

lilll Biotechnology
Licensee

A Biotechnology
Licsnsor

mOther Licensor

• Pharmaceutical
Licensee

• Pharmaceutical
Licensor

Note:
1 Excfudes platform deals.

2007 LES BioPharmaceutical Royalty Rate & Deal Terms Survey

Responses
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While upfrontpayme~!ts are the most prevalent, amounts are.small compared
with development anqli sales milestones

.••·.S6·~.r~····9f:/··
"D'ea-:Is;·:>--· ::.::i-;'·.::.:: __ ,._.i ..- .. ~:;;'r~:~-:~:'~ "",...

i:·-Avf!:ra:g.~.;·.·:_-.

·-.::M.edi.~·~-·:_~:·.:;·

80%

$9,823

$450

$3

$250,000

21%

$6,499

$5,000

$200

$50,000

4% 63% 33% 130/0

$2,067 $34,000 $56,387 $10,371

$600 $3,000 $15,000 $5,000

$50 $65 $100 $32

$6,000 $420,500 $500,000 $75,000

($ in thousands)

Notes:
1 Excludes platform deals.. Ii.
2 Blue font represents highest result; red font rep'resents lowest re_suit.

II !I
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Salesand.·development milestones comprise the maJority of lump·sum
. . .. .. - .. . . ...:.

payments in deals reported by biotechandpharOlacornpanies.

80%

$16,627

$2,000

$25

$250,000

($ in thousands)

29%> 5% 56°10 400/0 160/0

$7,530 $1,788 $64,949 $76,540 $14,085

$5,000 $550 $17,000 $26,250 $9,000

$200 $50 $75 $200 $225

$50,000 $6,000 $420,500 $500,000 $75,000

Notes:
1 Excludes platform deals.
2 Blue font represents highest result; red font represents lowest result.
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Developmentmilesto~esare much more prevalent than sales milestones in
deals reported by ac~demic institutions.

1;, ,I,

2% 68% 19% 9%

$250 $1,625 $967 $1,615

$250 $600 $750 $715

$250 $65 $100 $32

$250 $14,000 $3,000 $5,000

9%

$450

$325

$215

$329

$311

$251

74%

$1071\

$1,050

~·Med·i'~ri'1:,·\~·-:·

i~~:l~:!1\~
.·)\V~.r,~~~i~i;~~:

($ in thousands)

Notes:
1 Excludes platform dea~s. II :,
2 Blue font represents highest result; red font represents lowest result.

II II
2007 LES BioPharmaceutical Royalty Rate & Deal Terms Survey
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Highest ratios.of up frontpayments to NPV.were in "Group 1".deals.
All Deals: "Average" up front payment toNPV =15°k and "Median" of 7%

Up Front Payments I NPV

# of Deals Average Median Min

All Deals 21 15% 7% 0%

Biotech Deals 7 14% 8% 1%

Pharma Deals 9 11% 4% 0%

Group 1 Deals 7 26% 22% 1%

Group 2 Deals 6 5% 4% 0%

Group 3 Deals 5 16% 7% 4%

Group 4 Deals 1 0% 0% 0%

Group 5 Deals 2 5% 5% 0%

Note:
1 Excludes 2platform deals, 3 deals for which the NPV was not available, 1 deal with a reported NPV of$0, and 1

deal with an up front payment that greatly exceeded the NPV of the deal.

80%

40%

33%

80%

13%

33%

0%

11%
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The majority of the high NPV deals were biotech deals; the only 2 academic
deals with a>reported INIPV were very small.

i
$900

i

$800 ....

•$700

$600

Academic Biotech Pharma
> $500
0.. ·i Average $0.14 $243 $101
z i i Median $0.14 $130 $28W $400

• ! '! Min $0.01 $14 $0
$300 Max $0.27 $740 $800
$200 • ii 11

$100 • Iii
I. • • A ..... ..... • • • • • •$0 .....

Academic Biotechnology
'; ....

Pharmaceutical

Repprtipg Entity
I [

Note:

~1 Excludes platform deals.
;;',;. . t,--,.:

" -... - ;.~
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As expected, the higher the estimated peakisales, the higher the NPV

$900

$800

$700

$600

> $500
a.z
W $400

$300

$200

$100

$0

~

•

...

•

•
• • • ...

• • • • •~ ... ... •
.... $0-$100 $251-$500 $501-$1,000 $1,000+

Estimated Peak Sales

Note:
1 Excludes platform deals; biotech and

pharma deals only. .

Average
Median
Min
Max

$0·$100
$15
$9
$0

$45

$251·$500
$95
$45
$12

$340

$501·$1,000
$340
$170

$50
$800

$1,001+
$342
$289
$50

$740 ·~·t.··.::.~./.s.... ·
.,' . ", -,.,..•.....
.. ,- -'.'l
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The highest reported NPVs were forcompounds.or drugs that were atIi . .. .'
relatively early stage$! of development.

Page 70

~

$900
i

$800

I i •$700
I

$600 i
i

> $500
ll. •
Z
W $400

+
$300

$200
i +

$100 , •• 1+ + + +
& ... •

+ +
$0 .....

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group Group 5

i ii Staae of DeveloDment

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Group 5

~v~rage $55 $226 $314 $45 $55
ltech and Metilian $50 $195 $14 $45 $24

Mini $30 $25 $4 $45 $0
1'1

$89 $489 $800 $45 $170N1a~

II
!
I '!! -

oyalty Rate & Deal Terms Survey
I

2007 LES BioPharmaceutical R

Note:
1 Excludes platform deals; bl'

pharma deals only.



>~alysis ofi~h~fap·~~tic

Areas

Royalty Rate & Upfront Payment
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Mean an(i Median of Fixed Royalty Rates for Anticancer Deals
by Therapeutic Stage

7.0% i I

6.0%
_ 6.0%
~Cl-.s 5.0%
C'll

~ 4.0%
Cii
~ 3.0%

0:::
~ 2.0%

u::: 1.0%

0.0%

Preclinical

n=23

, ,
i, !

Accompanying data on followingipJge.,
: 'I

!
i

Ii
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Phase I (patients
enrolled)

n=2

Therapeutic Stage

2.0% 2.0%

Phase 1
(completed)

n=1

mMean

II Median

Phase 2 (patients
enrolled)

n=1

~
,',,'.n,- .. "\;'>" .. 'E"E·S

:(;' ";::-'" :,\-:;'
~ . ,,3
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Royalty Rates
# of Deals Min·

==
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EEl Mean

II Median

Phase 3
(patients
enrolled)
n=1

1.001.00

}"i#

0.750.75

Phase 2
(completed)

n=1

Phase 2
(patients
enrolled)

n=1

Phase 1
(completed)

n=2

0.080.08

Phase I
(patients
enrolled)

n=3

0.10 olhd
I

IND Fil~d
n=1

0.08

Preclinical

n=25

1 ,I

Mean a,nciJ Median of Upfront Payment for Anticancer Deals
I[,I by Therapeutic Stage
Ii

-w 16 i Iii " I

o

::E 12 I 11.57
(fl-~ i

C 8
Q)

E
to'
Il. 4c:
,g
:§" 0

Therapeutic Stage

I
:i

A . d .t:: II . i Iccompanymg ata on 10 owmg page.
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~
' .• '.""'O'.;'"":.""."'.""': .."'.".,.I.,.; E':'S
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..

. Upfront Payment (US$ Millions) . .

Anticancer # of Deals* Min ····Median Max Mean
Preclinical· .' 25 0.003 0.08 250.00 11.57
INDFiled .. ··· 1 0.10 ........ ··0:10 0.10 >.. 0.10
Phase I (patients enrolled) 3 0.01 0.08 ..... '0.15 0.08
Phase 1 (completed) 2 0.03 10;01 20.00 10.01
Phase 2 (patients enrolled) 1 200.00 200.00 200.00 200.00
Phase 2 (completed) 1 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75
Phase 3 (patients enrolled) 1 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
Approved/Launched o no data no data no data no data

* Deals With an upfront payment
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Mean and Wledian of Fixed Royalty Rates for Cardiovascular Deals
by Therapeutic Stage

fEJ Mean

II1II Median
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Cardiovascular

Fixed
Tiered·

Tiered
~' "'~OMed"l1a:ymqli~Wi}!!g]~?~sn~~iti:;~\~;'~;;]~M~

Fixed
Tiered
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Royalty Rates
# of Deals Min
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Mean an~ Median of Upfront Payment for CardiovascularDeals
i · by Therapeutic Stage

0.01 0.01

lEI Mean
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Deals WIth an upfront payment

... Upfront Payment (US$ Millions) .... ••

Cardiovascular . # of Deals* Min Median ·Max· Mean
Preclinical 5 0,01 0;04

..
2.00 0.44

Phase·1 (patients enrolled) 1 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
Phase 2 (patients enrolled) 1 15.00 15.00 15.00 ····15.00
Approved/Launched 4 0.33 21.00 250.00 73.08
* ............. . ..
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Meanl :aljld Median of Fixed Royalty Rates for eNS Deals
by Therapeutic Stage

25% i i

21.3% 21.3%

~Mean

II Median

0% +1---'

~ 20% -tl---------+---,-------------------.....,.....J
Cl-
~
0:: 15% -t1--------+--------------------1

~

~
~ 10%

"0

.~ 501 1 .• - • - ? For -.-. v (V -.-. V (VU. /0 "'.H.m

Preclinical

n=5

INO Filed

n=2
Therapeutic Stage

Appro-ved/Launched

n=2

I',
1:1Accompanying data on following Pllge.

II
I

I

I I

I il
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Fixed*
Tiered

Tiered
Bl:iaS:~c~lag#9'ti"1&t~,a:

Tiered

Tiered
'AC·:···"~QV;edl~~IJnc!ii~a~\tiim~~'lli;~;\~~~li~~;]~~~ii1i1

Fixed
No royalty component
* only 1 deal provided rate information
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Me~~ ~nd Median of Upfront Payment for eNS Deals
\; I by Therapeutic Stage
I' I
I

I[) Mean

II Median

n=3

~~~~~

0.60 0.60

Registered/NOA Approved/Launched
submitted

n=1

Phase 3 (patients
enrolled)

n=2
Therapeutic Stage

II
INO Filedi· i

1'n=73

dJ41 0.20I: 'I

4.01

Preclinical

n=6

o

8 -+1-------------;+--,\--------1

4

en 16 I

c
o

-co.::
Q,
::>

~ 12 TI--~-----n-T-------""1":-0"0-"1"1"7'iixxn---------J
en
::>--c
~

E
>.co

a..

I !.
I, I

Accompanying data on following: p~ge.
,: !
I

I
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Upfront Payment (US$Millions) .....

eNS .. # of Deals* <Min Median .... Max Mean
Preclinical 6 0.01 . 0.53 22.00

.

4.01
INO Filed 3

1
••.•.•. 0.04 0.20 1.00 0.41

Phase 3 (oatientsenrolled) 2 ·2.00 11.00 20,00 11.00
Phase 3· (comoleted) no data

..
no data no data no data rio data

Reaistered/NOAsubmitted 1 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.60
Approved/Launched 3

....
1.00 1.50 105.00 ... 35.83

* Deals WIth an upfront payment
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Mean and Media~ Of Fixed Royalty Rates for Infiammation/Muscoloskeletal Deals
by Therapeutic Stage

~Mean

II Median

8.0%8.0%

Appro\ted/Launched

n=1

5.0%5.0%

Phase 1 (patients enrolled)

n=1
Therapeutic Stage

n=4

Preclinical

1% -1-1__

0% -1-1-----'

9% -,----------!----------.:.----------=-=-~-I
8% 11----------+--- ---,

-c:re 7% I- r----
~ 6% 1

0:: ======}~===--=~;~=;,;====-=.a- 5% I~ 4% ,I=--=--=--=-----+-4---
0::
"C 3% I

~u:: 2% I

Accompanying data on fOllowin1 p~ge.
,. I

Ii I
I

. Ii lii
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Fixed
Tiered
No ro al

Fixed
Tiered
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Mean and Median pfiUpfront Payment for Infiammation/Muscoloskeletal Deals
by Therapeutic Stage

10-If)c
0

8
:t
~

en 6~--c
Q)

E 4>.as
Il.-c 20
.::::
Q.
~

0
Preclinical

n=5

0.50

Phase 1 (patients enrolled)
n=1

Therapeutic Stage

Approved/Launched

n=2

lEJ Mean

II Median

~
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·

Upfront Payment (US$MiUions) ..

Inflammation/Muscoloskeletal # of Deals* Min Median Max····••. ·.· .. Mean
Preclinical ) 5 0.01 .. 0.16 5.00 1.10
Phase ·1· (patients enrolled) 1 0.50

...
0.50 .... 0.50·.· 0.50

Approved/Launched 2 4.60 4.80 5.00 4.80
* Deals with an upfrontpayment
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Mean and Median of Fixed Royalty Rates for Ophthalmology Deals
by Therapeutic Stage

~% I I

20.0% 20.0%

EillMean

II Median

7.0%7.0%

Registered/NDA submitted

n=1

Phase 1 (completed)

n=1
Therapeutic Stage

Preclinical

n=3

0% +1--
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Mean and Median of Upfront Payment for Ophthalmology Deals
by Therapeutic Stage

sMean

III Median

Appro\ied/Launched**

n=2

0.10 0.10

13.00 13.00

0.02

Registered/NDA
submitted

n=1

Therapeutic Stage

Preclinical

n=4

0.40 0.23

8 I ~:

O I I",~,: ',,,~
II I! I

Iihase 1 (completed)

n=1

~ 16 Ti--------~r~------------------------~
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* Deals With an upfront payment

**Both deals had the same upfront payment.

Upfront Payment (US$ Millions)
Ophthalmology # of Deals* Min Median Max Mean
Preclinical 4· 0.15 0.23 1.00 0040
Phase 1 > (completed) 1 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
ReQistered/NDA submitted ... 1 13.00 13.00 13.00 13.00
Approved/Launched** 2 0.10 0.10···· 0.10 0.10

...
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ppendixA
1:1

Aggrngate Survey Results
I

Ii i by Question
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• QA. What type of Organization are you?

Number ofCompanies Number ofDeals
22 69
45 55
52 64
38 42

Total 230

Pct. Selected Choice
30.0% AcadElmic
23.9% Biotechnology
27.8% Pharmaceutical
18.3% Other *
100%

*Other organizations include SD & Advisory, Chemical Suppliers, CROs,Consulting,
Executive Recruiters, Federal Contractors, Finance/Investment Banking, Medical
Devices, Non-profit Research Institutes, Law Firms, Private Equity Funds, and
Venture Capitals.

QB. What were your 2006 annual Pharma sales revenues?

Number of Companies Number of Deals Pct. Selected Choice
48 96 41.7% Academic organization/Not applicable
49 59 25.7% Pre-commercial
33 43 18.7% $0-$100
5 6 2.6% $101-$250
55 2.2% $251-$500
5 8 3.5% $501-$1,000
3 3 1.3% $1,001-$5,000
9 10 4.3% $5,000+

Total 230 100%
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• Q1. What year did deal tak~ place?

Iii,

Q2. Were you the Licensorlofl!Licensee?
I

•

Number of Companies
65
45
22

Total

iNumber of Deals
80
67
38

185

Pet. Selected Choice
43.2% 2007
36.2% 2006
20.5%2005

. 100%

Number of Companies Number of Deals
72 I 130
44 I 55

Total I 185

• Q3. Type of Partnering Organi~ation?
i

Pet.· Selected Choice
70.3% Licensor
29.7% Licensee
100%

Number of Companies Number of Deals Pet. Selected Choice
16 : 16 8.6% Academic
41 I 'i 62 33.5% Biotechnology
66 i 97 52.4% Pharmaceutical
7 I 10 5.4% Other*

Total 1'1 185 100%' .

*Other pb'rtn!ering organizations include Antibody Products, Bio/Pharm,
Holding ¢orhpanies, Law Firms, Medical Devices, Nutraceuticals, and
Researc~i TrOiS.

il
.. 'II
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•

•

04. PartneringOrganization's Est.. 2006 Pharma Sales?

Number of Companies Number of Deals Pet Selected Choice
15 15 8.1o/(JAcademicorganization/Notapplicable
31 64 34.6% Pre-commercial
27 36 19.5% $0-$1.00

7 8 4.3%$101-$250
6 6 3.2% $251-$500 .
8 10 5.4%$50t..$1,OOO

12 13 7;0%$1,001.-$5,000
29 33 17.8%$5,000+·

Total 185 100%

05. Type or Category of Compound / Drug?

*Other compound/drugs include anti-infective, artificial tear, assay, biodegradable nanoparticles,
biomaterial, database/software, medical device, hyaluronic acid, oligodinucleotides, polyclonal,
proprietary gene panel, unique human cell line, vaccine

Number of Companies
3
3
8
7

13
14

3
60
16

Total

Number of DeCJls
3
3

12
7

22
21

3
84
21

176

Pet. Selected Choice
1.7% Cytokine
1.7% Hormone'
6.8% Monoclonal antibody
4.0% Natural product

12.5% Peptide/protein
11.9% Platform Technology
1.7% RNAi/an1isense (or similar)

47.7% Small molecule
11.9% Other *
100%

~
<'." ..•••.:'..•...'." .."'.•"' .•....." .•"".'•....•.......T.' ;'[i1<"'S
~};,'~;'~" ...

" '.Po
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• 06. Principle Therapeutic A~e~ for License?

i

NumberofCompanres
26

9
7
2
9

16
9
5
6
9
9
2

23
Total

~uli)1berof Deals
47

9
7
2

12
21

9
5
9

11
10
2

32
176

Pet. Selected Choice
26.7% Anticancer

5.1% Anti-infective.(b
4.0% Anti-infective (vi
1.1% Blood & Clotting
6.8%'.Cardiovascular

11.9% eNS
5.1% Dermatological
2.8%' Gastrointenstinc
5.1 % Immunological
6.3% Inflammation/m
5.7% Ophthalmology
1.1 % Respiratory

*18.2% Other
100%

*Other are$s include aging, anemia, anti-parasitic, cancer supportive care, cleansing lotion,
diabetes, diagnostic, endocrine, hormonal, metabolic, nutraceutical, nutrigenomics screening,
ob/gyn, ob¢sitY, post surgical adema, preeclampsia, research, surgical, urological, veterinary,
and wome~i'srealth.
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• Q7. Stage ofDevelopment for Principal Indication?

Number ofCompanies Numberof Deals Pct. Selected Choice
60 108 61.4% Preclinical

5 5 2.8% INO Filed
4 6 3,4% Phase 1 (patients enrolled)
7 7 4.0% Phase 1 (completed)
5 5 2.8% Phase 2 (patients enrolled)
5 5 2.8% Phase2(completed)
8 9 5.1% Phase 3 (patients enrolled)
4 4 2.3% Phase 3 (completed)
3 3 1.7% Registered/NOA submitted

17 24 13.6% Approved/Launched
Total 176 100%

Q8. Exclusive or Non-Exclusive License?

Number of Companies
97
14

Total

Number of Deals
154
22

176

Pct. Selected Choice
87.5% Exclusive
12.5% Non-exclusive
100%
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•

•

1

09. Territories Included in t~eLicense?

Number of Companies MUf!l1berofDeals
71 122
96 : 160
79 I ! 132
75 i I 127
80 140

Total 176

010. Estimated Peak U.S. 4ndual Sales?

Pet. Selected Choice
69.3% Worldwide
90.9% US
75~0% Europe
72.2%. Japan
79.5% Other

NA Total

Number of Companies
37
10
21
26
19

Total

iNumber of Deals
90
11
22
27
20

170

Pet. Selected Choice
52.9% $0-$100

6.5% $101-$250
12.9% $251-$500
15.9% $501-$1,000
11.8% $1,001+
100%

• 011. Deal Include Co-Promo or Co-Marketing Rights?

Number ofGompanies INhmber of Deals Pet. Selected Choice
17 ill 18 10.6% Yes
79 i 141 82.9% No
10 I 11 6.5% Option to "opt-in"

Total 170 100%

~L.>·, E.••."·,·S...·.
~.,-'. ~,' . .. ~. .

- ' '.;:
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Q12. Who has ultimate responsibility for the following function?

Research
Product development
Clinical trials
Regulatory
Manufacturing

Licensor Licensee
Companies Deals PctSelected ComDanies I Deals I Pct Selected

EQJ 67 39% 531 103\ 61%-------------69t----131T-----77o/~32 39 23%- --35 . . ---~!----..----"·T5r-------·---29 21%
.'.~- .~6i"'--- ~~4! §~~22. 26 . 15%

-" 301
~

. _.
741 .. ='T341 79%36 21%

• Q13. Deal Have Flat or Tiered Royalties?

Number of Companies
47
54
14

Total

Number of Deals
88
64
18

170

Pct. Selected Choice
51.8% Flat
37.6% Tiered
10.6% No royalty com ponent
100%

• Q14. If this deal did not have royalties, was there a profit-sharing component?

NumberofCompanffis
4

10
Total

Number of Deals
5

13
18

Pct. Selected Choice
27.8% Yes
72.2% No
100%.
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• 015. What was the Flat Ro~alty Rate forthis deal?
Number of CompaniesI' 45

Numberof Deals I 89
MINi 0.3%

1st QUARTILE I 2.3%
MEDIAN I 4.0%

3rd QUARTILE I 7.0%
MAXI 50.0%

MODE' 5.0%
MEANi 6.6%

STD. DEV. ! 9.0%
i

• 016. Please provide the ro:yalty tier structure that most closely resembled your deal. For each tier (up to 6) enter
the maximum sales to whiqh ~his tier applied, and the royalty rate for that tier.
(all results are located in Analys{s and Results - Tiered Royalties section of the report)

!

• Q17. Did this deal have stacked royalties?
I, .1
I' ,

Number of Companie~i Number of Deals
26" 52

1

6(])' I 86
Total, i 138

I'

Pet. Selected Choice
37.7% Yes
62.3% No
100%

~
<"'.. £:... '.. ""."">':"."' ..
L·~;:·S

~; -:..- , .;.'

c -_:,~

i ,[
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018. What was the value.of the followil1g financial components of the deal terms? (US$ Millions)
(A total of 150 deals entered data for at least 1 of the belowcomponents. The calculations below exclude blanks andzeroes.)

% ofDeals
with this

Number of Number of Financial FIRST THIRD STD.
F . ICC Die MIN QUARTILE MEDIAN QUARTILE MAX MODE MEAN DEVInanCla omoonent omoames eas omoonent
Upfront payment 711 1331 89% 0.003 0.1 0.3 4;6 250.0 0;1 1~ 36.6
!3esearch ~ndinQ._____.___~~i 351 23% 0.10 0.4 5.0 10.0 100.0 ~:Q.---~~T ~!

5o/~

2~
6.0Technol0!ilX access fee 8j 81 0.05 0.1 0.6 NA 1.7 2.4

Total development I I
0.91 . 34.51 73.5milestone payments 6pJ 991 66% 0.07 0.6 2.8 19.5. 420.5

Total sales milestones I

501 I--r--!
payments 36; 33% 0.10 1.5 13.5 57.5 500.0 1.0 51.5 96.~

Equity investment 191 241 16% 0.03 1.01 5.0 10.0 75.0 5.0 8.61 15.2

• 019. When do the royalties from this deal stop?

NumberofCompanffis
8

44
9

23

13
Total

Number of Deals
10
71

9

46

21
157

Pet. Selected Choice
6.4% After a set time period

45.2% Expiry of last patent
5.7% Expiry of key patent or patents

Expiry of last patent or X years from the date of the first commercial
29.3% sale, whichever is longest

Other (Please specify) Responses will be included in Appendix of Final
13.4% Report.
100%
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i
Number of Deals

30
117
147

NumberofCompanms
24
59 j

Total

Q20. Did you calculate anes;til1lated netpresent value (ENPV) for this deal?

Pet. Selected" Choice
20.4% Yes
79.6% No
100%

•

! I

• Q20a. Please enter the ENP~ in US$ millions.

I·

Number of Companie~ 23
Number of Deals 26

MIN 0.005
1st QUARTILE 15

MEDIAN 50
3rd QUARTILEI 173

IMAJN 800
MODE 50
MEAN 155

j'

STD. DEVl' 224
Ii

~
":"'<'':';'"'''''... '.''•..'.':'''''''''''''''''4., ~r(:'s

~. . "

, ..;!-
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Q21. Did you calculate a deal split assessment of the overall value?

Number af Campanres
17
73

Total

Number afDeals
19

138
157

Pet. Selected Choice
12.1% Yes
87.9%
100%.

• Q22. If yes, whatwas the deal split sharing?

Number of Campanres
Number of Deals

MIN
1st QUARTILE

MEDIAN
3rd QUARTILE

MAX
MODE
MEAN

STD. DEV.

Licensor Licensee
18 18
20 20

3 10
40 40
50 50
60 60
90 97
50 50
50 50
19 19
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AppendixB

LES BioPh4:lrmaceutical Royalty Rate and
l{)eal Terms Survey
II .

I
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LES Pharmaceutical Royalty Rate & Deal Terms Survey

LESwould like to gather as much information as possible about recently completed deals since Januarv 2005. You will
have the opportunity to submit as many deals as you would be willing to share. They may be entered all in one session
or you may enter themgradually over the course ofthe data collectiollprocess.Please submitone deal at a time starting
with your most recent.

A. Whattypeof organization are you?
Academic
Biotechnology
Pharmaceutical
Other (please specify) _

B. What was your 2006 annual pharmaceutical sales revenue (US$ Millions)?
Academic organizationlNot applicable
Pre-commercial
$0 - $100
$101- $250
$251- $500
$501- $1000
$1,000 - $5,000
$5,000+

~'.:.' '.':.' "'.':'.' '."'>.'. E..E·S
? -..--'::;.- .- - ;:~-,_.'

- - - ;,~
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1. What year did this deal tak~ place?
2007
2006
2005

2. Were you the licensor or l~censee?

Licensor !! 11

Licensee

3. What was the type of the p~rtnering organization?
Academic
Biotechnology
Pharmaceutical
Other (please specifY) _--:..,. _

Page 106

~i":·,~~: j~'§, ,

. .- .- ;,f:

I

4. What was the partnering otg~nization's estimated 2006 annual pharmaceutical sales revenue? (US$ Millions)
Academic organization/Notlapplicable
Pre-commercial 111

$0 -$100
$101- $250
$251 - $500
$501- $1000
$1,000 - $5,000
$5,000+

I
1,1

I,. ii'
i;
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5. Please choose the type or category of compound/drug that was the subject ofthis deal.
Cytokine
Hormone
Monoclonal antibody
Natural product
Peptide/protein
Platform Technology
RNAi/antisense (or similar)
Small molecule
Other (please specifY) _

6. Please select the principle therapeutic area for which the product was licensed.
Anticancer
Anti-infective (bacterial)
Anti-infective (viral)
Blood & clotting
Cardiovascular
CNS
Dermatological
Gastrointestinal
Immunological
Inflammation/musculoskeletal
Ophthalmology
Respiratory
Other (please specifY) _

2007 LES BioPharmaceulical Royalty Rate &Deal Terms Survey
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7. What stage of development
Preclinical
IND Filed
Phase 1 (patients enrolled)
Phase 1 (completed)
Phase 2 (patients enrolled)
Phase 2 (completed)
Phase 3 (patients enrolled)
Phase 3 (completed)
Registered/NDA submitted
ApprovedfLaunched

the product at for the principle indication?

8. Was this an exclusive or non-exclusive license?
i

Exclusive
Non-exclusive

9. Which territories were incl*d~d in the license? Check all that apply. For worldwide deals select Worldwide.
Worldwide
US

_Europe
_Japan

Other

2007 LES BioPharmaceutical Royalty Rate & Survey
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10. What were the estimated peak USannualsales for this product? (US$ Million)
$0 - $100
$101-$250
$251- $500·
$501- $1,000
$1,001+

11. Did this deal include co-promotion or co-marketing rights?
Yes
No
Option to "opt-in"

12. Who has the ultimate responsibility for the following functions?
Licensor Licensee

Research
Product development
Clinical trials
Regulatory
Manufacturing

13. Did this deal have flat or tiered royalties?
Flat (Skip to # 15)
Tiered (Skip to # 16)
No royalty component
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I 'I
14. If this deal did NOT includ~ rqyalties, was there a profit-sharing. component? (Skip to #18)

Yes I

No

15. What was the flatroyalty~atJfor this deal? (%). (Skip to #17)% ... I

----- .!

16. Please provide the royalty nell structure that mostcloselyresembled your deal.
For each tier (up to 6) select th¢ m,aximum sales to which this tier applied, andthe royalty ratefor that tier. Tier 1 indicate
the bottom tier.

Your TOP tier will not have md:dl~um sale, so please provide the royalty and leave the maximum sales BLANK.
I' 1

Maximum Sales! (US$ Millions) Royalty for this Tier (%)
Tier 1
Tier 2
Tier 3
Tier 4
Tier 5
Tier 6 I

17. Did this deal involve stacked royalties?
Yes I: :[
No i

il
! !
,'I
i '[j

II I
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18. What was the value of the following financial components ofthedeal terms? (US$ Millions)
Upfront payment $ million
Research funding $ million
Technology access fee $ million
Total development milestone payments $ million
Total sales milestone payments $ million
Equity investment $ million

19. When do the royalties from this deal stop?
After a set time period.
Expiry of last patent.
Expiry of key patent or patents.
Expiry oflast patent or X years from the date of first commercial sale, whichever is longest.
Other (please specify) _

20. Did you calculate an estimated net present value (ENPV) for this deal?
Yes (Please enter the ENPV in US$ millions) _
No

21. Did you calculate a deal split assessment of the overall value?
Yes
No (Skip to # 23)
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22. Ifyes, what was the deal split sharing?
Licensor %
Licensee 0/0

100% !I ii,

I' I

23. Would you please submit dnother deal?
!,.!

Yes (You will be returned to tpe welcome page where you can add another deal.)No jil

I: I
.

LES plans to conduct this surv6y 'ilgain in the future. What improvements or additional questions would you like to see infuture iterations of this survey~

!

Thank you again for participatipgiin the first LES Pharmaceutical Royalty Rate & Deal Terms Survey!II

i

© 2008 by The Licensing ExecUtiles SoCiety (U.S.A. & Canada), Inc.II

I I
I
I

I 1\
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